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Samuel Philip Goree

TOWARDS A THEORY OF EVALUATION FOR AESTHETIC PHENOMENON

PROBLEMS IN COMPUTER VISION

When working with large cultural image datasets, many research topics require computa-

tional operationalization of subjective aesthetic phenomena, such as beauty, colorfulness or

similarity. In this thesis, we argue that algorithms for these problems cannot be objectively

evaluated. Instead, these problems demand more contextually situated and positional forms

of evaluation. To that end, we present motivating studies in three different domains where

aesthetic phenomenon problems occur: web design history, empirical color harmony and

art historical periodization. In each of these areas, we demonstrate strategies for using sta-

tistical uncertainty and qualitative information to inform our computational approaches

and validate their findings. Then, drawing on ideas from feminist theory, we engage in

an extended critical exploration of algorithms for image aesthetic quality assessment. We

show how quantitative performance metrics are insufficient for this problem, especially in

personalized contexts. As an alternative, we prototype and pilot a method for qualitative

evaluation in the context of smartphone photography.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivating Example: The Colorful Paintings of Mark Rothko

The American painter Mark Rothko is known for, among other things, a dramatic change

in the style of his paintings mid-way through his career. Initially grounded in a surrealist

style, he started to paint large color fields, which grew darker over time as he slid into

depression [49]. Rothko’s work is a popular test area for computational analysis of im-

ages specifically because this shift is so visual [326]. So how might we identify this shift

automatically from images of his paintings?

Figure 1.1 shows several Mark Rothko paintings, plotted by year on the X axis and a

measure of colorfulness on the Y axis. The five-year running average colorfulness is shown

in black, while the output of an automatic periodization method, which we will describe

and improve on in Chapter 5, is shown in blue. Immediately, we see the same story about

Rothko’s art presented visually: his early surrealist works change to color field paintings,

which increasingly have low colorfulness values over time.

By this point, any art historian is likely (and rightly) recoiling. Treating images of

paintings as data and visualizing them, even plotting trends over time, is disrespectful and

commodifying — evoking the visual language of stock prices or productivity measures.

Colorfulness is a complex, subjective human experience. Specific colors have different vi-
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Figure 1.1: Mark Rothko paintings on WikiArt, plotted according to a measure of colorful-
ness (“chroma colorfulness”) over time. Left: A scatterplot showing colorfulness values over
time, with running mean and standard error bars in black and automatic periodization in
blue. Right: The images that the scattered points represent, arranged similarly.

sual effects, emotional associations and cultural meanings that do not easily reduce to a

scalar value, and arguably cannot be quantified. Today, however, the boundary between

what can and cannot be quantified is more permeable than ever: human visual culture is

increasingly digitized and decentralized [275], deep neural network generative models can

produce seemingly expressive artistic images [266, 221] and computer vision researchers

have developed methods for automatically interpreting the aesthetic properties of images,

like the emotional impact of photographs [76], the color semantics of magazine covers [163,

Ch. 3] or the complexity of a painting [181]. We claim that topics at this boundary are

worthwhile to study, both through algorithmic modeling and critical engagement, not be-

cause measuring art is a good thing to do on its own, but because these methods can help

us see works of art, and aesthetic phenomena like colorfulness, differently.

Any computer scientist likely had the opposite reaction: why bother spending time

2



and compute resources applying computational methods to mature existing disciplines,

like art and aesthetics, which do not have urgent problems in need of computational so-

lutions? While this argument is also reasonable, we would argue in favor of the study of

topics without urgent need for practical solutions because they give us room to consider

our methods in full depth without the pressure to take shortcuts. Even if the methods

we develop are ultimately not very useful for art historians (or another application area),

studying impractical problems around phenomena like colorfulness creates a site for criti-

cal engagement which can teach us both about visual experience and about our research

methods for less subjective problems. Given current crises regarding bias and injustice in

computer vision [38, 317, 116, 54, 273, 85, 255], we believe engagement with these problems

in more abstract domains like these is needed to explore longer-term solutions.

The critical engagement we are interested in occurs not in the modeling itself but in

the problem formulation and evaluation: the way we describe the problem mathematically

and determine how well a computational solution actually solves it. These components,

especially evaluation mechanisms, are more infrastructural [44], making them more relevant

to humanistic inquiry than the specific technical methods. To illustrate the connection, let

us return to our Rothko example. The specific measure of colorfulness used for the Y axis

values in this plot is a very simple metric: the average chroma of each image.

Formally, for an image in CIELa*b* color space (which we discuss further in Chapter

3), I(x, y) = (Lx,y, ax,y, bx,y) for 0 < x < W, 0 < y < H, the chroma colorfulness is defined

as follows:

3



Cchroma(I) =
1

WH

W∑
x=1

H∑
y=1

√
a2x,y + b2x,y (1.1)

While that is an easily measurable quantity, does it measure colorfulness? Imagine

an observer, Alice, looks at this chart and notices that many of the high-chroma pixels

from the early images actually correspond to the color of the canvas, rather than to the

paint. She argues that this is an error: the early color field paintings, with large regions of

vibrant color, should be much more colorful than the realist paintings that preceded them.

If our objective is to choose an elegant measure for arranging the paintings and call it

colorfulness only as a shorthand, an inconsistency with human perception is not an issue

— we only have to demonstrate the computational elegance of this metric. However, if we

want a measure which correctly aligns with some notion of human-perceived “colorfulness,”

these sorts of disagreements become problematic.

Now, imagine we consult the research literature and find Hasler and Suesstrunk’s “Mea-

suring Colourfulness in Natural Images” [144] and take their recommended colorfulness

measure, “Hasler-Suesstrunk colorfulness,” defined as follows:

CHasler(I) = σab + 0.38µab (1.2)

σab =
√

σ2
a + σ2

b

µab =
√
µ2
a + µ2

b

4
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Figure 1.2: The same Mark Rothko paintings on WikiArt from Figure 1.1, plotted according
to a different measure of colorfulness (“Hasler-Suesstrunk colorfulness”) over time.

Where µa, µb are the channel-wise means along the a and b channels, respectively, and σa, σb

are the channel-wise standard deviations along the a and b channels, respectively. They

find that this metric is computationally simple, but achieves a high correlation (r = 0.937)

with empirical measurements of human perceived colorfulness. Figure 1.2 shows the same

plot as Figure 1.1, except using Hasler-Suesstrunk colorfulness.

This visualization tells a completely different story than the one in Figure 1.1. Instead of

finding a two-segment periodization, it finds a three-segment one which separates Rothko’s

early surrealist works from his color field paintings. Interestingly, it also reveals nuances

which aren’t easily expressed in our short narrative: Rothko’s work actually became much

more colorful and abstract a few years before his first color field painting, and his final

years included both some of his darkest paintings as well as some of his most colorful.

However, that does not necessarily make this function a correct measure of colorfulness.

Imagine another observer, Bob, looks at this chart and points out Red (1968), which has a

5



Figure 1.3: Left: Mark Rothko, Untitled (Red), 1968. Right: Mark Rothko, Self-Portrait,
1936. Both images from WikiArt. Which of these paintings is more colorful?

colorfulness value over 110, is not nearly as colorful as Rothko’s Self-Portrait (1936), but

has a colorfulness score less than 100 (shown in Figure 1.3). He argues that colorfulness

is really a contextual property, and depends on things like style and medium. The self-

portrait, which mixes its pigments to form many different colors, is more colorful than the

close-to-monochromatic hues of the color field painting.

Hasler and Suesstrunk arrived at their metric by surveying twenty human participants,

likely American college students, asking them to rate the colorfulness of photographs on a 7-

point scale. They then computed several combinations of the mean and standard deviation

of the color channels, and found linear combinations with maximum correlation with image

colorfulness scores derived from the human ratings. Color perception, and particularly

hue sensitivity, varies from person to person [99]; if the authors had instead started from

6



a different set of image features, used a collection of paintings instead of photographs

or surveyed a different population, the best measure might have differed considerably.

With that in mind, it seems hasty to say that this function measures “colorfulness” in the

abstract.

What if we had a sophisticated computer program which could learn, using human-

provided labels, to recognize specific genre and medium information and give nuanced,

contextualized colorfulness evaluations? Imagine this program could even learn to predict

the perception of each new human user. We could then use it to generate a personalized

version of our plot above, based on predictions for each person’s perception of colorfulness

in each painting. Would this personalized metric constitute a more correct or true measure

of colorfulness? And if such a program actually worked, would the analysis it yields, steeped

in relativism, tell us anything useful or interesting about collections of paintings?

The key factor here is that by proposing and using a computational measure of color-

fulness, we are implicitly theorizing, specifying what we think colorfulness is and implying

an analysis of Rothko’s paintings. While such a measure can be based on empirical psychol-

ogy research, its implementation and usage for a given collection of images is ultimately an

authored series of analysis choices, realized in code, that can be analyzed, criticized and

revised by others. The process of developing such an analysis and arguing for its utility can

be a worthwhile digital humanistic research process, even if it is never correct in a scientific

sense.

In this Rothko example, we have seen an important pattern:

7



• An aesthetic phenomenon, which we experience in images, is difficult to measure.

• Computationally simple implementations do not align well with human perception.

• Using a more complex implementation improves performance with respect to percep-

tual data, but human perception still varies due to contextual and subjective factors;

there is no one way that all humans experience the aesthetic phenomenon in question.

• These measures, rather than failed approaches to universal measures of aesthetics,

offer different perspectives about the phenomenon under study; their performance is

a matter of interpretation.

Completely missing from this discussion has been the limitations of our dataset and

lack of contextual knowledge about art history in general and Rothko’s life in particular. In

Chapter 5, we will revisit this problem — splitting time into periods based on works of art

— and put forward a method for uncertainty-aware periodization. Using Bayesian statistics,

we can take into account the incompleteness of the data, and quantify our prior historical

understanding, to see how certain we can be about the location of each period boundary.

But some limitations of quantitative perspectives cannot be overcome. For example, a

central aspect of Rothko’s works is their enormous scale. While we can easily measure

the dimensions of paintings, no measure of a disembodied digital image can convey the

experience of standing under a looming canvas. Similarly, even the most useful measure of

an aesthetic quality cannot substitute for actual human perception.

These sorts of aesthetic phenomenon problems do not only occur in cultural analytics.

They are common in a variety of disciplines including information retrieval, recommender

8



systems, artificial intelligence and computational design. We can imagine scenarios where

humans might want to find or create things with particular visual qualities which they

readily perceive, but cannot describe precisely. Solutions to these problems, even if they

are not substitutes for human perception, can be useful in the creation of tools for artists

and designers, as well as research tools for librarians, scholars and the public. Further, the

boundary between these problems and the rest of computer vision is fuzzy. Many central

computer vision problems, like object recognition or image captioning, have subjective,

aesthetic aspects which are treated as noise.

Regardless of the specific application area, aesthetic phenomenon problems are serious

challenges for the research methods of computer vision — how we go about formulat-

ing vision problems, developing algorithms, collecting data and evaluating performance in

order to develop effective and reliable computational vision systems. Particularly, when

we acknowledge that the underlying problem is subjective, increased performance on a

quantitative metric no longer necessarily corresponds to a more useful or informative algo-

rithmic system in general. These issues cannot be fixed with a better performance metric,

because we can just ask the same kinds of questions about that metric. Eventually we

have to confront the subjective factors and impose a perspective. Rather than impose our

perspectives quietly, and ignore subjective differences until they become problematic, this

thesis makes the case for an alternative theory of performance which explicitly handles

subjectivity, grounded in Donna Haraway’s feminist and posthumanist theory of situated

knowledges [138].

By drawing on feminist theory, we do not seek to equate aesthetics or subjectivity with

9



femininity, call computer vision sexist or discuss gender biases which exist in computer

vision models in practice (though such biases do often exist, see [38, 317, 116]). Instead, we

are drawing on a more theoretical side of feminism which challenges boundaries where one

side is implicitly elevated above the other, like male/female, objective/subjective, scien-

tific/humanistic or quantitative/qualitative [139, 138]. Challenging these hierarchies leads

towards alternative epistemologies which ask us to reconsider fundamental assumptions of

the scientific process. This analytical lens is particularly useful for aesthetic phenomenon

problems because they already blur the boundary between subjective and objective. Fem-

inist theory provides a robust explanation for why we cannot blur that boundary in one

direction, quantifying the subjective, without also blurring it in the other direction and

questioning the objectivity of the quantitative.

In this context, Haraway’s epistemology theorizes that quantitative evaluations can at

best provide partial evaluation of computer vision algorithms, both in the sense of incom-

plete as well as favoring some kinds of knowledge over others. We can access alternative

perspectives on the effectiveness of systems by allowing users to experience them directly,

as things in the world rather than abstract models, and interpreting their feedback. Though

this approach requires more work than simply measuring accuracy or correlation on one or

more test sets, we find that it offers several benefits over traditional quantitative evaluation.

For example, it allows us to evaluate not only the performance of the resulting algorithm,

but also the quality of the problem statement and data model. Typically, these elements

are only ever evaluated by authors and peer reviewers. Paradoxically, by approaching al-

gorithms for subjective problems qualitatively, we can come to evaluations which are less

10



constrained by the subjectivity of the researchers, and less vulnerable to forms of techno-

logical determinism common in machine learning [129, 30].

Many of these ideas are not new to computing — subjective [200, Ch. 8], plural [25],

situated [50] and feminist [21, 22, 94, 87] approaches to knowledge and evaluation have

gained recent interest in computing. However, in this thesis we are not examining user-

facing interfaces; rather we are using human subject evaluations for more basic research

which might underlie a variety of applications, including computational science or user-

facing products, in the future. As we will discuss in Chapter 9, this is highly unusual in

computer vision research currently.

1.2 Outline

After discussing related work and defining what we mean by aesthetic phenomenon prob-

lems in Chapter 2, the remainder of the thesis forms two parts:

• In the first part (Chapters 3, 4 and 5), we motivate these theoretical issues through

three research studies which involve subjective, aesthetic aspects of images:

– In Chapter 3, we explore the history of web design, and present evidence of its

homogenization over time. Leveraging both ethnographic interviews and large-

scale image analysis, we show the value of integrating qualitative and computa-

tional approaches.

– In Chapter 4, we present a probabilistic model of template-based color schemes,

which we use to reverse-engineer online color scheme generators and test a hy-
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pothesis regarding the hue-invariance of human color scheme preferences.

– In Chapter 5, we describe a Bayesian model of artistic periods based on image

features. We show how such a model handles subjective prior knowledge and

affords an uncertain perspective on period boundaries in art history.

• In the second part (Chapters 6, 7 and 8), we engage in an extended discussion of

a single test problem: image aesthetic quality assessment (IAQA), or the task of

determining automatically if a photograph is a “good photo.” Rather than present a

new algorithm to solve this problem, we study the evaluation of such algorithms.

– In Chapter 6, we situate IAQA within the history of quantified aesthetics, and

using the concept of the aesthetic gap [76], characterize recent work in this space.

– In Chapter 7, we interrogate personalization as an alternative approach to sub-

jectivity in IAQA. Inspired by an argument from feminist aesthetics, we conduct

a paired preference study and investigate when personal differences from average

preferences are actually predictable based on particular demographic or image

attributes.

– In Chapter 8, we explore an alternative epistemological approach to subjectivity

based on feminist human-computer interaction (HCI). We present a prototype

smartphone camera app interface for evaluating the differences between IAQA

models, and report preliminary user studies of its effectiveness.

• Finally, in Chapter 9, we discuss these findings, and connect our exploration to larger

issues in computer vision and machine learning.
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The purpose of this inquiry is not to criticize evaluation metrics or image measures

in cultural analytics. Instead, it is a good-faith attempt to reconcile computer science,

which relies on mathematical abstraction, with qualitative and interpretive inquiry. Com-

putational and qualitative methods have a great deal to offer one another, but success-

ful interdisciplinary exchange requires first engaging in basic algorithmic research built

on human-centric methods. Echoing Haraway [139, 138], we find that the presumed di-

chotomies present around this topic, particularly those between quantitative/qualitative,

objective/subjective and human/machine, are less rigid than we might assume.

By investigating these issues, this thesis offers the following theoretical contributions:

1. We define the space of aesthetic phenomenon problems and illustrate the properties

of these problems, particularly in relation to subjectivity.

2. We explore ways to integrate qualitative information into computational approaches

to these problems in three contexts: web design history, empirical color harmony and

art historical periodization.

3. Drawing on concepts from feminist philosophy, we question the use of benchmark-

based evaluation for aesthetic quality assessment and propose a human-centric, qual-

itative evaluation method as an alternative.

We also provide several technical contributions:

1. Chapter 3 introduces a novel method for measuring the difference between website

layouts using distance metrics defined on X-Y tree decompositions.
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2. Chapter 4 includes a method for using Gaussian mixture models to model the use of

template-based color schemes in a dataset.

3. Chapter 5 demonstrates how a common dynamic programming-based algorithm can

be used for segmenting image collections into historical periods.

4. Chapter 7 introduces an open-source web-based data annotation tool for pairwise

image annotation.

5. Chapter 8 prototypes a method for embedding an image metric within a digital

camera smartphone application.

Specific research questions will be articulated in each chapter, when appropriate.

1.3 Publications

This thesis is based in part on preliminary work from the following publications:

P1 “Studying Empirical Color Harmony in Design” Goree, S., Crandall, D. Third Work-

shop on Computer Vision for Fashion, Art and Design at CVPR 2020.

P2 “What Does it Take to Cross the Aesthetic Gap? The Development of Image Aesthetic

Quality Assessment in Computer Vision.” Goree, S. International Conference on

Computational Creativity (ICCC) 2021.

P3 “Investigating the Homogenization of Web Design: A Mixed-Methods Approach.”

Goree, S., Doosti, B., Crandall, D., Su, N. ACM CHI Conference on Human Factors

in Computing Systems (CHI) 2021.
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P4 “Correct for Whom? Subjectivity and the Evaluation of Personalized Image Aes-

thetics Assessment Models” Goree, S., Khoo, W., Crandall, D. AAAI Conference on

Artificial Intelligence (AAAI) 2023.

P5 “Situated Cameras, Situated Knowledges: Towards an Egocentric Epistemology for

Computer Vision” Goree, S., Crandall, D. Eleventh International Workshop on Ego-

centric Perception, Interaction and Computing at CVPR 2023.

Additionally, two other works were written as part of my PhD studies:

P6 “‘It Was Really All About Books’ Speech-like Techno-Masculinity in the Rhetoric of

Dot-Com Era Web Design Books” Goree, S., Crandall, D., Su, N. ACM Transactions

on Computer-Human Interaction (TOCHI). Vol. 30, no. 2, 2023.

P7 “Attention is All They Need: Exploring the Media Archaeology of the Computer

Vision Research Paper” Goree, S., Appleby, G., Crandall, D., Su, N. ArXiv preprint,

under submission at ACM CSCW.
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Chapter 2

Definitions and Related Work

Since the materials in this thesis cover a wide range of topics and touch several disciplines,

we will introduce definitions and discuss recent work which is related to the whole thesis

in this chapter, and introduce additional related work, as appropriate, in each subsequent

chapter. First, we will explore the use of computer vision for cultural data, and develop a

working definition for our central topic, aesthetic phenomenon problems, then connect this

topic to discussions in computer science, philosophy, psychology, computational creativity

and cultural analytics. Second, we introduce Haraway’s theory of situated knowledges as a

way of approaching subjectivity for these problems, and discuss recent work engaging with

feminist epistemology in computing. Finally, we use three examples to explore how sub-

jectivity plays a role in aesthetic phenomenon problems: the 18th century quantitative art

criticism of Roger de Piles, the 20th century origins of colorimetry, and the 2010 computer

vision paper “Predicting Facial Beauty Without Landmarks.”

2.1 Aesthetic Phenomenon Problems

2.1.1 Aesthetic Phenomenon Problems in Computer Vision

Recent advances in computer vision offer new opportunities for studying visual culture.

This topic has prehistory in highly geometric approaches to fine art images, such as the
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work of Stork and Johnson studying position illuminants in Baroque paintings [293], Ir-

fan and Stork’s authentication of Jackson Pollock paintings [159], Bernadini et al.’s 3D

reconstruction of Michaelangelo’s Florentine Pietà from image data [32] or Crandall and

Snavely’s analysis of networks of people and the cultural landmarks they photograph from

Flickr data [69]. While geometric and geospatial approaches to cultural images are not

beyond criticism, these sorts of studies are not the topic of our inquiry here.

Lev Manovich’s concept of “Cultural Analytics” puts forward a more radical claim:

that data analysis and visualization can be used to carry out analysis and interpretation

of cultural images at scale [326, 223, 224]. There are now a variety of projects applying

computational image analysis, often based on machine learning, to cultural images. For

example, Elgammal and Saleh quantify the historical creativity of a work of art from visual

features alone [96]. Thomas and Kovashka automatically infer the political alignments of

web advertisements [303]. Karjus et al. measure the visual complexity of paintings over

time [181]. Doosti et al. propose a method for studying the visual similarity of webpages [90].

These sorts of projects involve reasoning about visual qualities which lack an objective

basis. We call these kinds of visual computing tasks “aesthetic phenomenon problems.”

Aesthetic phenomenon problems are computational problems [66], which involve for-

malizing and computing measures of experiential concepts defined in terms of one or more

human subjects. While this is not a category with firm boundaries, we find it is a useful

framework for thinking about the commonalities between problems in different domains.

Some examples include seemingly-impossible problems, like automatically deciding whether

an object in a digital image is art, whether a sound captured in digital audio is sad or
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whether a computer game is fun. More mundane examples include metrics for color con-

sistency [18], visible compression artifacts [209] or text legibility [292]. These problems,

in general, cannot be formalized mathematically because people disagree as to whether

a given formalization matches their perception. We can define algorithms to solve these

problems, often fit to perceptual data using machine learning, but because of the lack of

objective ground truth, evaluating their performance in general is very difficult.

The difficulty of evaluating algorithmic solutions to aesthetic phenomenon problems

becomes even more important when those algorithmic solutions are then used to evalu-

ate other algorithms. For example, consider the Frechet Inception Distance (FID), which

measures the perceptual difference between two sets of images [153]. FID is now ubiqui-

tous in the evaluation of image generation algorithms, even though it does not align well

with the human judgments it was designed to mimic [210] and the typical algorithm used

to compute it uses a statistically biased estimator, so FID scores evaluated on differently

sized samples are not comparable [63]. These sorts of issues only emerge because there is

no way to formally evaluate the FID — the authors who proposed it, Heusel et al. [153],

only justify their approach by showing that the FID correlates with distortion under six

specific image transformations.

There are a variety of statistical methods for working with inter-subject disagreement

in perceptual data. When working with categorical labels, variation is typically measured

using inter-rater reliability measures, such as Cohen’s Kappa and its various generalizations

in Fleiss’ Kappa and Krippendorff’s Alpha [331]. These metrics are designed for categorical

annotation, but can be extended to ordinal or numerical annotations [192]. When faced
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with bounding box or segmentation data, as is common in computer vision, we typically

use the Jaccard coefficient to measure annotator agreement [299].

Typically, after assessing the degree of inter-subjective variation, we perform aggrega-

tion to eliminate the subjective differences between annotator responses, usually by taking

the mean, median or mode label. Recently, however, some researchers within natural lan-

guage processing (NLP), driven by concerns about subjectivity, are turning away from

aggregation. Their approach, called perspectivism, approaches annotation without assum-

ing the existence of ground truth labels [25]. Basile et al. argue that machine learning

problems exist on a spectrum from fully objective to fully subjective, and a problem’s

position on this spectrum can be quantified using dispersion and reliability measures [24].

In the perspectivist framework, datasets can be described as weak perspectivist ap-

proaches, which store distributions of labels instead of averages, and strong perspectivist

approaches which save disaggregated data — where every annotation is treated as a sepa-

rate data instance [24]. These methods are a direct response to concerns around algorithm

bias arising from data annotation, and an extension to Bender and Friedman’s case for data

statements which make the annotator demographics and data provenance for NLP datasets

explicit [29]. Disaggregated, perspectivist approaches show promise for tasks like emotion

recognition [245] and hate speech detection [175] which, while not in the visual realm, are

just as subjective as the problems discussed here. Interesting to our inquiry, approaches

which fit the definition of weak perspectivism have been used in IAQA, the problem we

discuss in Chapters 6, 7 and 8, for over a decade, and our approach in Chapter 7 qualifies

as a “strong perspectivist” approach, though perspectivism was developed independently,
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in parallel to our work in that chapter.

Given a restricted space of documents to annotate, disaggregated annotation data be-

gins to resemble the data for a recommender system. Within the space of recommender

systems research, algorithms based on collaborative filtering yield elegant solutions to prob-

lems involving individual user preferences without engaging underlying aesthetic phenom-

ena at all. These algorithms usually leverage a user-content score matrix (equivalent to the

annotator-data matrix in perspectivism) to measure similarity between users and to predict

scores on content seen by some users but not others [12]. Collaborative filtering algorithms

have been extremely effective in systems where the space of data examples is constrained

and densely annotated. But the “cold start” problem, handling unannotated examples,

poses challenges for these methods [285], and many generalizations of recommender sys-

tems problems can be understood as aesthetic phenomenon problems. Additionally, when

collaborative filtering-based recommender systems collect annotations for data examples

which were shown to users based on the collaborative filtering algorithm itself, the system

dynamics can influence annotations [68], which disconnects those annotations from the un-

derlying aesthetic phenomenon they are supposed to reflect. For example, feedback loops

unpredictably affect the ratings for songs mostly independently from user preferences [271].

For a less-scholarly examination of the relationship between collaborative filtering predic-

tions and aesthetics, please see Tom Vanderbilt’s You May Also Like [311].
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2.1.2 Aesthetic Phenomenon Problems Beyond Computer Vision

By calling these phenomena “aesthetic” we appeal to the formalized study of aesthetics,

as a “science of perception” first named in the 18th century work of Alexander Gottlieb

Baumgarten [133]. To some extent, the issues we encounter surrounding this topic are

similar to the problems discussed in 18th century aesthetics. For example, in his 1757 essay

“Of the Standard of Taste,” Hume argues, against Baumgarten and his contemporaries,

that a science of perception cannot really exist because aesthetic judgment is entirely

subjective and not based on reason. Beauty, rather than a quality of objects, “exists merely

in the mind which contemplates them; and each mind perceives a different beauty.” He also

takes issue with reducing judgment to “geometrical truth and exactness,” since it would

lead us to find a work which could be objectively called most beautiful or most ugly, which

defeats the purpose of artistic criticism [156]. But in 1790, Kant’s Critique of Judgment

responds, arguing that aesthetic judgment only differs from person to person because it is

“bound up with interest,” meaning that we make judgments based other factors. But if we

work backwards, rationally accounting for our external interests and biases, we can arrive

at judgments which are completely disinterested, based only on the pure aesthetic emotion

which is the same in all rational observers [176]. Many of the issues surrounding aesthetic

phenomenon problems are connected to Kant’s claim of disinterested judgment. We will

return to disinterestedness and its critics in Chapter 7.

There is also a rich history of research in psychology which attempts to measure and

model aesthetic phenomena, going back to the psychophysics of Ernst Weber and Gustav
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Fechner. Fechner famously formalized Weber’s law, which relates the intensity of stimuli

and sensations on a logarithmic scale [43]. Later, Fechner showed 347 subjects a series of

rectangles and ellipses and asked them to choose the most appealing, and the rectangle with

proportions drawn from the golden ratio was chosen the most frequently [128]. Fechner’s

psychological approach was groundbreaking, compared to earlier philosophical study of

aesthetics, because it treats aesthetic judgment as a psychophysical process which can be

observed indirectly in the laboratory, even if the judgment itself is subjective.

Other authors have approached aesthetic phenomena from a mathematical perspective,

focused on elegance over consistency with human perception. The origins of this approach

are in the work of George Birkhoff, who proposed that aesthetics in any discipline or

medium could be measured through specific implementations of a single universal aesthetic

measure based on order and complexity [39]. His approach was highly influential; for exam-

ple, Moon and Spencer developed the first quantitative model of color harmony based on

Birkhoff’s theory [236], which went on to influence Matsuda [230] and the template-based

color schemes we discuss in Chapter 4.

Within this tradition, Philip Galanter explores the larger space of possible aesthetic

measures, defined as functions which perform aesthetic evaluation on digital objects (usu-

ally images). This space includes Birkhoff’s aesthetic measure [39], all the models of aes-

thetic quality assessment we discuss in Chapter 6, and even aesthetic evaluation functions

discovered via a genetic algorithm which do not resemble human concepts of aesthet-

ics [113]. This unifying category is interesting because the only factor that differentiates

aesthetic measures from other scalar functions over a space of digital objects is the way
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that we use them. Any such function can serve as an aesthetic measure if we use it on

artistic images and interpret its scalar output as an aesthetic evaluation. This approach is

surprisingly poststructuralist in its view — metrics are not inherently aesthetic measures,

we have to interpret them as such — though Galanter does not identify his thought in this

way. We take inspiration from this reading in Chapter 8. For more details on theories of

computational aesthetics, particularly those based on information theory, please see Green-

field, who provides a history of the term “computational aesthetics” [130], or Jahanian,

who gives a taxonomy of computational approaches to aesthetics [163, Ch. 2].

Designing algorithms to solve aesthetic phenomenon problems can be a fascinating in-

tellectual exercise, in dialogue with the philosophy and psychology of perception. However,

when our interest in these problems is one of necessity, approaches based on statistical

modeling or machine learning become appealing. Such models can be fit to data and cap-

ture nuances in perception which are difficult to describe and model explicitly. The recent

success of machine learning approaches, and particularly deep neural networks, as proxies

for human perceptual measures in computer vision cannot be overstated [334].

In cultural analytics, many qualities we wish to study result in aesthetic phenomenon

problems, as we attempt to operationalize those concepts algorithmically. For example, as

mentioned earlier, Elgammal and Saleh study the creativity of historical art images [96].

Their approach starts with vectors based on Torresani’s classeme features [305], trained

on photographs, to quantify what the art images look like. Next, they define a measure

of visual similarity between pairs of images and construct a weighted directed graph with

edges from each image to similar images later in time. Finally, they quantify creativity
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using a weighted eigenvector centrality measure on that graph [96]. Each of these steps —

defining image similarity, the influence graph and creativity on that graph — constitutes an

aesthetic phenomenon problem which is largely justified through an appeal to mathematical

elegance, qualitative examples of how paintings assigned high creativity scores agree with

the artistic canon and a study investigating the effect of counterfactual dates. However,

judging a measure of creativity based on its ability to detect works typically viewed as

creative begs the question of whether canonically innovative works of art are actually as

creative as the canon would suppose. For a more thorough statement of this argument

in a different context, see Christine Battersby’s discussion of Francis Galton’s study of

genius [26, Ch. 13].

2.2 Situated Knowledges and the Posthuman Subject

Aesthetic phenomenon problems are difficult to evaluate because they are subjective. But

what is subjectivity and how do subjects gain knowledge of the world which differs from one

another? In this section we will briefly introduce the work of the feminist theorist Donna

Haraway, particularly her essays “Situated Knowledges: the Science Question in Feminism

and the Privilege of Partial Perspective” [138] and “A Cyborg Manifesto” [139]. In these

texts, Haraway puts forward a theory of knowledge and the subject which blurs the lines

between human and machine, between subjective and objective knowledge and between

qualitative and quantitative inquiry, making it an appropriate theoretical foundation for

our topic.

In “Situated Knowledges” [138], Haraway discusses scientific objectivity and its fraught
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relationship with feminism. Many of the central questions of feminist theory involve ques-

tioning scientific facts — particularly those about women, their biological differences from

men and how those differences should relate to social issues. Some feminists cite these

conflicts as justification to throw out scientific inquiry itself as biased, but Haraway, who

comes from a biology background [140], disagrees. She does not want a feminist critique

of science to serve as “one more excuse for [feminists] not learning any post-Newtonian

physics,” or a justification for pseudoscience. Instead, she seeks to find a way of thinking

about knowledge which admits both real scientific knowledge about the world as well as

arguments against sexist findings in science [138].

To reconcile these perspectives, Haraway employs vision as a metaphor. She observes

that science, when it separates a “view” of the world from the way that it was captured,

performs a “god trick” — pretending that an observer’s limited view can actually see

everything from an omniscient god’s-eye view. But all vision: human, animal or machine, is

actually situated, limited and partial. We cannot see distant stars, bacteria or atoms as they

truly are; we can only see them as they are captured by cameras, telescopes or other sensors,

often put through data analysis systems to produce images designed specifically for our eyes.

Haraway’s position is not an attack on scientists, who typically acknowledge the limitations

of their instruments and methods. Rather it is a critique of industry, government and the

public, who perform god tricks when they treat the findings of scientists as completely

true, detached from the limitations of their research methods. In Haraway’s words:

Infinite vision is an illusion, a god trick...We need to learn in our bodies, en-
dowed with primate color and stereoscopic vision, how to attach the objective
to our theoretical and political scanners in order to name what we are and
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what we are not...Objectivity turns out to be about particular and specific
embodiment and definitely not about the false vision promising transcendence
of all limits and responsibility. The moral is simple: only partial perspective
promises objective vision. All Western cultural narratives about objectivity are
allegories of the ideologies governing the relations of what we call mind and
body, distance and responsibility. Feminist objectivity is about limited location
and situated knowledge, not about transcendence and splitting of subject and
object. It allows us to become answerable for what we learn how to see. [138]

In other words, humans and our hybrid technological-biological vision systems, are al-

ways part of the universe observing itself. A firm boundary between subjective and objective

knowledge is part of a splitting of subject and object, which is tied up in older Western

ideas about difference between humans and nature. But, as Haraway claims, “coming to

terms with the agency of the ‘objects’ studied is the only way to avoid gross error and

false knowledge of many kinds,” [138] meaning that the human and nonhumans that we

research can have their own ways of understanding the world, and a boundary between sub-

ject and object (with researchers as subjects and participants as objects) denies them that

agency. Rejecting these connected boundaries does not make scientific truth subjective or

relative, it actually makes findings more objective because we acknowledge the embodied,

situated and plural reality of our knowledge. While computer scientists are very familiar

with situated approaches to knowledge in the context of robotics where our agents do not

get to have full vision of their environments [50], we have yet to understand that similar

limitations also affect our research methods.

In “A Cyborg Manifesto,” Haraway extends this epistemological perspective into a

theory of subjectivity, and critique of several branches of feminism. For Haraway, human

minds do not exist separately from bodies or the world; instead they are connected and
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conditioned by the technologies that shape our social selves and our worldviews. In Har-

away’s words, “we are all chimeras, theorized and fabricated hybrids of machine and or-

ganism...cyborgs.” [139]. Haraway identifies three key boundaries which have broken down

in the twentieth century to create cyborg subjectivity:

• Human and animal: understanding of evolutionary biology teaches us that humans

are animals, not fundamentally different from other great apes.

• Organism and machine: Many of the behaviors of organisms, including thought, are

actually quite mechanical and can be replicated by machines.

• Physical and nonphysical: Brains and computers are both physical devices, making

ideas and virtual objects ultimately physical as well.

Donald Hall identifies Haraway’s approach as a stark departure from humanism. The

human subject, rather than a singular disembodied Cartesian mind, is conceptualized as a

hybrid biological-technological system, embedded in larger ecologies. Science fiction stories

about cyborgs — future people who are part human and part machine — allow us to grap-

ple with this reality and understand ourselves as simultaneously people and things. [137,

Ch. 4]. For an example of this shift, consider eyeglasses. We think of our vision systems as

biological, but for many of us with visual conditions like myopia, we actually have hybrid

biological-technological vision. If our glasses break, we have lost a fundamental part of our-

selves and our ability to engage with the outside world, and need to rely on the optometry

system and its global supply chains to return to everyday life. Other technologies, from

televisions to personality tests, similarly interface with and extend the biological self.
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While Haraway does not discuss aesthetics herself, her concept of the subject can be

read as an approach to aesthetics. Our experience of a work of art is mediated through

several lenses, including the literal biology of our eyes and brains (and possibly glasses),

the technologies of image production and reproduction and the socially and historically

situated structures of meaning which shape our interpretations. This view generally aligns

with other contemporaneous feminist art and media criticism, such as Larua Mulvey’s

concept of the male gaze [240], Christine Battersby’s critique of genius [26] or Carolyn

Korsmeyer’s critique of Kantian disinterestedness [190]. These works encourage us to not

just think critically about the way that gender, race and other factors are depicted within

works, but the way that they structure our view of those works, including our assumptions

about the audience and artist and the cultural-industrial processes which brought those

images to our attention in the first place.

The most important takeaway for our inquiry from this simple reading of Haraway is

that under this concept of subjectivity, the solutions to aesthetic phenomenon problems

are computational ways for us to see images. They are not more objective formulations

of the phenomena under study, and they are not artificial subjects experiencing aesthetic

phenomena themselves (though a theoretical future artificial subject could see works of

art through them). Additionally, Haraway’s approach explains how all of these shifts in

our understanding of knowledge and the subject are linked. If we want blur the boundary

between subjective and objective knowledge to treat aesthetic phenomena as quantifiable

and approach culture through data analysis, we also have to blur it in the other direction

and see computation and data analysis as interpretive processes carried out by human
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researchers, embodied and embedded in historical and material relations. Though it un-

derlies much of our inquiry, we will return to situated knowledge and its implications for

our evaluation of algorithms for aesthetic phenomenon problems, in Chapter 8.

Two key communities within computing have been exploring Haraway’s theory of situ-

ated knowledges: feminist HCI and feminist digital humanities (DH). Our work here builds

on both of these areas.

Situated approaches to knowledge were introduced to HCI by Bardzell and Bardzell [22],

and have led to a wide variety of qualitative design studies which center the experiences

of women and prioritize situated and embodied approaches to knowledge. For example,

Sultana et al. study the lives of rural women in Bangladesh and make recommendations

for how to design within, rather than against, patriarchal society and how to avoid treating

users as passive victims in the design process [297]. Fiesler et al. examine the design of an

online fanfiction archive developed primarily by and for women, and show how design

decisions reflect and negotiate within the values of that subculture [106]. Su et al. analyze

forum posts written by owners of sex dolls, and explore the way that these dolls, despite

not being animate, function as embodied technologies of the self, allowing users to develop

complex fictions exploring norms surrounding intimacy and “care of the self” [295].

Feminist theory entered the digital humanities at a similar time, though it has pre-

history in the critical cartography of authors like Brian Harley [67, Ch. 14] and Wood and

Fels [322]. These approaches question the disembodied objectivity of maps, and the ways

that they express geopolitical power. Later critical approaches extend these arguments to

data visualization. For example, Johanna Drucker locates data visualization in rhetoric,
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and describes the historical development of Western visual language for information, and

its relationship to power [91]. d’Ignazio and Klein argue for explicitly feminist approaches to

data visualization, which they operationalize through six principles questioning objectivity

and binary thinking, centering context, embodiment and affect and explicitly discussing

power and labor [94]. In Data Feminism, the same authors build on this framework with

their concept of data visceralization, which elevates the emotional over the rational in our

presentation of data. They advocate for physical and embodied representations of data,

and explicit representations of uncertainty [87].

As discussed in Chapter 1, some digital humanities scholars are quite critical of cultural

analytics methods. As articulated by Claire Bishop, digital methods reduce the complex

judgments of art historians to simple statistical measures, ignores the difficult questions

regarding construction of a canon in favor of easily accessible datasets and represents

an incursion of neoliberalism into the humanities [40]. In a dialogue with Bishop, Drucker

responds, pushing back on these points and arguing that the worthwhile humanistic inquiry

which occurs in digital humanities work exists at the level of information infrastructure,

and in constructing the systems of classification and data modeling which underlie the

work [92]. This response invokes Bowker and Star’s theory of infrastructure — the data

schemas and category systems which structure both our understanding of the world and

our data collection, but often fade into the background [44]. We engage with a similar

concept, “subjectivity in the model” in the subsequent section.

Our approach builds on these uses of feminist methods, and runs parallel to other

applications of feminist methods in AI, like recent work in human-robot interaction [320].
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It is difficult to leverage computer vision in feminist HCI and DH in part because of

the uncritical approach computer vision takes to knowledge and vision. Rather than a

fundamental disciplinary boundary, we claim that computer vision methods for aesthetic

phenomenon problems can be useful for applications in feminist HCI and DH contexts. But

for such applications, our methods should be conceptualized and developed in a human-

centric way with emphasis on the situated and uncertain nature of both our modeling and

our evaluation. We explore several approaches: in Chapter 3, we treat the output of vision

systems as only one perspective on the history of web design, in combination with the

experiences of our veteran web designer participants. In Chapter 5, we explore ways of

making the uncertainty inherent in analysis of cultural data explicit. In Chapter 8, we turn

away from supposedly objective evaluation metrics and towards qualitative evaluations

which occur in the real world.

2.3 Three Examples of Subjectivity in Aesthetic Phenomenon Problems

Aesthetic phenomenon problems resist objective mathematical formalization because the

ways that we understand the underlying phenomena vary from person to person. One aspect

of subjectivity in these problems comes from variation in individual perception, which can

be based on a wide range of biological and cultural factors. We will refer to that aspect as

subjectivity in the data. However, there is another aspect, which is more infrastructural [44],

related to the authors’ understanding of the problem. We will refer to that aspect as

subjectivity in the model. In this section, we explore the interplay between these two

aspects using three examples: early 18th century quantitative art criticism, early 20th
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century colorimetry and early 21st century computer vision study of women’s faces. While

these examples are not essential to our broader argument, we include them to illustrate

our concept of aesthetic phenomenon problems, and show how it provides an interesting

frame of analysis, even in these historical cases.

2.3.1 Example 1: Roger de Piles’ The Balance of Painters

Arguably the earliest example of a quantitative approach to an aesthetic phenomenon prob-

lem can be found in the 18th century work of Roger de Piles, the art buyer for Louis XIV,

in his books The Balance of Painters [80] and The Art of Painting [81]. In the former, de

Piles arrives at quantitative ratings for 56 well known artists based on four characteristics:

composition, design, color and expression. The tasks of quantifying these characteristics,

including the final ranking, can be seen as aesthetic phenomenon problems, as they involve

algorithmically formalizing aesthetic qualities. In the latter, he starts from these charac-

teristics and develops one of the first theories of painting. Contrary to appearance, de

Piles did not develop this approach as an objective rubric for evaluating artists, but as an

explanation for his aesthetic opinions.

The Art of Painting provides a systematic analysis of different qualities of painting,

with a focus on composition, design and coloring. While many sections deal with specifics,

such as how to correctly depict facial expressions or draperies, other sections focus on more

broad, philosophical question, such as whether art can be more beautiful than nature or

whether painters are justified in representing the divine using human figures. In Chapter

28, de Piles discusses three sorts of knowledge which can be had about individual paintings:
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There are three several sorts of knowledge relating to pictures. The first consists
in discovering what is good, and what is bad in the same picture: the second
has respect to the name of the author: and the third is to know whether it is
an original or a copy. [81]

By grouping these three kinds of knowledge together, de Piles implies that aesthetic

judgements relate to empirical properties that can be discovered, much like authorship or

authenticity. He goes on to describe why he believes such knowledge is important.

The knowledge of principles helps one to find...the cause of the effects that
we admire...Those that have not cultivated their minds by the knowledge of
principles, or at least have some speculation of them, may however be sensible
of the effects of a fine picture, but can never give a reason for the judgment
they make. I have endeavoured, by my idea of a perfect Painter, to assist the
natural light of the lovers of Painting, however, I do not pretend to make them
penetrate into the detail of the parts of the art; that is rather the business of
the Painters than of the curious: I would only put their minds in a good way
towards knowledge, that they may, in general, be able to know what is good,
and what is bad in a picture. [81]

This passage makes the important distinction between making aesthetic judgements

and giving reasons for those judgements. He is not advocating a system where aesthetic

evaluations are made mechanically based on objective characteristics, but only for finding

evidence and reasons to explain such evaluations. Judgements of authorship and authentic-

ity can by supported by the same evidence, by describing the manner of a painter in terms

of objective features. Later analysis provides further evidence that the evaluations precede

the evidence in de Piles’ table: the amount de Piles wrote about each of the artists (which

might serve as a proxy measure for how much he enjoys their work) does not correlate with

any of the specific characteristics, but does correlate with the overall scores, implying that

the final ranking of painters precedes the specific scores [118].
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Through this system, de Piles appeals to the quantitative as a way to make his aes-

thetic evaluations seem more reasoned and objective. Such an urge towards rationality

makes sense given his early Enlightenment context: the scientific revolution was quickly

transforming the study of the natural world from an imprecise and noisy discipline of nat-

ural philosophy to the more rigorous modern scientific method. However, it is still unclear

whether these scores reflect his personal taste, or the taste of his employer, Louis XIV.

In either case, we can see the distinction between subjectivity at the level of the model

(which characteristics measure the quality of a painter? How should they be weighted?)

and at the level of the data (how well-designed are the paintings of Caravaggio?). Allowing

subjective judgments at the level of the data does not make the model objective, but it

does make the model explicit in a way which gives us insight into the way that the author

thought about the problem under study. By trying to be objective and formalizing his

intuitions about what is valuable in a work of art, de Piles actually gives us a valuable

insight into his own perspective, which has been analyzed by later scholars [118].

Interestingly, this set of ratings has also had a surprising amount of influence on

economists studying the art market. Several groups of economists and economic histo-

rians have used de Piles’ ratings as evidence for historical attitudes towards specific artists

and used that quantification to measure the relationship between perceived quality, taste

and price [125, 294, 288]. In other words, by quantifying his judgments, de Piles had a

disproportionate amount of impact on later scholarship among economists interested in

art for its commodity value, compared to his contemporaries. This legacy demonstrates

one of the key dangers inherent in quantifying subjective qualities: associations between
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quantification and objectivity can lead people to treat the quantitative measure as a more

objective approach to the concept under study, which at least for de Piles, is not the case.

2.3.2 Example 2: Subjectivity in Colorimetry

Our second example comes from the early 20th century history of colorimetry, the science

of measuring subjective human color perception, and specifically the development of the

1931 Standard Observer model and CIE XYZ color space. Again, we will see a distinction

between subjectivity in a the model and subjectivity in the data. Much like de Piles’ model

of quality in painting, the resulting model of colorimetry is not a scientific theory, but a

designed model architecture, authored by a small number of Anglo-American scientists and

fit to data.

Colorimetry as a discipline developed during the 19th century, but found maturity with

the first meetings of the International Commission on Illumination (CIE) starting in 1913,

culminating in the 1931 adoption of the CIE standard observer model for color percep-

tion [46]. The standard observer model relates tristimulus values, combinations of red, green

and blue light, to specific pure wavelengths which humans see as identical [325]. It serves as

the foundation for most subsequent digital image technologies, including computer vision.

The development of the standard observer can be seen as an aesthetic phenomenon prob-

lem: “perceptually identical color” is an experiential judgment, which measurably varies

between individuals. Driven by their goal of standardization, the CIE decided to ignore

these variations, and construct a single definition of “normal” color vision.

Color perception has been the topic of a wide range of scientific research over the past
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century [325]. One key finding is that there is a great deal of individual variation in color

perception. Some of that variation is due to a variety of biological factors like color defi-

ciencies, natural variation in L:M cone ratios and changing cone sensitivity over individual

lifespan [99]. Other aspects of variation are due to cultural factors, particularly native lan-

guage, which effects human sensitivity on color recognition, categorization and detection

tasks [302]. Given all of the sources of variation in color sensitivity, color perception is

actually remarkably stable in people who do not have abnormal color perception due to a

disorder like dichromacy [99]. One possible explanation for this stability is that color words

form labels to ground different individuals’ development in the same linguistically situated

color categories, so humans learn to interpret roughly the same color information, despite

all of the low-level differences [217].

Despite individual variation, we only use one colorimetric model for digital images: the

CIE standard observer model. This model was initially developed based on the simultaneous

research of William Wright and John Guild in the late 1920s. Guild studied the perception

of seven individuals who worked in the National Physics Laboratory (six men and one

woman) [132], while Wright studied ten anonymous “trichromats” [323]. Despite different

apparatuses and experimental designs, they found roughly the same color matching curves

— combinations of red, green and blue light which humans perceive as identical to each

wavelength of light. The 1931 CIE standard observer model and XYZ color space are based

on these two studies [323, 132, 325], their reported tristimulus values are shown in Figure

2.1.

Wright and Guild arrived at similar results, in part, because of historical factors: they
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Figure 2.1: Tristimulus value ranges measured for seven participants by Guild (left) and
for ten participants by Wright (right). Figures from [325].

were both determined to arrive at a single definition of “normal” color perception despite

individual variation based on Herman von Helmholtz and Thomas Young’s three dimen-

sional color theory [169]. This approach responds to Munsell’s groundbreaking color system

a decade earlier [246], and exists in service of both emerging industrialized electric lighting

and corporate advertising and branding, both of which required standardized color [41].

These authors are upfront about their motivations. Guild argues,

The international photometric scale which governs the output of large indus-
tries concerned with the production of illuminants, necessitates the elevation
of some particular set of visibility data to the dignity of a standard, to be
used universally in all computations carried out for technical purposes. Hope-
less confusion would arise if every lamp manufacturer, or every photometric
standardising laboratory, employed units based on individual judgment as to
the most accurate visibility data available at any particular time. [132]

Similarly, Wright speculates,

It has become abundantly clear that, until data for a ‘normal’ eye have be-
come standardised, the scope of colorimetric science will be strictly limited...I
should not, therefore, be surprised if subsequent research shows some modifying
influences to exist; but if such is the case it is safe to predict that any eccen-
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tricities will be of a small order and unlikely to affect the value of practical
colorimetry. [323].

In other words, they do not arrive at a standard observer model as a scientific theory

of human color vision, they develop it as an accurate-enough model to solve an important

problem for scientific and industrial applications. In fact, this perspective was only possible

because the German color scientists, who participated in the CIE and were interested in

more psychological approaches to color, had been excluded due to official ostracization after

World War I [169]. Later on, Wright described the way the CIE accepted their standard

observer:

Priest was the official American delegate and I think it was quite clear that
he had come briefed to delay the adoption of any standard observer, since
he thought we were rushing things. He in fact raised a succession of objec-
tions...Then overnight, T. Smith...and Guild would recalculate a lot of data to
meet Priest’s criticisms, and Priest would turn up next morning with something
else to object to. In the end they wore Priest down and he accepted most of
the proposals that Guild was going to put forward at the C.I.E. meeting [46]

Guild and Wright approached colorimetry from a particular perspective driven by a need

for standardization, shaped by the sociopolitical process of a committee discussion. Despite

its origins, the model they developed works, and has been vindicated by the countless

successful applications of digital imaging and computer graphics in the decades since. We

can imagine a more accurate model, which accounted for color effects like shine and glitter,

or percecptual phenomena like afterimage or chromatic abberation in the human eye, as

the German color scientists proposed [169], or personalized to account for different color

sensitivity. But such a model may have had more barriers to adoption and created countless

implementation headaches for later engineers.
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2.3.3 Example 3: The 2010 ECCV Hot or Not Paper

Finally, we turn to an example closer to the present state of computer vision, the well-

cited “Predicting Facial Beauty Without Landmarks” [126] of Gray et al. published at the

2010 European Conference on Computer Vision (ECCV). This paper (which we refer to as

PFBWL) “aims to investigate and develop intelligent systems for learning the concept of

female facial beauty and producing human-like predictors” [126], and introduced a dataset

of relabeled images from hotornot.com, a 2000s-era website which allowed internet users

to upload photos of themselves and rate others’ face photos.

While we could criticize hotornot.com for its blatantly sexist premise, or admonish

PFBWL for using images of peoples’ faces without their consent, our interest is more subtle:

how the authors approach the subjectivity of facial beauty. They treat both their intuition

about beauty and hotornot.com’s particularly turn-of-the-millennium way of seeing faces

as representative of a kind of objective “common sense” truth about how humans see each

other, and make that intuition real through data. Our intent is not to criticize PFBWL or

its authors, but instead to use the paper as an illustrative example of how subjectivity is

often treated in computer vision research.

The hotornot.com website allowed users to rate others’ face photos on a ten point

attractiveness scale. According to Time magazine, the site’s cofounders, James Hong and

Jim Young, “thought of the idea in 2000 as they debated the attractiveness of a passing

woman on the street. They decided to let the masses vote. Within a week of launching, the

site has two million page views per day” [89]. The site pioneered the interaction pattern
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underlying social media platforms like Facebook and Instagram where users upload photos

and then see and express their opinion of others’ photos [89, 170].

Regardless of the gender of the users involved, the hotornot.com interaction pattern

embodies a particularly masculine way of looking, one that resembles Laura Mulvey’s

concept of the male gaze [240]. The male gaze is a theoretical tool from feminist media

studies which can be understood as the factor which differentiates nakedness from nudity.

In the words of art critic John Berger, “a naked body has to be seen as an object in order to

become a nude” [31], meaning that the drama within a nude portrait can only exist through

the presence of an unpictured masculine observer immediately behind the image plane. For

example, in Figure 2.2 left, we reproduce the Ingres painting La Grande Odalisque. The

odalisque (a fictional concubine of an Ottoman sultan) looks directly towards the image

plane, reacting to the viewer as if they are a man. This concept proves particularly useful for

analyzing representations of women in visual culture, particularly cinematography, which is

often warped around a hypothetical (presumably heterosexual) man watching from behind

the image plane [240]. When our analysis of films or paintings ignores that hypothetical

man, we implicitly assert the masculine way of looking as neutral or objective, echoing

Haraway’s concept of the god-trick.

PFBWL effectively automates this masculine way of looking at photos of women. The

paper starts by sketching a history of facial beauty that begins with “artists and philoso-

phers,” flows through “social scientists,” and ends with “computer scientists,” because of

“the need for more complex feature representations.” This historical progression from quali-

tative to quantitative to computational is framed as moving from ill-defined to well-defined,
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Figure 2.2: Left: Jean Auguste Dominique Ingres, La Grande Odalisque (1814) from
Wikiart. The depicted woman stares towards the image plane as if there were a man
immediately behind it. Right: Figure from PFBWL showing their method for optimizing
the beauty of images, using their model. Notice that the main difference from left to right
is the quantity of eyeliner.

and the paper’s approach, which avoids manually-selected facial landmark points, advances

this progression from many subjective definitions based on specific research findings to an

objective definition of beauty learned from data. To conduct experiments, PFBWL asked

30 labelers about the relative beauty of hotornot.com faces.

The paper does not indicate who these labelers were or how they were instructed to

label, but it does say that the labeling process was framed as a forced-choice task between

pairs of face images. This rating system is a departure from the one on hotornot.com,

which the authors explain by referencing the difficulty of assigning scores to images. “Each

user will have a different system of rating images, and a user’s rating of one image may be

affected by the rating given to the previous image” [126]. Once many such pairwise labels

are collected, the authors use gradient descent to find a vector s where each index is an

absolute score si corresponding to each image i to minimize a cost function,

J(s) =
M∑
i=1

ϕ(s+i − s−i ) + λsT s.
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In other words, for each comparison, scores incur a negative cost ϕ(d) = e−d on the differ-

ence between the current scores for the two images, in addition to a quadratic cost based

on the magnitude of the scores. This implies an underlying model where each image has

a hidden, constant, true beauty score which obeys the transitive property (if a is more

beautiful than b and b is more beautiful than c, then a is more beautiful than c), and

the difference between the scores for two images (s+i − s−i ) determines the chance that a

user will choose one over the other. Interestingly, this model resembles the Elo system in

competitive chess, which also relates the probability of a pairwise comparison (match win)

to a score difference [121]. The authors acknowledge that this is a simplification, as “each

individual’s opinion can be varied due to factors like culture, race and education” so they

“focus on learning the common sense and leave further investigation on personal effects to

future work.”

Finally, the paper uses machine learning models, which are pre-AlexNet one and two-

layer convolutional neural networks, to estimate scalar beauty from image regions. The

models achieve test set correlation scores ranging from 0.134 to 0.458, which the authors

assure us is not a problem because their goal is not to produce a highly accurate model, but

to more objectively study beauty. So they use the dual form of their optimization problem

to compute a “derivative of beauty” for any input image, which can then be used to

optimize a photo’s beauty; we reproduce their example in Figure 2.2 (right). Interestingly,

their model focuses on the quantity of eyeliner, picking up on the makeup trend around

2010.

While the authors are able to find a meaningful trend in face image ratings data, their
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modeling assumptions about subjective difference deserves unpacking. In their attempt to

find a solvable machine learning problem, the authors make the modeling assumption that

“common sense” facial beauty is an objective property of images, which individuals observe

unreliably. Subjective difference, rather than disagreement about what beauty is or how

to describe it, is just a factor which causes humans to err and choose the objectively less

beautiful face some of the time. The authors ignore subjectivity at the level of the model,

and take whatever steps they can to minimize for subjectivity at the level of the data,

assuming that individual ratings are noisy estimates of an underlying common sense.

While this discussion has been somewhat critical, our goal is not to disparage the

authors’ work in this paper. They made defensible modeling decisions and arrived at an

interesting result. Instead, we seek to use this example to discuss the issues which can arise

from lack of self-reflection regarding subjectivity. Their approach to hotornot.com leads

them to reify its inherent male gaze and elevate a trend in their participants’ rankings to

an objective finding around how “people” rate facial beauty. A larger, more representative

set of labelers might have improve their claims. But no increase in dataset size allows them

to escape their culturally and historically situated concept of what beauty is and how it

should be understood quantitatively.

In these three examples, we have illustrated two things. First we have shown our concept

of aesthetic phenomenon problems and how it applies not only to current work in computer

vision, but historical attempts to quantify the aesthetic qualities of images as well. Second,

we have demonstrated the way that these problems involve subjectivity on two levels: the

data, which encodes subjective differences between research participants, and the model,
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which is shaped by the subjectivity of the researchers. While we can use large sample sizes

and measures of dispersion to assess subjectivity in the data, we can never really assess or

account for our own subjectivity as researchers when approaching these problems.
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Part I: Three Motivating Studies

Chapter 3

Measuring the Homogenization of Web Design

3.1 Introduction

Web design (i.e. the design of pages for the world wide web) is a discipline which merges

technical, artistic, interactive and textual elements. Though it is much newer than other

design disciplines, its thirty years of history can serve as a snapshot to help us understand

the mechanisms underlying the development of design standards and practices [100, 51].

The web also has the benefit of the Internet Archive (https://archive.org), a repository

of 780 billion web pages which can serve as a historical archive for study. However, many

of the questions that we’d like to answer regarding web design rely on organizing pages

within that archive based on their subjective qualities, like visual design similarity. In

this chapter, we will explore ways for measuring the visual homogeneity of the web, and

how computational measures and ethnographic inquiry can inform one another and deepen

our understanding of web design practices. This hybrid approach to web design will serve

as our first motivating example to illustrate the potential benefits of hybrid qualitative-

computational methods.

We are interested in homogeneity because as the technical constraints on the web (e.g.,
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bandwidth) have loosened and CSS and JavaScript have matured into expressive design

tools, we would expect the variety of visual designs on the web to explode. Certainly the

accessibility and power of such tools have led to an influx of creative remixes in at least the

video medium [203]. Instead, at least anecdotally, the opposite has happened: a number of

design blogs have posed questions like, “Why do all websites look the same now?” [239,

65, 233, 97, 11, 263, 213, 276, 5, 4, 208]. These posts typically point out common web

design patterns and surmise that templates, common web frameworks, and the complexity

required of today’s sites(e.g., ensuring that they are accessible and responsive to multiple

screen sizes) have led to the current state of designs. For some, homogenization is positive

because it makes the Internet more usable and inclusive [276], while others argue that

homogenization stifles creativity and negatively affects user experience by divorcing form

from content [239].

For similar reasons, HCI research has begun to examine trends in website design. Chen

et al. [61] speculate that web design has evolved in concert with technological advancements

such as changing screen resolutions and sizes, new media formats, and the popularity of

templates. These are described as distinct web “design periods.” Moran [237] and Brage [48]

address the rise of Web Brutalism, a related counter-trend against homogeneous designs.

Additionally, there is a growing area of interest in the study of design history [102] and

history is a growing area of interest in the study of web design [164]. Purely aesthetic design

qualities have been shown to influence perceived usability [47, 232], making design history

important for studying the past, present, and future of interaction. Some of this work is

motivated by a belief that understanding the history of web design can expand designers’
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repertoire, leading to innovative designs drawing from the past, for example.

Our central research question in this chapter is:

RQ1 — How has the visual homogeneity of the Internet changed between 2003 and 2019?

We investigate these dates in particular because of the design periods observed by

Chen et al. [61]: we believe that the homogenization trends that designers and scholars

have observed may have occurred within and between the “Chaos,” “Formative,” and

“Condensation” periods that they identify.

We use a mixed-methods approach to identify and explain homogenization in website

design. We introduce and apply computational approaches to characterize visual proper-

ties of website designs, first focusing on a small dataset of 100 representative websites, and

then scaling up to three larger datasets which contain over 200,000 snapshots of over 10,000

websites. To contextualize our computational findings, we conducted semi-structured in-

terviews with 11 expert website design professionals (each having at least about 15 years

of experience) involving their own historical portfolios. Our design history approach [88]

is a first step to investigating, on a wide scale, the design evolution of the web. (However,

we acknowledge that due to challenges of data availability and biases in our own experi-

ences of the web (cf. Section 3.3.1), our sampling strategies tend towards sites from the

American English-speaking web.) Additionally, our work contributes a modeling exercise

to an existing conversation in the HCI community on how to quantify websites’ aesthetic

qualities [162, 47, 197, 260, 264], and offers a novel method for measuring layout similarity

using tree edit distances.

We find that average distance between website layouts in our datasets declined signifi-
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cantly —43%— between 2010 and 2019, providing the first—to our knowledge—quantitative

evidence that website designs are becoming more similar to each other. However, we do not

believe homogenization is necessarily a cause for alarm. Consistent use of familiar design

patterns can improve usability, since common patterns may have had rigorous usability

testing and may already be familiar to new users [279, 310]. Websites which conform to

style trends may also be more likely to satisfy accessibility standards [55] (although the

converse is not necessarily true: accessible sites do not have to look visually homogeneous).

Yet we believe the design of technical systems supporting the web should be scruti-

nized for their potential to subtly change the space of legitimate designs. For example, the

Mozilla Foundation argues that decentralization is essential to the long-term health of the

Internet [110] to prevent companies from undermining privacy, openness, and competition.

Arguably, the homogenization of design, may signal that a few corporations have gained

influence over what constitutes proper design on web.

A preliminary version was published at ACM CHI in 2021 (Publication P3).

3.2 Related Work

Our work in this chapter lies at the intersection of two disciplines that crisscross HCI:

design history and cultural analytics.

3.2.1 Design History

Design history argues that the seemingly mundane and anonymous work of countless engi-

neers and designers is worthy of serious academic study [103]. While much work has focused
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on either design of objects and material culture or graphic design in printed material, the

World Wide Web has also been analyzed by design historians. Engholm [101] argues that

web design should be part of the corpus considered in design history and describes how

concepts of genre and style from design history can be applied to the web. Chen et al.’s

interaction design criticism sessions identified a series of design periods in the history of the

web [61]. The latter argues that larger-scale work is needed to more holistically examine

the design patterns in the history of the web. Our work takes a first step towards this

vision, using quantitative methods to analyze large datasets in archives of the web to more

broadly and systematically measure trends in web design.

Our research also aligns with efforts by design historians in constructing online galleries

of web design, such as the Web Design Museum [191] and webmuseum.dk [3]. The process

of acquiring, registering, and preserving websites as cultural artifacts is challenging to do

at scale [102]. Research on information retrieval and extraction techniques such as ours

may help future web design curators search the vast unorganized material available in

collections like the Internet Archive [8].

3.2.2 Cultural Analytics

Online trends have been the subject of much study in cultural analytics research. Con-

sumption patterns of social media videos [254] and photos [329] are significantly related to

our cultural preferences. Various social media have been shown to predict trends in music

as well [286]. Specific to web design, some work has analyzed raw HTML [260, 197, 162],

but Javascript, CSS, and other code makes it difficult to study the visual design of a page
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without actually fully rendering it.

Visual analysis methods have been used in cultural analytics as well. Ushizima et

al. [308] use visual features related to color, spatial organization, edges, and texture to

quantify the visual differences between groups on Flickr. Metrics from computer vision

have been used to identify stylistic and cultural trends in art history data. Saleh and

Elgammal use metric learning on low-level image features to find metrics useful for classi-

fying style, genre, and artist [270]. Influenced by their metric learning approach, we focus

on finding useful interpretable representations and metrics specific to color and layout.

Cultural analytics researchers have also studied web design. Brady and Phillips inves-

tigate the relationships between color, balance, and usability [47], finding that websites

modified to have spatially balanced pages and triadic color schemes are rated more usable

than unmodified sites. Ben-David et al. [28] use a “visual distant reading” of color to study

the websites of Yugoslavia between 1997 and 2000 and observe both a decrease in color

diversity and a shift away from the colors of the national flag at the start of the Kosovo war.

Cocciolo [64] automatically measures the quantity of text on web pages and finds that text

density has been declining since a peak around 2005. Wobbrock et al. [321] find that the

perceived credibility of news websites is heavily related to the visual design, and that the

“overall gestalt of a page is responsible for participants’ credibility judgments more than

any single factor.” Overall this work lends further credence to how web design is intimately

entangled with its users and their societal context [61].

Recent work has used Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) to analyze visual design.

CNNs have the advantage of being able to learn “holistic” and domain-specific feature rep-
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resentatives instead of relying on hand-engineered features. Jahanian et al. [164] use both

color and CNN features to study web history, and Doosti et al. [90] use CNN features to

classify sites based on genre and year. Our work builds directly on these last two papers—

which address methods for quantitatively characterizing designs—by focusing on a specific

research question about the homogeneity of the web and directly comparing learned and

interpretable features. In addition, we conducted semi-structured interviews with web de-

sign professionals to better understand, contextualize, and validate the results suggested

by our quantitative analysis.

3.3 Methods

We use a mixed-methods approach in our research, developing and employing computa-

tional methods to uncover large scale patterns of website design—namely, its increasing

homogenization—and conducting semi-structured interviews with experienced web design-

ers to identify sources of these patterns.

3.3.1 Computational Methods: Uncovering Large-scale Patterns in Website

Design

One of our contributions is to try to quantitatively measure whether website design is

becoming more homogeneous. We do this by collecting and automatically analyzing large-

scale historical corpora of rendered images of web pages. Though computational analysis of

the semantic structure and textual content of the web has yielded important insights (e.g.,

ties between organizations) [52], recent work suggests that the visual design of websites
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encodes information about changes in design standards, technological innovations, and

aesthetics [90, 61]. We thus use rendered website screenshots as our main source of data

(see Figure 3.1 for an example).

To try to measure visual design differences at scale, we developed computer vision-

based distance metrics that try to evaluate perceptual similarity of website images, and

then applied these metrics to our corpora. Due to the subjectivity of the problem, there is

no general computational metric that can accurately predict human perception of visual

similarity in all contexts. Given this lack of a gold standard metric, we applied two very

different approaches, with orthogonal strengths and weaknesses, to help avoid basing any

findings on biases or artifacts of the metrics themselves.

First, we measure distances in a mathematically parsimonious way using hand-engineered

representations of color and layout based on edit distances. Unlike the deep features, these

hand-designed metrics are constrained by our prior assumptions about the design features

that may be relevant, but (also unlike deep features) they allow us to better interpret the

reasons for change over time.

Then, using deep convolutional neural networks, we take a data-driven approach to

learn classifiers that estimate the visual difference between web page images [90]. These

deep learning models have become ubiquitous across nearly all problems in computer vision

because they can learn complex features that may be difficult to describe algorithmically,

including ones that predict human perceptual similarity [334]. However, this advantage

is also their weakness: while these models typically perform very well, they are “black-

boxes” [262] for which it is notoriously difficult to interpret the features they learn or how
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they make their decisions.

Data Collection

We collected a large-scale dataset of website images over time by using the historical crawls

of the Internet Archive [8]. Just as there is no gold standard metric for comparing the visual

similarity of websites, there is no obvious choice of URL corpus to use for our analysis. It

may seem that the entire web (or a randomly-chosen subset) would be the ideal dataset,

but such a corpus would not actually reflect the average web users’ perception of the web:

it would over-represent sites having many distinct pages, pages of the dark and deep web

(which vastly outnumber those of the surface web [146]), and spam sites that arguably

do not reflect the mainstream web. Moreover, random sampling of the web is difficult in

practice because of its decentralized nature [136, 51], and the Internet Archive’s collection,

though impressively expansive, does not include a dense history of the entire web.

As a baseline dataset, we collect the homepages of large public corporations of the

Russell 1000 stock index, as it existed in 2018 when we began the study. Indices such as

Russell are commonly used to gauge the health of the overall economy, and we reasoned that

this sample might represent overall web trends, albeit biased towards corporate designs.

As a check against that bias, we verify our findings with two additional datasets based

on different selection criteria: Alexa rankings [7] and Webby Award nominated URLs [251].

Alexa’s rankings of websites have been used extensively, but its methodology is proprietary

and has changed over time: it originally counted page loads through a custom user-installed

browser toolbar, but now uses a variety of data. Historical Alexa rankings are also incom-
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plete and the Internet Archive does not have regular snapshots of the full rankings. Webby

Award-nominated URLs belong to websites nominated for an award in any “Websites”

category. Since the structure of the Webby awards has changed over time, this is also an

inconsistent sample, and only includes websites owned by individuals or organizations who

pay an entry fee. In total, our three datasets constitute 227,802 images of 10,482 websites.

Verifying our findings on separate corpora collected with different selection criteria

helps reduce biases related to any one dataset, and allows us to compare design trajectories

of these different sets as well. We use Russell as our baseline dataset, since its selection

criteria are publicly available and consistent (unlike Alexa and the Webby awards described

above, which use proprietary or subjective criteria), but we replicate our main results on

all three. We believe that variety in collection methodology and the datasets themselves

lends robustness to our findings.

For each of the above three corpora of URLs, we use the Internet Archive [8] to fetch

historical snapshots of the source code every 15 days, as available, from 2003–2017. For

the Alexa and Webby sets, we do not look at the entire history of each site, but rather use

snapshots within one year of each year that it appeared on the URL list. This makes this

dataset reflect the changing population of popular and award-winning sites. Once we have

downloaded the front-end source code for each site at each point in time, we render it as a

1200x1200 pixel image using PhantomJS [9].

Unfortunately, the Internet Archive does not have a dense historical collection for each

website, and some sites have been indexed much less frequently than others. When working

with data which is noisy and irregular, it is possible to find “trends” that are actually
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artifacts of methodological changes in the ranking and archiving processes. We thus conduct

some experiments on what we call the Dense Russell dataset, which is a more complete

dataset consisting of 100 websites of the Russell-1000 dataset which are available at least

once every 15 days over the entire period 2003-2017. (This is not the same as the Russell

100 stock market index). Most of the 100 companies are Consumer Services (N=31) or

Technology (N=29) according to the Russell 1000 categorization, while 15 are Finance, 13

are Capital Goods, 5 are Energy, 3 are Health Care, 2 are Transportation, and 2 are Basic

Industries.

Color and Layout Metrics

Edit distance metrics are mathematically simple approaches to measuring similarity and

difference. These metrics rely on the intuition that difference within a set of documents can

be measured by defining a set of edits with associated costs and finding the minimum cost

edit sequence required to transform one document into another. Originally proposed by

Levenshtein [204], the edit distance between two binary strings is defined as the minimum

number of reversals, insertions and deletions required to transform one string into another.

The optimization problem inherent in this definition lends itself to a dynamic programming

solution, and thus can be computed efficiently and exactly. These properties have led edit

distances to be generalized to natural language strings [330] as well as other data structures.

For our hand-engineered distance metrics, we make the modeling assumption that the

visual design of a site is captured by two major characteristics: color scheme and spatial

layout. While other research [264] has focused on collecting specific numerical features
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Figure 3.1: An example of our hand-engineered visual representations: (a) a sample website
from the Alexa dataset, (b) nodes of the XY-tree decomposition, visualized as red boxes
overlaid on the raw image, and (c) circular hue histogram and area plot (inspired by
visualizations [28] showing the website’s color distribution as fractions of the X-axis).
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which capture these characteristics, we define distance metrics on our data representations

directly. By using ideas from early query-by-image systems that search for images with

similar color [267] and layout [227], we maintain the interpretability of our metrics without

the added complexity of enumerating and weighting all the ways that two website images

could look similar to one another.

For color, we work in the CIEL*a*b* color space, rather than RGB. Instead of rep-

resenting colors using red, green and blue values, L*a*b* uses lightness, green-red and

blue-yellow axes. It also has a guarantee of perceptual uniformity, meaning that pairs of

colors which are equally distant, according to the CIE 1976 delta E metric [79], will look

similarly different to most human observers 1.

We represent color schemes using color histograms (Figure 3.1), and use the Earth

Mover’s Distance (EMD) for measuring distances between them. Intuitively, the EMD cap-

tures the minimum amount of “work” it would take to transform one website image so that

its color histogram matches that of another website image, where one unit of work incre-

ments or decrements the value of one pixel color channel, much like an edit distance. Unlike

simpler metrics like cosine or Euclidean distance which simply compare histograms on a

bin-by-bin basis, the EMD incorporates the fact that nearby bins—e.g., similar colors—

should be considered more similar to each other than distant bins. Specifically, we use the

CIEL*a*b* color space and measure the distance between two individual colors using the

CIE 1976 delta E metric. Our CIEL*a*b* histograms have 100×256×256 bins. Figure 3.2

1the delta E problem, of measuring perceptual color similarity, is also an aesthetic phenomenon problem
and falls victim to the same issues we are discussing. In fact, the CIE has released two updated metrics since
1976 which incrementally improve the fit to human perceptual data. We use the CIE’s metric somewhat
uncritically here, as its mathematical simplicitly matches with our goal of a mathematically elegant metric.
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(right) shows an example of two non-identical sites with low color distance. The problem

of finding the minimum cost transport between two histograms, which measures the value

of the EMD, has a well-studied linear programming solution. We use the variant of EMD

described in Rubner et al. [267] implemented by Pele and Werman [256].

We represent layout using XY-trees, which are created with a structure-based tree

decomposition algorithm similar to that proposed in Ha et al. [135], although our imple-

mentation uses the algorithm from Reinecke et al. [264] (see Figure 3.1). The basic idea is

to break up the page into a hierarchical structure of page elements by decomposing along

gutters and solid colors of the page, creating a tree node for each nested image region. Trees

also lend themselves to a type of edit distance, which in this case measures the amount of

work needed to transform the layout tree of one image into another by inserting, deleting,

or relabeling nodes. The cost of insertion or deletion is equal to the size of the region being

inserted or deleted in pixels, and the cost of relabeling is the symmetric difference between

the old and new regions (i.e. the number of pixels contained in either the old region or the

new region but not both). We compute edit distances using an open-source implementa-

tion [154] of the Zhang-Shasha algorithm [332]. Measuring website layout difference using

XY-tree edit distance is a novel contribution, to the best of our knowledge, though edit

distances on XY-trees have been used before for document image retrieval [227]. Figure 3.2

(left) shows an example of two non-identical sites with low layout distance.
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CNN Metric

We use deep learning with Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) to create a represen-

tation which automatically tries to quantify visual differences between websites. This rep-

resentation is instead learned automatically from training data, and is not based on ideals

of mathematical elegance like the color and layout metrics. To do this, we train a CNN

model on a classification task: given a website image (taken at some point in the period

2003–2019), identify which of 100 companies each page belongs to. Rather than train on the

full Russell dataset, we train on a 100-company subset because CNN models are known to

be sensitive to class imbalance [53], so it is important that each of the classes has a roughly

equal number of snapshots. We train such a classifier not to accurately solve the prediciton

problem, but instead to learn a set of features which are helpful for reasoning about the

branding of web pages [283]. We use a classification task, rather than something like an

autoencoding [313] or contrastive learning [165] task, in order to maintain consistency with

the earlier work of Doosti et al. [90].

In more detail, we train a CNN model with 273 randomly-sampled images from each

of the 100 company websites, each resized to 227 × 227 pixels, which is standard for CNN

approaches. We use a canonical model architecture, AlexNet [193], the same model used

in [90] except that the final fully-connected layer has 100 outputs, corresponding to the

100 classes of our classification problem; please see [193] for network details. Each output

is a number between 0 and 1 that indicates the estimated similarity to that class (web-

site). We use these outputs as a feature vector, and quantify the difference between two
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Figure 3.2: Sample pairs of websites from the Alexa dataset, having left: low layout distance,
because both have a single large element across the top half and minimal content below,
and right: low color distance, since they both are mostly white with blue and black text.

website images as the Euclidean distance between their vectors. Since we are using our

deep learning model not as an accurate classifier but as a “data mining model” that lets

us characterize any website using a feature vector, we use an established and well-studied

model architecture rather than newer, more complex techniques.

3.3.2 Qualitative Methods: Identifying Changes in Web Design Practices

Additionally, since images only hold a piece of the story of a website’s design, and auto-

mated computer vision on large-scale image collections is a relatively blunt instrument, we

also conduct a series of semi-structured interviews with experienced web designers. These

interviews provide important historical context and link the computational trends to, for

examples, specific changes in tools, techniques, and practices used in web design, as well

as societal trends.

We sought out professionals and semi-professionals with at least 15 years of web design

experience via snowball sampling over email and social media. We recruited 11 participants,
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Participant Web Design
Job Title

ID Experience

P1 25 years Coordinator of Instructional Design

P2 20 years Retired Freelance Web Designer

P3 20 years Systems Engineer

P4 14 years Digital Editor & Web Designer

P5 20 years Lecturer & Freelance Web Designer

P6 25 years Vice President of Digital Marketing

P7 27 years Graduate Student

P8 25 years UX Strategist, Designer & Trainer

P9 22 years Java & Web Development Trainer

P10 27 years Web Accessibility Officer

P11 26 years Web Designer & Joomla Certified Admin.

Table 3.1: Interview participant information.

listed in Table 3.1, of which 7 (64%) were men and 4 (36%) were women. Six (55%) were in

North America, while 2 (18%) were in Europe, and 1 (9%) was in each of South America,

Asia, and Oceania, respectively. Semi-structured interviews were conducted remotely over

the Zoom videoconferencing platform between May and July 2020, and each interview

lasted between one and two hours. Before each interview, the participant was asked to

prepare a portfolio of 4–7 representative websites in which they had been involved in the

design process. To avoid confirmation bias, we did not pose direct questions regarding any

hypothesized homogenization of web design; rather, the semi-structured interview protocol

focused on identifying factors which shaped the participants’ design decisions regarding

the visual appearance of their chosen websites. The portfolios proved useful in grounding

participant stories in concrete details of their web design practices [280, p.88]. All interviews

were transcribed and anonymized.
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Analytic Approach

We analyze our interview transcripts using a constructivist grounded theory approach [58].

Transcripts were coded by the authors to identify emergent themes with a focus on tools,

processes, technologies, and historical events which shaped the designs of specific sites.

Constructivist grounded theory was particularly apt because its inductive approach draws

from both a literature review (e.g., work by [61]) and multiple focal points in data, such

as our computational analyses. We initially coded interviews with open codes, then with

axial codes focused on concepts which may relate to broad trends in visual design practices.

Some codes described the tools that played key roles in the design process (e.g., “JQuery,”

“Adobe Photoshop,” “Wordpress”) while other codes described professional, cultural, and

technological shifts in the design process (e.g., “negotiation,” “designing for web vs. print,”

and “mobile-first design”). Throughout the interviewing and analysis, an iterative process

of memoing led to a final set of themes, which was the genesis of our reported qualitative

findings.

3.3.3 Limitations

Our study has several limitations. Though we use two different modeling approaches for

measuring the visual design similarity of pairs of websites, and compare results across three

datasets, we cannot claim our measures of similarity are definitive. The CNN distance is

taken from a model used to classify website identities and is not guaranteed to measure any

particular visual qualities, although we find that it tends to correlate with our interpretable

color and layout distances (see Section 3.4.1). All of these metrics constitute approaches to
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the aesthetic phenomenon problem of measuring design similarity between webpages and

are necessarily imperfect and uncertain, but their agreement with one provides evidence

towards their reliability.

Also, as we discussed above, it is difficult to collect a representative sample of the

web—or even to define what a representative sample should be. We use three different

datasets with different selection criteria to try to avoid artifacts of any single one, but our

selections are nevertheless biased towards the English-language, and primarily American,

web. Future work is needed to study how homogenization trends spread internationally

and across language barriers.

Though our interview participants were involved with the designs of several of the

specific websites in our datasets, we cannot say for certain that their experiences explain

the trends we observed through our computational analyses. Our selection criteria, which

prioritized designers who had experienced the whole temporal range of our sample, does

not capture the changing nature of web design as a profession.

3.4 Results

We now turn to presenting the results of our mixed-methods analysis. We start by intro-

ducing our central finding: according to our measures, visual similarity on the web has

been increasing, particularly since 2007. We then describe our investigations of potential

underlying causes for this homogenization in layout and color as well as the significance

of the time period from 2007. We organize these findings into three sections which investi-

gate the relationships, respectively, between layouts and software libraries, color and image
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Figure 3.3: Average pairwise distance between the Dense Russell websites, plotted as a
function of time, for color, layout, and CNN features. Shaded regions show 95% confidence
intervals. To allow comparison across the three metrics (which have different dimensions),
each plot was normalized to 0 mean and unit standard deviation. Lower values indicate
more homogeneous.

content, and the 2007 catalyst for mobile support and responsive design.

3.4.1 Homogenization in the Dense Russell Subset Over Time

We begin our analysis by examining the Dense Russell subset (cf. Section 3.3.1), which

includes 100 websites for which snapshots are consistently available every 15 days in the

Internet Archive. For each 15-day period, we computed the color feature for each of the

100 websites, and computed the average Earth Mover’s Distance (EMD) between all pairs

of these sites. We also computed the average Euclidean distance between CNN features as

well as the average tree distance between layout features at each time period. Figure 3.3

presents the results:

• Sites become less homogeneous (higher values) between 2003 and 2007 and more

homogeneous (lower values) afterwards.
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Figure 3.4: Average layout (left) and color (right) distances in all three datasets, with
95% confidence intervals and quadratic regression lines. All layout distance trends and the
Russell color distance trend are negative with p < 0.001. The Alexa and Webby color
distance trends are positive with p < 0.001. Large confidence intervals in the Webby data
in 2017 are due to inconsistent data availability.

• Color distance declines 32% between 2008 and 2019.

• Layout distance declines 44% from 2010 to 2019.

• The CNN distance roughly follows the color distance metric with a decline of 30%

between 2007 and 2019.

Overall, this suggests that websites have homogenized since 2007, and that layout in par-

ticular has seen a significant decrease in diversity.

We emphasize the large scale of this analysis: though it only contains 100 pages, each

page has a snapshot every 15 days for 17 years (408 snapshots per site), for a total of about

40,800 snapshots. At each temporal snapshot, each of the pages is compared to every other

(100×99
2 = 4950), for a total of about 2 million comparisons (4950 × 408).

As mentioned in Section 3.3.1, we curated additional datasets, collecting according to
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different criteria, in order to verify our computational results. For both the Alexa rankings

and Webby Awards dataset, we randomly chose a subset of 100 sites that had data available

for each month, computed the pairwise distances between them for each month, and plot

the results over time with confidence intervals and trend lines in Figure 3.4. Notably, all of

the layout trend lines have negative slope, indicating homogenization over time, and the

layout trend for the Webby data is particularly steep. On the other hand, the Alexa and

Webby datasets show different color trends, with Alexa decreasing in homogeneity and the

Webby dataset remaining relatively consistent across time.

These results confirm the downward layout distance trend we observed with the Dense

Russell subset, though each dataset has slightly different micro trends. The color distance

plot highlights the noise in the Alexa and Webby data: since the set of highly-ranked Alexa

websites changes over time, the mean similarity jumps up and down month to month.

Meanwhile, the small number of Webby categories causes large confidence intervals in

early years. The significantly lower color diversity of the Alexa data makes sense given the

average color distributions in Figure 3.8: the Alexa websites have much more whitespace

and fewer colored backgrounds than websites from the other two datasets.

One might argue that our trends align because they are cueing on the same image

characteristics. To address this concern, we explored the relationship between our three

distance metrics using multiple regression. The color and layout distances have no corre-

lation with each other, as expected. We found that though the CNN distance is correlated

with both color and layout distance, the coefficients are relatively small (0.2 for color and

0.18 for layout, respectively (both p < 0.001)), indicating that our CNN distance is in-
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corporating additional information beyond color and layout. The CNN has access to far

more information about the image, e.g., it can use texture and shape features which do

not appear in either the color or layout representations.

3.4.2 Layout Similarity and Libraries

Our analysis of our large-scale website corpora in the last section showed evidence of

homogenization, especially in the website layouts. But what is driving this effect? In this

section, we find evidence that increasing dependence on libraries, frameworks, and content

management systems (CMS) in web design spurred layout homogenization. Moreover, over

different periods of time, particular libraries have exerted an oversized influence on layout

across the web. We also find that increasing expectations for responsive, accessible, and

usable sites has made it increasingly difficult to create unique, complex layouts that web

designers of the past once could.

To give some intuition for our measure of layout similarity and how it has changed over

time, Figure 3.5(e) shows a sample pair of websites from 2005 whose layout distance is

the average distance in 2005, and (f) shows a sample pair in 2016 whose layout distance

is the average of 2016. The red rectangles show the decomposition found by our layout

analysis. As seen in these “prototypical” examples, early sites often use box-based layouts

with fixed size and shape, while later layouts often have flat designs with fewer boxes and

more images, presumably allowing them to scale to different sizes more easily.
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Figure 3.5: Visualization of average color and layout distances in 2005 versus 2016. (a)
and (b): Histograms of color distances in 2005 and 2016, respectively. Note that this is
a histogram of distances between color distributions, with units of image area × CIE
color distance. The observed change between 2005 and 2016 is due to a shift from colored
backgrounds to off-white and image backgrounds. (c) A sample pair of images with the
average color distance between pairs of sites in 2005. (d) Same, for average color distance
in 2016. (e) and (f) Same, with average layout distance in 2005 and 2016, respectively.

Dependence on Packaged Code

One hypothesis for the increasing similarity of website layouts is that the rise of libraries,

frameworks, and content management system (CMS) templates makes it easy to create

new sites with a given predefined “look.” Indeed, many of the participants in our inter-

views mentioned the impact that these have had on the design of the web. For example,

participants P6, P8, and P11 pointed to CMS templates allowing users without web design

expertise to produce high quality sites. P1, P4, and P6 described instances where they

made use of code snippets copied from other sites on the Internet, because they were not

experienced enough with Javascript or it was simply easier to appropriate existing snippets.
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Participant P5 identified an influx of software engineers into web design around 2012-2014

who over-use framework defaults due to a lack of design experience.

To test the hypothesis that reuse of website source code and/or the use of libraries,

frameworks, and CMS templates may be driving the increasing website layout similarity, we

performed analysis directly on the source code files of our Dense Russell dataset. We first

compared the similarity of source code files themselves. For every pair of pages at a given

time point, we used a string matching algorithm to compute the length of the substrings

in common between the two source code files over the sum of their lengths. Figure 3.6(a)

presents the results. Surprisingly, we found that the content of websites (including their

native CSS and JavaScript code) have become less similar over time, despite that visual

appearance has become more similar. One possible explanation is that as the demands for

online information content increase, the diversity and complexity of that content increases

as well. Another explanation is that over time the amount of native code has decreased,

and instead web designers have increasingly used libraries instead of writing (or copying)

native code.

To investigate library usage, we used Wappalyzer [10] to detect libraries and back-end

platforms from front-end web page source code for each page at each time point of our

Dense Russell dataset. The tool detects 101 JavaScript and 47 CSS libraries. For every

possible pair of websites at each time point, we computed the Jaccard similarity of the

sets of libraries they use (i.e., the ratio of the size of intersection of the two sets over the

size of the union). This metric ranges from 0 if two pages do not share any libraries in

common or do not use any libraries at all, to 1.0 if they use exactly the same libraries. As
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Figure 3.6: Average pairwise similarity between the Dense Russell websites, plotted as a
function of time, according to (a) similarity of front-end source code, and (b) similarity
of library use. We see that the source code itself has become less similar over time, while
websites have used more and more libraries in common.

Figure 3.6(b) shows, average similarity according to library usage has increased over time,

especially after 2007, mirroring the results we found for visual similarity; the correlation

between our CNN’s measure of visual similarity and our measure of library similarity is

0.77 (p < 0.001).

Taken together, these results suggest that the increasing homogeneity of the visual web

is not caused by increasing similarity of website content, but by increasing homogeneity in

the choice of libraries that web designers use.

Library Monopolies

If increasing use of common libraries is causing websites to look more similar, then specific

software library overlaps should predict for a decrease in visual layout distance. We perform

multiple regression to predict layout similarity using binary features indicating whether
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two websites share each of the 16 most common libraries. The regression coefficients in

Table 3.2 suggest that, yes, particular libraries are associated with increased similarity of

web page layouts. Bootstrap correlates strongly with decreased layout distance, relative

to other libraries. Other libraries, like SWFObject, which is used to embed Adobe Flash

content, and jQuery tools, a Javascript user interface library, correlate with more varied

layouts.

Several of our interview participants commented on the relationship between software

tools and source code similarity. P5 and P10 commented on the low quality and complexity

of code that has been auto-generated by a development environment (like Dreamweaver),

CMS, or framework, indicating that the rise of libraries and frameworks may be contribut-

ing to the drop in code overlap. P4, P6, and P10 emphasize that these tools are essential

time-savers to handle the complexity of the web, and P5 identifies a split between highly

technical and non-technical tooling for the web: “We have tools where we’re splitting the

middle. We have tools that are getting easier and easier. . . to use. . . where people can build

websites with no knowledge of code whatsoever and communicate their ideas and live with

whatever limitations those technologies put in place. And on the other end, if you want to

get into the professional side of this, it is unbelievable the barriers to entry that have been

put up.”

Shifting Layout Practices

Participants also discussed changing best practices in web design related to layout. For

example, they recalled some of their considerations during the earlier days of the web: P1,
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P8, and P11 discussed using fixed-width wallpapers and background images for layout, P3

and P9 referenced a desire to keep content “above the fold”—within the first screenful of

content (Figure 3.7)—so that users did not have to scroll, P5 described using search engines

like Yahoo and AltaVista, which have highly complex layouts, as design examples, and P4,

P5 and P9 described a process of designing a fixed layout in Photoshop and then “slicing”

it into small images to put into an HTML table. These practices all but disappeared with

the advent of CSS, which allowed sophisticated and reusable layout and styling of text

content, and which was better for load times and search engine optimization.

In addition to saving time, libraries and frameworks often promote better usability and

accessibility — a common topic in six of our interviews (P1, P2, P6, P7, P8, P10). P10

emphasized the deep relationship between accessibility, usability, and resilience: “Make

your designs as resilient as possible. . .They should work if somebody wants to blow the

screen up to 300%, the interface should still work as intended.” Unlike the earlier mindset

inherited from print design, web designers now see themselves designing flexible interfaces,

not documents. P6 discussed that a web framework “comes with a lot of accessibility code

built in. So it’s got ARIA [an accessibility standard for web applications] and stuff like

that.”

3.4.3 Color Similarity and Technological/Cultural Constraints

While it stands to reason that web frameworks would influence the layout of websites,

it is less clear if this would explain shifts in color, given that frameworks allow color

to be customized. So how can we explain the homogenization of color schemes observed
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Figure 3.7: A screenshot from one of our interviews regarding layout practices. P5 explains,
“The boss was very, very concerned with above the fold. . .And so not a lot of white space
and a lot of words and a lot of text that’s a lot the same size.”
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Library Normalized Coefficient N pairs

Bootstrap -0.410 287

Font Awesome -0.190 340

jQuery UI -0.187 598

Underscore -0.184 54

Moment.js -0.173 25

Modernizr -0.129 1489

ZURB Foundation -0.007 52

Scriptaculous 0.055 31

yepnope 0.067 470

Prototype 0.089 62

jQuery 0.118 12523

React 0.199 36

Lightbox 0.204 23

SWFObject 0.373 1719

jQuery Tools 0.562 76

Table 3.2: Normalized regression coefficients for library overlap and layout distance. Nega-
tive numbers indicate that the presence of this library makes it more likely that two websites
look similar, positive numbers indicate the opposite. N Pairs indicates the number of site
pairs that had that library in common out of 65703 total pairs.

in Figure 3.3? In this section, we observe that the homogenization in color schemes is

related to the shift from monochromatic, usually white backgrounds to more off-white

backgrounds and image backgrounds, and we find that this shift comes from a combination

of technological and cultural constraints.

By plotting the full histogram of color distances, rather than just the average, we

observe that, year by year, the color distances start as a bimodal distribution with modes

around 0 and 90, then converge to a single mode around 10 (see Figure 3.5). As backgrounds

have a large number of pixels, they cause the distance to swing heavily towards low values

when both sites have similar backgrounds. Photos, on the other hand, have many different
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Figure 3.8: Average color distributions for three datasets in 2004 vs. 2016, in which bar
width indicates the average fraction of each image made up of pixels of that color. In each
dataset, the amount of dark and off-white increases and the amount of white and black
decreases during this period.

colors of pixels, so their distances are less polarized. We can also look at the average color

distributions across time (Figure 3.8) and observe that off-white and dark colors have

increased while black and white have decreased, which supports the notion that off-white

and photo backgrounds are more common.

Interview data connects color distribution changes to changing technological and cul-

tural constraints. In terms of technological constraints, Participants P5 and P9 identify

the “web-safe palette,” an early design constraint to ensure that web colors would appear

correctly on different monitors. P9 mentions, “I tend to compose colors in multiples of 51.

So I would say, oh, that’s a 51, 51, 102. Yeah, I still tend to do that despite the fact that we

don’t need to use web safe colors anymore.” P10 points to early differences between monitor

gamuts (the range of colors that can be displayed) as a reason to avoid color on the early

web. P4 and P5 mentioned that bandwidth limitations prevented them from using much

image content in the early days of the web. Since images were large files, they would load

slowly over poor connections and negatively impact user experience. P7 identifies CSS and
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SVG as prerequisites to expressive use of color in web design, since they allowed a large

degree of control over visual presentation without significantly increasing page load times.

Cultural constraints come from the changing nature of website design. P1 and P7 de-

scribe how, in the early days of the web, their stakeholders like clients or organizational

leadership generally weren’t interested in the details of the website. As the web has grown,

these stakeholders have become increasingly invested in the look and feel of their orga-

nization’s web presence, and website design and redesign has become a long, negotiated

processes. Five participants (P1, P2, P3, P4, and P10) referenced negotiations spread over

weeks or months focused on visual details like typeface or accent color during website re-

designs. P1 describes the process for a website redesign in 2007: “They had focus groups.

They come in and they meet with large numbers of people and talk about their needs. And

then they do a sitemap which kinda lays out the content, how it’s going to be organized.

And then. . . they gave us like five options of color schemes. . .And then our administration

and faculty would basically vote on it.” Because redesigns are more expensive and attract

attention from stakeholders, designers are under more pressure to comply with branding

guidelines and avoid unusual color combinations. P10 explains how a background color

choice was made: “This sky background kind of came out of the branding efforts to do with

wings. . .And there was, this kind of illustrated the transition from IT running the show to

marketing and communications running the show.”

Wireframes — i.e., visual prototypes — are essential for facilitating these long design

cycles. P2 describes wireframing with pencil and paper in 2004 while P8 references wire-

framing with software tools like InVision and Axure regularly from 2011 to the present.
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These wireframes function as drafts: they serve as a fixed point and ground discussions

through the design process for specialists who may not have the time or expertise to edit

the source code directly.

3.4.4 Catalyst for Mobile Support and Responsive Design

We observed that the abrupt change in web design visual similarity after 2007 (Figure 3.3)

coincides with the release of Apple’s first-generation iPhone. We hypothesized that this

is not coincidental: the rapid need for mobile support may have caused the web to grow

more homogeneous as companies began using similar front-end libraries to support mobile

platforms. In this section, we show that our findings do suggest that visual similarity of

website design has moved in tandem with increasing mobile support. Mobile design and

therefore responsive design became de rigueur in the industry, pushed in part by search

engine optimization (SEO) strategies.

To track mobile support in company websites over time, we analyze the CSS code

in each web page’s source code. If any of the CSS code has the “@mobile” keyword, we

flag that website as supporting mobile screens in their design. The correlation between

the average website CNN similarity in each month and the corresponding rate of mobile

support is 0.84 (p < 0.001), which suggests that websites which support mobile tend to

look more similar than websites which do not.

Our interview data strongly supports this relationship between mobile support and

visual homogenization. Participants P5, P6, and P10 pointed to the rise of mobile web

browsers as a major factor in their decision to adopt the philosophy of responsive design
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(i.e., where content “responds” to the size and shape of the browser, rearranging to best

use the screen space, usually with a CSS framework). While any web page design can be

made responsive by hand, doing so requires tedious work specifying content rearrangement

and resizing rules using CSS media queries, and it is difficult from a design perspective to

create layouts that are visually appealing in several arrangements. P5 and P9 point towards

Apple’s design decisions not to support Flash and emphasize scrolling over other forms of

navigation on the iPhone. An increasing share of web traffic coming from mobile devices

has led to a rise in “mobile-first” design practice that several participants (P2, P6, P8, P9,

P10) would recommend to new designers. Interestingly, all five of these participants were

quick to clarify that they do not personally use mobile-first practices in their design.

Four participants (P2, P4, P6, and P9) reference search engine optimization (SEO), and

Google’s policies in particular, as factors in their work. While not claiming to be “SEO

expert[s],” they identified strategies for improving SEO. P4 said that he stopped using

Flash for interaction because Google would not index text inside Flash components. P4

and P6 point to Google search’s 2015 “Mobilegeddon” update, which suddenly prioritized

search results which would display well on mobile, as the reason the web adopted responsive

design. This shift corresponds with the second wave of library adoption in Figure 3.6. P2

and P9 say they use alt tags on images to improve SEO and P6 referenced using Google’s

Accelerated Mobile Pages framework as a new SEO strategy, describing Google as “the

800-pound gorilla at this point. They’re driving a lot of what happens on the web in terms

of design and stuff.”
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3.5 Discussion

We set out to investigate a very straightforward question — has visual design on the web

become more homogeneous? Answering this question turned out to be a much larger-scale

endeavor than we had imagined. We first collected a large-scale set of over 200,000 historical

snapshots (over 15 years) of over 10,000 websites. To avoid bias associated with any single

selection criteria, the dataset consisted of websites selected from three different sources:

corporate sites of the Russell 1000 stock index, winners and nominees for the Webby awards,

and top-visited sites according to Alexa. We then developed novel computational methods

for measuring and characterizing the similarity of website images. To avoid bias associated

with any single measure, we developed three, one based on deep learning and two hand-

engineered features that characterize color and spatial layout features, respectively.

Across datasets and metrics, this large-scale, quantitative analysis showed strong ev-

idence that website designs—especially with respect to page layouts—have become more

similar, starting between 2007 and 2010 and continuing until at least 2016. To understand

why, we analyzed, again at large scale, the similarity of source code, the use of libraries,

and support for mobile devices. We found that the use of a relatively small number of

frameworks and libraries has expanded significantly, and that the use of similar libraries

strongly correlates with visual similarity—suggesting that the rise of these tools may be

contributing significantly to the homogenization that we observed.

But this large-scale quantitative analysis could not reveal what was causing the uptake

of libraries, or other more subtle factors that might be driving homogenization. We thus
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recruited and interviewed 11 web design professionals, each having at least 15 years of

experience, to reflect on the changes in their design process over time. These qualitative data

contextualized our quantitative results and confirmed or introduced several explanations,

including the rise of software libraries and frameworks, increased use of large images, and

support for mobile devices.

Layout homogenization appears to have begun after the release of the iPhone. Our

interviews suggest that as mobile browsers grew in market share, responsive design and

the libraries and frameworks that support them became an essential part of professional

web design. This transformation was driven by libraries promoted by major tech com-

panies, such as Twitter’s Bootstrap and Font Awesome which is incorporated into the

BootstrapCDN (content delivery network), and jQuery and Modernizr which are both in-

cluded in templates like Microsoft ASP.Net MVC. Responsive Web Design has changed how

we experience the web [157] and largely replaced older best practices like placing content

“above the fold.” As developing for the responsive web requires more technical expertise,

many designs shifted closer to library and framework defaults to avoid time-consuming,

difficult development work.

Color homogenization offers a less clear story. Histogram data (Figures 3.1 and 3.8) sug-

gests a shift from colored backgrounds to off-white backgrounds featuring images. Rather

than being driven by the display limitations of new mobile devices, these changes respond

to lifting bandwidth restrictions and increased support for CSS and SVG. While homoge-

nization was the trend in the Russell 1000 sites, the opposite trend was true for the Alexa

and Webby datasets, indicating that the shift to off-white backgrounds and large images
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does not consistently lead to color homogenization on less corporate websites.

We choose to reserve judgment on whether the trend of visual homogenization is good

or bad. We suggest, however, that if the diversity of visual designs is indeed shrinking, this

may limit the perceived repertoire of possible and legitimate designs that future website

designers draw from, constraining the creativity and innovation of future websites.

Two decades ago, studies by Newman & Landay [244] noted that web designers used

many informal, flexible representations of websites (e.g., sketches) for wireframing; these

unconstrained, sometimes low-fidelity representations afford usual and unusual designs

equally, limited only by the designer’s imagination. Designers turned to media like paper

for practical reasons: creating polished, high fidelity prototypes at the time was laborious.

Now, designers have a myriad of tools, including wireframing tools like InVision, Figma

and Axure, CMS like Wordpress and Joomla, and frontend libraries and frameworks to

rapidly prototype high fidelity websites. These tools allow designers to search for or choose

from exemplar widgets and styles that follow the current landscape of legitimate designs

and studied interaction patterns [310, 201], at the cost of making unusual designs more

difficult to create [150]. The bias towards legitimate designs is helpful for both amateur and

professional designers: using such tools and strategies leads to faster development cycles,

reduced complexity, better accessibility, and use of learned affordances to achieve greater

usability.

However, as HCI takes up other concerns such as value-sensitive, authentic, and reflec-

tive design [111, 296, 282], we may rethink how visual design (and closely related ideas about

interaction) can go beyond concerns of usability, efficiency, or even marketing. We do not
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suggest turning back progress on, for example, creating inclusive websites or open-source

software, but we should investigate how to enable enjoyable, diverse, and/or provocative

forms within the space of inclusive design. For example, though animated GIFs may violate

accessibility guidelines, the aesthetic qualities that make them popular indicate that we

should not prematurely limit the creation of novel designs for accessibility reasons [120].

Turning to our broader discussion of subjective measures and cultural analytics, we see

examples of several broad trends in these sorts of projects:

• A seemingly-monolithic entity, in this case the web, turns out to be difficult to de-

fine. Different perspectives on how to study the web “in general” lead to different

conclusions (for example, 3.4 right).

• A simple perceptual property, visual design similarity, is quite difficult to measure.

Different criteria for metrics (mathematically simple vs. data driven) lead to different

metrics, with subtly different results.

• Qualitative approaches yield important context which help us unify the results of

contrasting computational methodologies. Some trends, like layout homogenization,

occur across these differences in perspective.

Ultimately, when computational methods operate within a qualitative epistemology, the

inherent subjectivity of the underlying problem, and the issues with any one implementa-

tion, cease to present a serious problem. Different data collection strategies and different

metrics offer contrasting partial perspectives, much like the contrasting perspectives of dif-

ferent research participants. By acknowledging the inherent limitations of each metric and
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interview, we can interpret and synthesize them into a narrative about the development

of web design practices, which is more strongly grounded and supported by evidence than

one based on qualitative or computational methods alone.
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Chapter 4

A Probabilistic Model of Template-based Color Harmony

4.1 Introduction

In some circumstances, when subjectivity plays a factor in computer vision problems, a

reasonable solution is to express subjective factors as a source of random variation, and

take a probabilistic modeling approach instead. When we do so, probabilistic models, which

can account for many types of noise due to unobservable factors, become very appealing. In

this chapter, we examine a probabilistic model of color harmony which uses real datasets

of art and design images as a proxy for the distribution of popular preference for color

schemes in context.

Color harmony is a fundamental topic in color theory which asks the question: why

are some combinations of colors more appealing to humans than others? A color harmony

model predicts whether a given combination of colors will look appealing or not. Color

harmony is largely inspired by the success of formal models of musical harmony [13], where

a small-number ratio like 1
2 or 2

3 between the frequencies is a strong predictor of consonance.

Since there is a long-standing association between musical tone and color in the western

scientific tradition (Isaac Newton, for example, famously believed that sound and light

were the same phenomenon operating at different timescales [253]), scholars across the arts

and sciences have sought to discover models which predict pleasing color schemes. These
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Figure 4.1: Five common color templates used by online color scheme generators. A color
scheme from this template chooses colors within the shaded area, rotated to any center
hue.

models range from highly qualitative theories such as Itten’s system of seven contrasts [161]

to more recent quantitative models like Matsuda’s hue templates [230].

In recent years, color harmony models have inspired a number of online color scheme

generators, which automatically choose colors for designers. Some generate harmonious

color schemes stochastically [291, 36, 261] while others ask the user to choose a single

color, then derive other harmonious colors (e.g., Adobe Color [6]). These generators choose

colors using a set of color templates, shapes on the color wheel like the ones shown in

Figure 4.1. These models rely on what we will refer to as the hue-invariance hypothesis,

that certain angles on the color wheel produce harmonious color schemes regardless of hue.

This claim is analogous to the way harmony works in music, as chords are consonant or

dissonant regardless of the root pitch. Not all online color scheme generators subscribe to

the hue-invariance hypothesis: some, like the ColourLovers platform, allow users to create,

share, and search for color schemes without any underlying model [235].
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Despite the elegance of these models and the convenience of online generators, studies

of human color harmony preferences [298, 250] have shown that template-based models

are not very accurate descriptions of human aesthetic preferences for color combinations:

preferences vary between individuals and depend on the hue values (not just their relative

positions in color-space) [250].

For this reason, we are interested in modeling template-based color scheme generators,

both to reverse-engineer existing generators and extract the templates they use, as well

as to examine image datasets and determine the extent to which they are template-based.

Rather than explore these issues using data collected about abstract color schemes, in this

chapter, we ask:

RQ2 — To what extent are color schemes extracted from real website, fashion and art

images based on the same templates as online color scheme generators?

Based on the work of O’Donovan et al. [250], we hypothesize that color scheme models

fit to template-based online color scheme generators will not assign high likelihoods to the

color combinations present in real art and design images, but color scheme models based

on human-designed color schemes will.

To investigate this topic, we fit Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs) to hue-normalized

representations of color schemes, and then using the resulting model to compute the like-

lihood of color schemes contained in images. While conceptually simple, we show that this

approach is nevertheless powerful enough to uncover trends in real-world forms of visual

design. In particular, we apply our model on large-scale, time-referenced datasets of three

very different types of visual artifacts — websites, fashion and artworks — and show how
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it distinguishes between highly template-based and non-template-based color schemes, and

uncovers clear temporal trends in all three domains. To our knowledge, we are the first to

present a practical technique for quantifying color combinations independent of dominant

hue. Please note that while these models seem similar to the IAQA models discussed in

Chapters 6, 7 and 8, they are measuring likelihood of occurring in a training set, rather

than likelihood of being classified as high quality.

A preliminary version of this chapter was presented

at CVPR CVFAD Workshop (Publication P1)

4.2 Methods

Our model assumes that an image is generated by sampling from a hierarchical mixture

model. Intuitively, we are seeking to expose the underlying logic for which color combina-

tions are present in a dataset of images, where each image is a collection of color-coordinated

objects (like clothes, webpage layout elements or painted shapes) depicted by pixels with

similar color values. We can model the low-level aspects as a mixture model over the pixels

of the image, and the high-level aspects, which are our ultimate interest, as a mixture

model over the color schemes in the dataset.

We approach this modeling process in a step-by-step maximum likelihood manner.

Specifically, we need to extract the principal colors from the image, order those colors, con-

vert them to a representation which is invariant to lightness, chroma, and hue translations,

as well as lightness and chroma dilations, and apply a probabilistic model to those features

via maximum likelihood estimation. If only a subset of the original image is of interest,
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Figure 4.2: Our approach to compute the likelihood that a fashion color scheme came from
a given color scheme dataset. We use the same process, without semantic segmentation,
for website images.

as with fashion images, we apply semantic segmentation first to isolate the pixels which

correspond to clothing. We now describe each of these steps.

Extracting Color Schemes: To extract color schemes from images, we use weighted K-

means clustering on the image pixels, where the weight for each pixel is equal to its chroma

value and k = 5 for consistency with O’Donovan et al. [250] and the Paletton genera-

tor [291]. Despite the existence of more complex methods [207, 83], we found that simply

taking the (chroma-weighted) mode of each cluster served as an effective representation of

the color scheme of an image.

Stabilization: In order to cluster together color schemes which were generated by the

same color templates, we need a stable, hue-invariant representation which captures the

relative positions of each color, while being invariant to translation or dilation of lightness,
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chroma, or hue. To this end, we apply the following stabilization procedure. Consider a

color scheme X = x1, ..., xk where each xi = li, ai, bi is a point in CIEL*a*b* colorspace

(i.e. the cluster modes from the K-means clustering), and colors are ordered from most

to least frequent in the original image. We express the chroma ci =
√
a2i + b2i and hue

hi = atan2(ai, bi) (two argument inverse tangent). We compute the hue-invariant lightness,

hue, and chroma,

l′i = li−l̄√
1
k
Σk

j (lj−l̄)2
, c′i = ci

c̄ , h′i = (hi − h1) mod 2π,

where l̄ and c̄ indicate the mean lightness and chroma, respectively, guaranteeing a chroma

mean of 1, principal hue of 0, lightness mean of 0, and standard deviation of 1. Finally, we

convert back to rectangular coordinates, to avoid the hue discontinuity around 0.

a′i = c′i cos(h′i), b′i = c′i sin(h′i)

This approach has two important consequences. First, it ensures that the patterns we

observe show whether the images adhere to the template model and that they are unaffected

by general trends in hue, chroma, or lightness, such as a trend towards lighter colors or

more reds. Second, it makes color templates (e.g., Figure 4.1) linearly separable. We find

that when tested on synthetic data generated from five templates, a softmax regression

model trained to distinguish between color templates improves from 39% to 69% accuracy.

Modeling: To capture the different kinds of color templates used in a dataset, we use a

Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) over the 3k dimensional normalized features. Note that

the modal regions of the distribution correspond to common color patterns on the color

wheel, not colors themselves, and thus high likelihood examples exhibit common color
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patterns and low likelihood examples do not. We use Expectation Maximization to fit

GMMs with 10 components.

Semantic Segmentation: For fashion images, in order to reason about the colors of

clothes pixels, rather than background or skin pixels, we employed a semantic segmentation

model [212] trained on the CFPD dataset [211].1 We reduced the labels in the dataset from

22 to 3 classes: (1) skin, face, hair, and sunglasses, (2) background, and (3) all remaining

labels. Our analysis is only conducted on pixels from the third class. Our model achieved

93% accuracy on the CFPD test set for this greatly simplified clothes parsing problem.

Datasets: We fit our model to three color schemes datasets, and then observe color scheme

trends in three image datasets: website images, fashion images and art images. Our color

scheme datasets include our own synthetic template-based color schemes which use the

five templates in 4.1 (n = 70, 000), the ColourLovers dataset (n = 383, 938, sampled down

to n = 70, 000) of human-uploaded color schemes from [250] and schemes we scraped

from colormind.io (n = 70, 000), which generates schemes using a deep learning approach,

inspired by the pix2pix architecture of Isola et al. [160, 261]. Our dataset of website images

(n = 50, 232) consists of screenshots from the Alexa top 500 US websites from 2004 to 2016

which we collected using the Internet Archive.2 Our dataset of fashion images is the Street

Fashion Styles dataset collected from posts to the website Chictopia between 2009 and

2016, collected by Gu et al. [131] (n = 27, 087). Our dataset of art images is a random 25%

subsample of the Wikiart dataset (n = 39, 393). We filter the WikiArt dataset to works

1We adapted code from https://github.com/minar09/Fashion-Clothing-Parsing
2https://archive.org
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dated between 1750 and 2020, and randomly subsample to bring its size in line with the

other two test sets.

4.3 Results

After fitting our model to the three color scheme datasets, we can visualize the kinds of

schemes each model prefers by visualizing the values of the means, and examining the

most likely and unlikely test examples. The means are shown in Figure 4.3. Since they

exist in a hue-invariant representation, we visualize their values for four hue rotations at a

neutral lightness and chroma. While the Template and Colormind models learn a variety

of multi-hue color schemes, the ColourLovers model only fits to monochromatic schemes

with different combinations of lightness and chroma. As the first two datasets are based

on color models with random elements, and the ColourLovers dataset is based on user

submitted color schemes, we have effectively reproduced the result regarding the poor

alignment between human preferences and template-based color schemes from [250].

We visualize several of these examples from the Wikiart and SFS datasets in Figure

4.4. The three models, despite being trained on different sources, assign high and low

probability to the same sorts of color schemes: simple monochromatic and analogous color

schemes have high probability and schemes with an out-of-place color are assigned low

probability.

Our analysis of website, art and fashion images is shown in Figure 4.5. Comparing the

models to one another, we see that the trends are somewhat similar from model to model,

providing further evidence that they have learned similar concepts. The ColourLovers and
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Template Model

Colormind Model

ColourLovers Model

Figure 4.3: Learned means of our three GMMs. Since models are fit in a hue-invariant (and
lightness/chroma normalized) representation, we visualize the mean at four hue rotation
values.
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Figure 4.4: Examples of high and low probability color schemes under each model, drawn
from WikiArt (left) and SFS Fashion (right). Each model assigns high probabilities to
simple monochromatic and analogous color schemes, and low probabilities to color schemes
which contain an unusual color element.

ColorMind models assign consistently higher and lower likelihood to color schemes, respec-

tively, indicating that they have learned more or less diffuse definitions, respectively.

Additionally, we observe several trends in the model likelihoods over time:

• The Alexa data remains relatively consistent under the ColourLovers model, but

decreases in likelihood over time under the other models. This trend corresponds

to the shift described in Chapter 3 away from color backgrounds towards off-white

backgrounds and more image content in websites starting in 2008.

• The WikiArt data generally decreases in likelihood over time as well, though from

the examples we can see some of that decrease in likelihood is due to an increase

in both photographic images and vibrant, synthetic colors. As WikiArt is a highly
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Figure 4.5: Average log likelihood for each three month sliding window of images in each
of the Alexa and SFS datasets, and for each three year sliding window in the WikiArt
dataset, according to each of our Gaussian mixture models. Shaded area shows standard
error for each mean.
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biased collection, we do not recommend reading closely into the micro-level changes.

• The SFS data remains relatively constant through the data period, and displays a

degree of seasonality, with likelihoods increasing in winter months when color choices

are more muted.

4.4 Discussion

In this chapter, we have presented results from applying probabilistic models of template-

based color schemes, learned from abstract color scheme generators, to three art and design

image datasets. We found, consistent with the results of O’Donovan et al. [250], that

templates are not a good model of the color schemes which occur in real art and design

images — models learned from human-provided color schemes assign higher likelihoods.

Interestingly, our models assign higher likelihoods to art images than fashion or website

images. This trend makes intuitive sense: historically, the theory of template-based color

schemes is inspired by studies of color theoretic practices used by fine artists [230, 161].

While fashion and website color schemes may use colors for a variety of design reasons,

works of art are deploying color for largely aesthetic reasons.

Our work here comes with a variety of limitations and caveats. Particularly, there is

potential for racial bias arising from skin/clothing parsing algorithms like the one we use,

especially when color is the subject of research. While we did not notice significantly dif-

ferent accuracy based on race, we note that the CFPD dataset appears to over-represent

American, European, and Asian women, and does not contain demographic labels to mea-
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sure performance bias precisely. Similarly, the WikiArt dataset we study only includes art

images which were preserved, photographed and deemed significant enough to upload to

WikiArt, which is a highly nonrepresentative sample, primarily containing European art,

across a variety of genres and media.

Within our larger investigation, this study demonstrates the potential for using color

scheme data collected at scale from images as a proxy for popular color scheme preferences.

Even though the aesthetic quality of color schemes is highly subjective and contextual,

making it difficult to evaluate via perceptual studies, large image datasets can show us

which color schemes individuals find good enough to use, and allow us, under a fair degree

of uncertainty, to model the underlying aesthetic phenomenon as it manifests in context.
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Chapter 5

Finding Historical Periods in Collections of Paintings: A Bayesian Approach

5.1 Introduction

A central topic in art history is the division of artists, paintings and styles into historical

periods. While once the organizing principle of the discipline, periodiziation has fallen out

of favor in recent decades [184]. One argument against artistic periods comes from Ernst

Gombrich, who connects periodization to a Renaissance notion of progress and almost-

scientific improvement in style over time, which invites ahistorical politicization, including

narratives of cultural supremacy [122, Ch. 1]. Additional criticisms highlight the simplistic,

essentializing nature of historical periods — artists do not all produce one style at a time

and do not suddenly shift from style to style, except in the rare case that the artists

understood their own work in terms of such broad historical structures, like some Florentine

artists of the Renaissance [272]. Such criticisms have led contemporary art historians to

specify and study individual works, artists and movements in historical context, without

using a general system of broad historical periods [184].

Responding to these criticisms, some cultural analytics scholars have advocated a return

to thinking about art broadly, viewing stylistic change over time in terms of its underlying

network dynamics [274]. Particularly, Manovich argues that digital methods, used to study

culture at scale, can avoid the earlier problems with classification and periodization [223].
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Computational approaches afford a full view of art history, using continuous representations

to embrace complexity and avoid essentializing narratives, categories or exemplars.

Between the two extremes of highly specific art history and broadly general cultural

analytics, we are interested in finding a middle road which captures the benefits of both. In

this chapter, we explore one possible approach by returning to the notion of periodization:

looking at specific collections, and finding the measurable visual boundaries which exist

within them. However, learning from critiques, we do not seek to split works of art into

discrete categories. Instead, we propose a probabilistic approach, conceptualizing periods

as fundamentally uncertain and fluid, using tools from Bayesian statistics.

While uncertainty is a major component of feminist approaches to data analysis [91,

94, 87], to the best of our knowledge our work is the first which considers a feminist

motivation for the Bayesian perspective on probability and subjective belief. Bayesians

view the probability of a statement as a measure of our degree of subjective certainty, not

a measure of a random event. Subjective certainty, in this sense, is defined as the betting

odds that we would accept as fair if we were to bet on whether a statement is really

true [143].

Bayesian analysis follows the logic of Bayes rule, a probabilistic law proposed by the

18th century cleric Thomas Bayes [143]. Bayesian modeling holds that all of our beliefs

about the world are fundamentally uncertain and subjective, but provides an objective

process for updating them based on new data. In this chapter, we apply this view of

modeling to artistic periods. We investigate the research question:

RQ3 — How can we use Bayesian probability to quantify uncertainty in automatic peri-
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odization of artwork images?

From this question, we emphasize that we are not answering art historical questions.

We are interested in developing a modeling approach. We test our model using art data

from an incomplete and biased data source, WikiArt, and do not seek to make art historical

claims based on the results. We hope both our general approach and specific model can

enable future art historical inquiry using more reliable data sources.

We propose segmenting a collection of images into subsets with distinct means in a

visual feature space over time. Depending on the specific features, these models can find

many different distributions over period boundaries, which can be combined with prior

estimates based on historical characteristics. To enable this kind of art image analysis, we

demonstrate an efficient algorithm based on dynamic programming to compute periodiza-

tions and their conditional posterior distributions.

5.2 Related Work

A variety of recent scholars have used scalar or vector measures of art images from the

WikiArt dataset. Elgammal and Saleh quantify the historical creativity of a work of art by

constructing a temporal graph of works and measure the likelihood of later works under the

feature distribution of earlier ones [96]. Saleh et al. apply a similar framework to identify

work-to-work and artist-to-artist influences through history [269]. De La Rosa and Suárez

measure facial attractiveness in art images over time [78]. Several recent papers have ap-

plied information-theoretic measures: Sigaki et al. quantify the entropy and complexity of

the art images of each period [287], Desikan et al. use information theory to devise measures
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of style and color [289] and Karjus et al. apply ensembles of compression complexity mea-

sures to study the complexity of paintings over time [181]. A variety of recent works have

investigated different features and feature learning methods for art images; see Castellano

and Vessio for a recent literature review [56].

Approaches to offline changepoint detection and estimation have been well-studied in

statistics. The problem formulation, estimating a signal which changes discretely through

time using only noisy estimates, was proposed at least as early as 1964 by Chernoff and

Zacks [62], and the method we use is very similar to the one proposed in [327]. As this

kind of problem occurs in many kinds of signals, similar algorithms have been recently

applied to data as disparate as oil prices [57] and intramuscular electromyography [301].

This technique is less frequently used in computer vision; however, it has been recently

applied to detect changes in traffic flow patterns using image data [166].

5.3 Methodology

5.3.1 Data Model

We assume a set of painting images I1, I2, . . . , IN sorted in chronological order. We assume

that the artist or collection of artists went through a progression of Π periods with distinct

visual styles throughout their career, where Π is a known constant. Then each painting Ii

comes from period pi ∈ Z+, where p1 = 1, pN = Π and pi ≤ pi+1 for all 1 <= i <= N , and

the probability of switching periods, Pr(pi = pi−1 + 1), is constant.

We also assume that we have a feature extraction function ϕ with which we can compute
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visual features yi = ϕ(Ii) for each i. The feature extraction process could generate a single

highly interpretable measure, like the colorfulness measure used in Chapter 1, a more

complex feature representation like the color schemes used in Chapter 4 or a feature space

learned from data, like a pre-trained deep convolutional neural network [194]. We assume

that within each period, the D dimensional visual features of each image yi is drawn from

a multivariate Gaussian with known diagonal covariance S and unknown mean,

yi ∼ N (mpi , S)

where mpi is the unknown mean within the period pi of image Ii. We assume that the

period mean mpi is also drawn from a Gaussian,

mpi ∼ N (µ,Σ)

Where µ and Σ are hyperparameters that depend on the choice of ϕ. Our task is to find

the most likely p1, . . . , pN given y1 . . . , yN and Π, but unknown m1, . . . ,mΠ.

5.3.2 Maximum Likelihood Solution

Using the above modeling assumptions, we can write the likelihood function as

Pr(y1 . . . yN |m1, . . . ,mΠ, p1, . . . , pN )

=

N∏
i=1

Pr(yi|mpi , pi)
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We can estimate pi by finding the values of p1, . . . , pN to maximize this function. Maxi-

mizing this likelihood is equivalent to minimizing a negative log likelihood,

− logPr(y1, . . . , yN |m1, ...,mΠ, p1, ..., pN )

=

N∑
i=1

− logN (yi|mpi , S)

= Z
N∑
i=1

(yi −mpi)
TS−1(yi −mpi)

where S−1 is the inverse of the diagonal covariance S and Z is a constant that does not

affect the maximization. Thus maximizing the likelihood is equivalent to choosing all of

the pi and mpi to minimize the sum of square errors in each feature dimension, weighted

by the corresponding value of S−1,
N∑
i=1

D∑
d=1

1
Sd

(yi,d − mpi,d)2. Since each mpi is estimated

from y, we can rewrite this expression as a sum over periods:

Π∑
π=1

∑
i s.t. pi=π

D∑
d=1

1

Sd
(yi,d − ȳπ,d)2

where ȳπ,d is the mean of each yi,d such that pi = π. Since each pi ≤ pi+1, we can restate

that inner sum using a function:

SSE(i, j) =

j∑
k=i

D∑
d=1

1

Sd
(yk,d − ȳi,j,d)2

where ȳi,j,d is the mean of yi,d, . . . , yj,d.
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The optimal p can be computed using a dynamic programming algorithm, similar to an

algorithm proposed by Richard Bellman for approximating curves using line segments [27].

Call our recursive subproblem ML(i, j, n), which stores the minimum error of a segmenta-

tion between year i and year j with exactly n segment boundaries (i.e. pj − pi = n).

ML(i, j, 0) = SSE(i, j) (i ̸= j)

ML(i, i, n) = 0 (n ≥ 0)

ML(i, j, n) = min
i<k<j

ML(i, k, n− 1) + ML(k, j, 0) (n > 0, i ̸= j)

To compute the ML solution, fill in a table of values for ML, starting at the base cases

for i = j and n = 0 and compute the remaining values in order of ascending n from 1 to

Π − 1. The ML solution for the full dataset is ML(1, N,Π − 1).
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5.3.3 Posterior and MAP Solution

A similar approach works for computing the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate, except

instead of maximizing the likelihood, we maximize the posterior:

Pr(p1, . . . , pN |y1, . . . , yN )

=
Pr(p1, . . . , pN )

Pr(y1, . . . , yN )
Pr(y1, . . . , yN |p1, . . . , pN ) By Bayes rule

=
Pr(p1, . . . , pN )

Pr(y1, . . . , yN )

N∏
i=1

Pr(yi|pi)

Similarly to the previous derivation, we group the product over N by period:

Pr(p1, . . . , pN )

Pr(y1, . . . , yN )

Π∏
π=1

∏
i s.t. pi=π

Pr(yi|π)

and since the denominator is constant with respect to p1, . . . , pN , its probability will be

constant, so we can instead maximize a proportional expression:
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logPr(p1, . . . , pN )
Π∏

π=1

∏
i s.t. pi=π

Pr(yi|π)

= logPr(p1, . . . , pN )
Π∏

π=1

∏
i s.t. pi=π

D∏
d=1

Pr(yi,d|π)

To compute Pr(yi,d|π), we must first marginalize over each mπ,d:

logPr(p1, . . . , pN )
Π∏

π=1

D∏
d=1

∫ ∏
i s.t. pi=π

Pr(yi,d|mπ,d, Sd)Pr(mπ,d|µd,Σd)dmπ,d

= logPr(p1, . . . , pN ) +

Π∑
π=1

D∑
d=1

log

∫ ∏
i s.t. pi=π

Pr(yi,d|mπ,d, Sd)Pr(mπ,d|µd,Σd)dmπ,d

= logPr(p1, . . . , pN ) +
Π∑

π=1

D∑
d=1

log

∫
N (yi,d, . . . , yj,d|mπ,d, Sd)N (mπ,d|µd,Σd)dmπ,d

where {yi, . . . , yj} = {yi s.t. pi = π}, i.e. the features for images within period π.

The integral corresponds to the model evidence of the Gaussian distribution, which for

a Gaussian prior has a closed-form solution [155]. As a subroutine to compute the evidence,

we define a function Ev similar to SSE:

Ev(i, j) =

D∑
d=1

log

∫
N (yi,j,d|md, Sd)N (md|µd,Σd)dmd

=

D∑
d=1

log(
1

2πΣd
)
j−i
2

√
λd

λi,j,d
exp (−1

2
(
yTi,jyi,j

Sd
+ λµ2

d − λi,j,dµ
2
i,j,d))

Where λd = 1
Σd

, µi,j,d is the mean of the posterior and λi,j,d is the inverse variance of the
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posterior:

λi,j,d = λd +
j − i

Sd

µi,j,d =
λdµ + (j − i)ȳi,j,d/Sd

λi,j,d

similar to above, ȳi,j,d is the mean of yi,d, . . . , yj,d.

The optimal period assignment can be found via a similar dynamic programming al-

gorithm, except instead of minimizing an expression in terms of SSE, we maximize an

expression in terms of Ev:

MAP (i, j, 0) = logPr(p1, . . . , pN ) + Ev(i, j) (i ̸= j)

MAP (i, i, n) = 0 (n ≥ 0)

MAP (i, j, n) = max
i<k<j

MAP (i, k, n− 1) + MAP (k, j, 0) (n > 0, i ̸= j)

This table is computed in the same manner as the ML solution.

There are several ways we might extend this framework. For example, we may define

more complex data models for each period which use other distributions or linear models

of the year or other historical context. We also may adopt a non-uniform distribution for

Pr(pi = pi−1 + 1) based on our prior knowledge about the likelihood of a period boundary

in each year of the data. These extensions allow us to encode our subjective prior knowledge
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based on interpretation of historical context to be taken into account by the model.

5.3.4 Model Selection

Through the previous sections, we have not specified how we arrived at the number of

period boundaries, Π. Call the model with Π period boundaries MΠ. A full Bayesian

treatment would compute the Bayes factor, Pr(y|MΠ) for each value of Π [183]. However,

that requires computing the likelihood of the data under each of
(
N−1
Π−1

)
possible periodiza-

tions. We instead use the Bayesian information criterion (BIC), a value which captures the

tradeoff between model complexity and error, for model selection [278]:

BIC(N) = logML(0, xN ,Π) − 2Π − 1

2
log xN

This equation assumes that the number of parameters in the model with Π − 1 period

boundaries is 2Π − 1, Π for the means and Π − 1 for the boundary locations. For higher

dimensional data, that numerator becomes Πd + Π − 1 where d is the dimensionality of

the data. We choose Π based on BIC values for the maximum likelihood case and use the

same Π for the maximum a posterior case.

5.3.5 Results

The ML periodization is used to split the works of Mark Rothko in Chapter 1. Results for

that data under two colorfulness metrics can be seen in Figures 1.1 and 1.2. While the ML

approach produces a range of interesting results, it falls prey to the same kinds of criticisms
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as traditional art periods, as well as the criticisms of reasoning about art from necessarily

incomplete data using uncertain metrics. The advantage of the Bayesian approach is its

ability to express that uncertainty. Unfortunately, computing the full joint posterior over

p is intractable, but we can compute the conditional posterior Pr(pi = pi−1 + 1) using the

values of MAP (·, ·,Π − 2). In the figures below, we visualize discrete distributions over

period boundaries, Pr(π1), . . . , P r(πΠ−1|πΠ−2), where each πa is the lowest index i such

that pi = a.

We evaluate this periodization method qualitatively by applying it to the work of single

well known artists using a single scalar image feature, and visualizing the MAP periodiza-

tion and conditional posterior distribution for each period boundary. When visualized, the

effectiveness of this periodization algorithm is apparent. In this section, we show results

for two artists: Mark Rothko and Pablo Picasso. Then, we show a multivariate approach

which is able to identify periods in the Renaissance.

The Bayesian periodization of the Rothko paintings is shown in Figure 5.1. The con-

ditional log-posterior is shown in the top plot (categorical at year resolution). The MAP

periodizations are also shown as dotted vertical lines in the lower plot. From the conditional

posterior, we can see that the period boundary in 1947 has a rounded peak, indicating that

we are uncertain if the boundary should be there or in 1946 or 1948 instead, but we are rel-

atively certain a boundary should fall in those years. The boundary in 1958 is more certain,

and it is more likely to come earlier than later. The blue error bars show the uncertainty

in our mean colorfulness model for each period, showing that the third period is much less

certain than the previous two.
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Figure 5.1: Periodization of the works of Mark Rothko, according to Hasler-Suesstrunk col-
orfulness. The lower plot shows the colorfulness and year of each painting, with dotted lines
for the period boundaries, horizontal lines for the colorfulness model, with 95% confidence
intervals. The upper plot shows the conditional posterior for each period boundary.
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Looking at the work of another well-known painter, Figure 5.2 shows the works of

Picasso on WikiArt, visualized using the mean color hue of the image:

H(I) =



60 · ḡ−b̄
d mod 360 r̄ > max(ḡ, b̄)

60 · b̄−r̄
d + 120 mod 360 ḡ > max(b̄, r̄)

60 · r̄−ḡ
d + 240 mod 360 b̄ > max(r̄, ḡ)

0 o.w.

Where r̄, ḡ, b̄ are the mean values of each RGB image channel scaled to unit range, respec-

tively, and d = max(r̄, ḡ, b̄) − min(r̄, ḡ, b̄). Mean hue is an interesting metric to measure

for the works of Picasso specifically because Picasso had a famous blue period in the years

1902–1904 and a rose period in the years 1905–1906, at the start of a well-documented,

prolific and varied eight-decade artistic career [259].

The results of this analysis are visualized in Figure 5.2. The top left shows the works

in question, the vertical spike towards the left corresponds to Picasso’s well-known blue

period. Much like our investigation of Rothko, the blue-dominant paintings do not strictly

occur during the blue period. Some occur as early as 1899 (e.g. La Chata), or as late as

1907 (e.g. Dance of the Veils). The Bayesian information criterion yields similar values

for periodizations with 3, 4, 5 and 6 periods, so we visualize all four. All of them find

a boundary in 1906, and three of the four find boundaries in 1918 and 1930, indicating

natural hue distribution changes in those years. The 6-period model interestingly identifies

a short period in 1902–1906 with a hue mean further towards the blue and violet hues,
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matching the common narrative about Picasso in those years.

However, the boundaries between the latter periodizations are uncertain. The log like-

lihoods for neighboring years are relatively similar, especially in the years 1910–1930, when

most of the mean hues are in the orange range, showing the uncertainty around period

boundaries according to this metric. Similarly, confidence intervals around the means in

each period show how our approach affords random omissions and errors in measurement.

Finally, we turn to a multivarate example over a larger set of images: all the works on

WikiArt dated between 1400 and 1700. This period highlights the traditional art historical

period boundaries around the Renaissance, whose neighbors are often defined by terms

of exclusion, like Gothic or Baroque [122, Ch. 8]. To keep the results visualizable, we

use two scalar features: the Hasler-Suesstrunk colorfulness [144] and a measure of visual

complexity proposed by Machado et al. the average value of the Canny edge detector on

the grayscale image. Despite its simplicity, this metric achieves a Pearson r = 0.76 with

human perception of visual complexity [220].

Using these 2-dimensional representations, we find the MAP solution with minimum

BIC has five periods:

• (Start) 1400–1467: a period of high complexity and colorfulness, corresponding to the

proto-Renaissance, including many manuscript illuminations.

• 1467–1492: a drastic drop in complexity and colorfulness corresponding to the early

Renaissance, including some of the earliest works on paper on WikiArt.

• 1492–1527: a complexity minimum, exemplified by highly ordered works like the
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Figure 5.2: Four possible periodizations of the works of Picasso, according to mean hue.
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Michaelangelo example. This period includes a large number of surviving works on

paper.

• 1527–1629: a return to higher complexity without a corresponding return to colorful-

ness, including Mannerist paintings like the example by Maarten de Vos. This period

contains significantly fewer paintings on WikiArt.

• 1629–1700 (End): a drop in both complexity and colorfulness, the Baroque. This

trend is partially explained by the increased use of chiaroscuro, and the increasing

number of East Asian paintings on WikiArt.

These periods show both the flexibility of our periodization method, as well as some

of the limitations of working with specific features and data in this manner. Rather than

simply splitting time into a single set of categories, we find that any number of periods

between 3 and 7 are similarly informative for the data. Examining the four period model,

our approach is able to capture specific distributional shifts which match traditional art

historical narratives. The period boundaries are all relatively sharp unimodal distributions,

indicating that the data actually shifts around that boundary, not gradually over time.

However, these sorts of analyses reveal that the distribution of artworks on WikiArt

are driven primarily by the productivity and preferred medium of well-known artists — in

years when artists whose work is well-documented in museum collections are productive,

more works ends up digitized and uploaded. In this period, that means the work of Italian

and Dutch artists is highly over-represented, and the visual culture of the rest of the world

is drowned out.
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(a) BIC for models by period count. (b) Conditional posterior for each split, with data.
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(c) Most likely examples, under the bivariate Gaussian model, for each period:

1400 – 1467 1467 – 1492

Filippo Lippi, 1438
Benozzo Gozzoli, 1452

Jean Fouquet, 1456 Carlo Crivelli, 1486 Giovanni Bellini, 1488

Domenico Ghirlandaio, 1473

1492 – 1527 1527 – 1629
Il Sodoma, 1508 Lucas Cranach The Elder, 1525

Michelangelo, 1512
Lucas Cranach The Elder, 1530

Lucas Cranach The Elder, 1531

Maarten De Vos, 1590

1629 – 1699

Anthony Van Dyck, 1635
Claude Lorrain, 1650

Bartolome Esteban Murillo, 1668

Figure 5.3: Periodization of all WikiArt paintings from 1400–1700. (a) shows the value of
the BIC for each period count. (b) shows the minimum BIC periodization, with conditional
posterior values for each boundary. (c) shows three examples closest to the mean colorful-
ness and complexity for each period.
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5.4 Discussion

In this chapter, we have taken a Bayesian approach to artistic periods and presented a flexi-

ble probabilistic model which can be used to find either maximum likelihood periodization,

or distributions over period boundaries. We applied this model to the work of two prolific

and well-documented modern artists and the works available on WikiArt during the early

Renaissance, and found that it produces periodizations which align with conventional art

historical narratives, while also highlighting the relative uncertainty of period boundaries.

This probabilistic approach is a less reductive way to arrive at artistic periods based on

data without resorting to essentializing narratives of progress.

However, this method does not provide a path towards an objective or unbiased digital

art history. No collection of images provides an objective or unbiased view of the past:

myriad intentional and unintentional curatorial decisions made over time have influenced

data availability. To some extent, any analysis of WikiArt a self-fulfilling prophecy because

the collection of digitized works has been curated over time according to notions of art

historical significance, and the trace of those notions is visible in the collection. For a

thorough statement of this argument, see Amanda Wasielewski’s book, Computational

Formalism [319]. Beyond these arguments, no feature representation applies equally well

to all images. Even the raw pixels of the photograph itself are an incomplete and ahistorical

view of some works of art, as they only capture a view from one angle in a limited light

spectrum, which (as we discussed in Chapter 2, has been engineered according to principles

of colorimetry based on the perception of 20th century scientists [14]).
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Instead, invoking Haraway [138], we believe this method provides a path towards a more

explicitly situated form of digital art history. Given our positions as twenty-first century

scholars, with uncertain prior knowledge about the past and incomplete, non-representative

data, the best we can do is explicate our perspective. Taking a Bayesian approach directly

supports that goal: priors allow us to state our subjective beliefs about the past, quantify

their strength, then update those beliefs based on what data is available, without assuming

the completeness of such data. A more historiographical approach based on formal Bayesian

epistemology, such as that of Stephen Hartmann [143], would be an interesting direction

for future work.

There are numerous opportunities to extend and expand this model based on other

kinds of knowledge external to the images. For example, we can estimate how over- or

under-sampled each artist and geographic area is over time and weight our examples based

on those characteristics. We can also treat specific measures of subjective qualities like

colorfulness as distributions, capturing the inherent subjective uncertainty around those

qualities. We can also extend the model to avoid assuming a unimodal constant model

with equal variance for each period, either by accounting for covariance between features

or using linear or mixture models.

Discussion of Part I

Over the past three chapters, we have examined three cultural analytics studies which

involve aesthetic phenomenon problems. Chapter 3 involves the visual similarity between

webpages, Chapter 4 involves human preferences for color schemes and Chapter 5 involves
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the notion of an artistic period. All three of these qualities are subjective, and the latter

two are the topic of debate around the hue-invariance hypothesis in color theory [161, 230,

250] and division of art history into stylistic periods [184, 122, 272].

In each of these chapters, we have taken different approaches to reconciling computa-

tional solutions with the fundamental qualitative nature of the underlying problems. In

Chapter 3, we integrate ethnographic interviews into our data analysis and triangulate

our findings. In Chapter 4, we use real art and design images as a proxy for popularity in

context. In Chapter 5, we take a Bayesian approach, encode our qualitative knowledge into

priors and predict distributions over answers.

However, in each of these studies, we neglected to explicitly evaluate our quantitative

measures, as is typical in computer vision. We do not evaluate these measures because

such evaluation is difficult, for a variety of reasons. In the following part, we will turn to

a specific aesthetic phenomenon problem, image aesthetic quality assessment, and explore

those reasons, and the broader issues surrounding evaluation, in detail.
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Part II: Aesthetic Quality Assessment

Chapter 6

Aesthetic Quality Assessment and the Aesthetic Gap

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we introduce the test problem which we will discuss in the next three

chapters: aesthetic quality assessment, or the task of determining whether a digital image

is high or low aesthetic quality. Aesthetic quality assessment has a variety of useful appli-

cations — for example in computational design and automatic photo editing and curation.

Our interest in this task, however, is more as a test problem, a prototypical aesthetic phe-

nomenon problem. In this chapter, we introduce aesthetic quality assessment and trace its

development.

Image aesthetic quality assessment (IAQA) seeks to apply machine learning to measure

the aesthetic quality of images, usually by classifying them as “high” or “low” quality, based

on the opinions of human raters, originally collected in 2006 from a photography challenge

website [75, 185, 241], and more recently from a crowd worker platform [188, 265]. While

aesthetics may seem solidly beyond the range of computation, there are a number of reasons

computer vision researchers would like to have an image aesthetic quality measure, both

for direct application in automatic photo curation and editing [205], as well as indirect use
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for the evaluation of image generative models [324] and image processing algorithms like

computational bokeh effects [145].

From a computer vision perspective, this problem is interesting specifically because of

how different it is from typical image classification tasks. Usually, computer vision seeks

features and models which ignore the style of an image and only reason about its repre-

sentational content. But in IAQA, we actually care more about the style. For example, in

Chapter 8 we use several models which rely on the image Laplacian, the sum of the second

partial derivatives of the image at each point, which detects areas of rapid change. While

that property makes the Laplacian a good candidate feature for edge detection, it is noisy

because it is too sensitive to sudden shifts in image intensity. In practice, the Laplacian

is used for edge detection after applying a Gaussian blur filter, to remove false positives

due to noise. But in IAQA, we are actually more interested in measuring the existing blur,

so we work with the raw Laplacian. Similarly, Wang et al. explore which data augmenta-

tion strategies are “aesthetics-preserving,” as typical image transformations like random

cropping or color jittering might change the aesthetic quality of the image [318]. These

are examples of the way that IAQA questions the boundary between signal and noise in

computer vision, which leads towards different modeling decisions.

One concept which arises from this literature is the notion of the aesthetic gap. Roughly

analogous to the semantic gap in information retrieval, which separates the low-level fea-

tures of images like pixels and lines from the high-level features humans observe in images

like objects and symbols [141], Datta et al. [76] define the aesthetic gap as separating “the

information that one can extract from low-level visual data” and “the interpretation of
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emotions that the visual data may arouse in a particular user.” This concept is partic-

ularly interesting because it places a boundary between problems which have solutions

contained within the image itself, and those which require the involvement of human users,

which resembles our concept of aesthetic phenomenon problems; the difference between

the dimensions of a Rothko painting versus its feeling of scale, to reuse the example from

Chapter 1. In this chapter, however, we turn the concept of the aesthetic gap back on

IAQA and investigate the research question:

RQ4 — Does recent progress in aesthetic quality assessment actually constitute a cross

over Datta’s aesthetic gap?

To explore this topic, we present a historical narrative tracing the development of

computer vision methods to measure aesthetic quality.

A preliminary version of this chapter was published at ICCC 2021 (P2)

6.2 Quantifying Aesthetics Before Computing

Taste varies from person to person, across time and place and is highly subject to influence,

even in a laboratory setting [37]. Despite these challenges, aesthetics is one of the oldest

topics of study in psychology, dating back to the 19th century work of the experimental

psychologist Gustav Fechner. Fechner showed 347 subjects a series of rectangles and ellipses

and asked them to choose the most appealing, and the rectangle with proportions drawn

from the golden ratio was chosen the most frequently [128].

Fechner’s work on aesthetics has been criticized by later psychologists and philosophers.

For example, the 20th century Gestalt psychologist Rudolf Arnheim identifies a connection
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between Fechner’s interest in measuring perception of beauty with his larger spiritual, cos-

mological and philosophical beliefs, and argues that Fechner’s view of beauty as something

which can be distilled down to one variable makes his findings related to art scientifically

unreliable. “Just as Fechner’s study does not tell us why people prefer the ratio of the

golden section to others, so most of the innumerable preference studies carried out since

his time tell us deplorably little about what people see when they look at an aesthetic

object, what they mean by saying that they like or dislike it, and why they prefer the

objects they prefer” [17].

Inquiry specifically into aesthetic measures, like the ones put forward by contemporary

computer vision researchers, starts with the work of the 20th century American mathe-

matician George Birkhoff. Birkhoff’s 1933 book Aesthetic Measure puts forward a theory

of aesthetic experience which divides it into three phases: first we recognize the complexity

of a work, next we feel the sense that it is valuable, then finally we recognize the underlying

order to which it adheres. Birkhoff claims these three properties: order (O), complexity (C)

and value (M), can be related via an equation:

M =
O

C

Where C is a measure of complexity, how difficult the work is to describe, and O is a

measure of order, the degree to which the complexity is organized. For example, in the case

of polygons, Birkhoff defines,
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M =
V + E + R + HV − F

C

Where V , E and R are binary features indicating vertical symmetry, equilibrium (visual

balance) and rotational symmetry, respectively, HV is a feature with value 2, 1 or 0 based

on whether the lines of the polygon lie on a simple network of parallel or perpendicular

lines, F is the number of unsatisfactory visual characteristics, out of a list of 7, and C is

the number of distinct lines containing at least one side of the polygon.

A surprising number of Birkhoff’s shapes are cultural and political symbols, includ-

ing the Christian and Celtic crosses, Star of David, triskelion and swastika. While these

symbols are simple shapes and may only appear as coincidence, recent study of Birkhoff’s

antisemitism and involvement with Nazi Germany might give us reason to reconsider why

Birkhoff, whose prior work was mostly in dynamical systems, would want to develop a

quantitative system of objective beauty [242]. Regardless of his motivations, Birkhoff’s

concepts of order and complexity showcase a mathematician’s view of beauty, where the

most beautiful things are large, with many symmetries, but emerge out of elegant descrip-

tions. Similar concepts of beauty, which exist in tension between simplicity and epistemic

satisfaction, have been found in social studies of mathematicians [158].

Birkhoff’s approach, like Fechner’s, has been extremely influential, inspiring a century

of computational approaches to aesthetics (e.g. Moon and Spencer’s model of color har-

mony [236]), but it is poorly regarded by many philosophers. For example, Susanne Langer

claims that the easily described nature of musical harmony has led to a great deal of hope
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that other aspects of art might be quantified and understood mathematically as well. How-

ever, “there is no use discussing the sheer nonsense or the academic oddities to which this

hope has given rise, such as...the serious and elaborate effort of G.D. Birkhoff to compute

the exact degree of beauty in any art work (plastic, poetic and musical) by taking the

‘aesthetic measure’ of its components and integrating these to obtain a quantitative value

judgment” [199]. Langer goes on to argue that while musical sound is easy to describe,

such description does not access the artistic qualities of music like motion, which exist in

virtual space and time rather than in the physical sound.

Langer’s criticism of Birkhoff invokes a similar criterion to Datta et al.: the difference

between the explicitly measurable qualities of an object and the virtual and experiential

qualities which inform its aesthetics are quite similar to the idea of a semantic or aes-

thetic gap. While rather simplistic mathematical models like those of Birkhoff likely lack

the capacity to model something comparable to a human’s aesthetic response, it is un-

clear whether more sophisticated computer vision models learned from data share that

limitation.

6.3 Early Machine Learning Approaches

Contemporary study of aesthetics in computer vision begins with the simultaneous work

of Datta et al. and Ke et al. in 2006. Despite both working at the same time, and in the

same US state (Pennsylvania), these two groups of authors arrived the problem area from

different conceptual directions and take different approaches within the context of image

classification.
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Datta et al. are determined to automatically learn from data which factors influence

aesthetic value. They claim that, “in spite of the ambiguous definition of aesthetics...there

exist certain visual properties which make photographs, in general more aesthetically beau-

tiful” [75]. Their concept of aesthetic value originates from their data: over 3,000 images

collected from the website photo.net, which allows users to upload their photos, and allows

other users to rate them on “aesthetics” and “originality.”1 They cite two other sources on

their understanding of aesthetics: the Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary and a book,

Rudolf Arnheim’s 1965 Art and Visual Perception: A Psychology of the Creative Eye [16].

Aesthetic quality assessment is framed in terms of image classification: they train decision

trees and support vector machines to classify images into high and low aesthetics cate-

gories based on a variety of features extracted from images (e.g. measures of colorfulness,

the photographic rule-of-thirds, image dimensions).

The decision to cite Arnheim pulls this approach towards psychological aesthetics, a

field which exists in dialogue with both the work of earlier psychologists like Fechner,

as well as the history of aesthetic philosophy. In a later survey paper [171], the same

authors cement that link. They discuss the approaches of analytic philosophers like Nelson

Goodman and Richard Wollheim, as well as recent work in neuroaesthetics by Semir Zeki,

who claims that aesthetic experience can be identified and explained by activity in specific

brain regions.

To contrast, Ke et al. [185] approach IAQA from the perspective of photo curation.

1photo.net, surprisingly, was not created by professional photographers, but by Philip Greenspun, a
computer scientist at MIT interested in online communities.
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Rather than psychological aesthetics, they ground their work in image quality assessment,

an area of computer vision research concerned with measuring image noise and degrada-

tion [174]. Rather than making claims about philosophy, Ke et al. argue that a well-designed

set of features may be used to reason about the subjective aspects of image quality, like the

difference between professional and amateur photos. Their method makes use of images

and ratings from the photo challenge website DPChallenge.com, which they divide into

“professional” and “amateur” categories based on ratings. They cite two popular photog-

raphy books to justify their choices of features, which include edge and color histograms,

as well as Fourier transform-based blur metrics, which they use to train a Naive Bayes

classifier.

Over the next six years, a variety of other publications emerged proposing different

combinations of image features for solving the aesthetic quality assessment problem. While

other scholars used similar approaches at first [76, 167], later authors shifted towards low-

level features like GIST or SIFT descriptors due to an influential paper by Marchesotti et

al. which made the case that hand-crafted features are ineffective because they are non-

exhaustive, computationally expensive and rely on heuristic assumptions which may not

generalize well [226].

The relationship between Datta, Ke and both earlier and later aesthetic thought is at

the heart of our claims about the aesthetic gap. The work of Datta et al. is framed as an

approach to computational aesthetics, but like Ke et al., they only measure how consistent a

photograph is with common photography rules of thumb. Later work further conflates these

two concepts of “aesthetic quality” by shifting to lower-level image features to better fit the
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Lu et al. [214] Lee et al. [202]

Figure 6.1: Two figures from IAQA papers comparing high and low aesthetic quality images
in their dataset.

dataset labels. However, inspection of the “high quality” and “low quality” images in these

datasets makes it clear that the distinction between them is more of a stylistic difference

than anything else. Figure 6.1 shows comparisons between high and low quality photos

from two IAQA papers. The qualities shared by all of the photos labeled as “high quality”

is evident: these are overwhelmingly photos of landscapes and flowers which prioritize

color and explicit emotionality, the style that wins contests on DPChallenge.com. But

adhering to this style is not synonymous with having a high quality photo. Photography

can be aesthetically pleasing in as many ways as other art forms, and many genres of art

photography like candid photography or photojournalism do not prioritize the use of such

dramatic visual effects. In other words, these papers and datasets seem to conflate explicit

emotionality with the potential to arouse emotion.
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6.4 The AVA Dataset and Deep Learning

In 2012, two major events shifted the conversation around IAQA. First, in June, Murray et

al. [241] released the Analysis of Visual Aesthetics (AVA) dataset, containing over 250,000

photos from DPChallenge.com, an order of magnitude larger than any existing dataset.

They also released metadata, including rating distributions and category labels, where

possible. Second, in October, Krizhevsky et al. [194] dramatically beat the benchmark

on the ImageNet visual recognition challenge using a deep convolutional neural network

(CNN). While deep learning had profound effects on computer vision as a whole, these two

contemporaneous changes produced a paradigm shift in the study of IAQA.

Lu et al. [214] published the first paper applying deep learning to aesthetic image clas-

sification in 2014. They reiterate the argument from Marchesotti in favor of generic image

features, and claim that deep features are even more generic, since they work with pixels

directly. Lu et al. identify that the fixed input size of AlexNet makes it difficult to apply

to images of many different dimensions in AVA, since cropping or warping might disrupt

aesthetic quality, so they use two-column models. These models contain two “columns,”

each following the same network architecture, to learn from warped and cropped versions of

the image simultaneously, then integrate the learned representations before the final fully-

connected classifier layer. Neither this work, nor the generation of papers which followed

their lead in applying CNNs to the AVA dataset [179, 335, 218], make much reference to the

problem statement and its context at all, aside from acknowledging its highly subjective

nature.
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While CNNs do not carry all of the assumptions of things like measures of colorfulness

or edge histograms, they are not blank slates either. The connectivity structure of con-

volutional and max-pooling layers within these networks encode several assumptions. For

example, the assumption the salient features of an image occur in relatively small patches

within the image, or that the presence of an activation is more significant than the absence.

These are good assumptions for classifying between different types of objects or handwrit-

ten digits [194], but are not necessarily good for aesthetic judgment, which at least in the

eyes of psychologists like Arnheim [16], relies on holistic, Gestalt phenomena.

In the past five years, several trends have emerged in IAQA. First, Kong et al. [188]

suggest including user data to personalize image assessments [202, 71, 336, 172, 173], which

Ren et al. [265] formalize into an active learning task. Second, different objectives beyond

classification have emerged, including pairwise comparison [218, 202] and distribution learn-

ing [70, 104]. Finally, the binary classification accuracy benchmark on the AVA dataset has

steadily increased, reaching over 91% (see Table 6.1).

Additionally, a new argument for this research area, related to curation and editing of

photographs for social media, has emerged. Several recent authors make reference to the

widespread popularity of social networking services [316], the exponential growth of online

visual data [284, 202] and the growing need for automatic photo editing tools [316]. This

claim for significance brings IAQA into the realm of AI-based creativity support tools,

further increasing its relevance to the computational creativity community.

Our narrative in this section emphasizes the continuity between the current state-of-

the-art in IAQA and the long history of aesthetics in other disciplines. There is a direct
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Paper Year Metrics Score

Murray et al. [241] 2012 Accuracy 67%

Tang et al. [300] 2013 Accuracy 92%

Lu et al. [214] 2014 Accuracy 71%

Lu et al. [215] 2015 Accuracy 75.4%

Kao et al. [179] 2015 MSE 0.45

Mai et al. [222] 2016 Accuracy 77.1%

Kong et al. [188] 2016 ρ, Accuracy 0.56, 77.3%

Zhou et al. [335] 2016 Accuracy 78.1%

Lv et al. [218] 2016 Mean AP 0.611

Wang et al. [318] 2016 Accuracy 76%

Kao et al. [178] 2017 Accuracy 78%

Ma et al. [219] 2017 Accuracy, F1 82.5%, 0.92

Ko et al. [187] 2018 ρ, accuracy 0.87, 82.2%

Fang et al. [104] 2018 Distribution metrics 0.12 (KL)

Jin et al. [168] 2018 Distribution metrics 0.381 (KL)

Sheng et al. [284] 2018 Accuracy 83.3%

Lee et al. [202] 2019 ρ, MASD, accuracy 0.92, 0.02, 91.5%

Wang et al. [316] 2019 ρ, MSE, accuracy 0.28, 0.69, 81.5%

Table 6.1: Benchmark score results on the AVA dataset.

continuity from classical to deep methods: Marchesotti et al. made their argument in favor

of low-level image features before the advent of deep learning, and the first deep learning-

based method of Lu et al. is framed as the natural extension of that argument. Even

highly technical recent papers, which are quite distant from the philosophical motivations

of authors like Datta et al., are implicitly weighing into a long conversation on the nature

of art and beauty, which may have wide reaching implications. But do any of them really

cross the aesthetic gap and reason about “the interpretation of emotions that the visual

data may arouse in a particular user?”
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6.5 Discussion

So far, we have traced the evolution of IAQA in computer vision from its prehistory in

the work of Fechner and Birkhoff, its origins in psychological aesthetics and photographic

rules of thumb and its shift from hand-engineered features to deep learning. We saw how

its two goals rooted in computational aesthetics and image quality assessment merged over

time, and how performance on the AVA dataset, which arguably only captures a specific,

popular photographic style, has been treated as a stand-in for an algorithm’s ability to

measure aesthetic quality more generally. With that continuity in mind, we find it difficult

to point to a specific paper or accuracy level where these approaches cross the aesthetic gap

introduced by Datta et al. However, such a claim raises other questions about the nature

of this gap.

For example, it is possible that the success of recent deep learning models on the AVA

dataset demonstrates that there is no such gap: the neuroscientific arguments indicate that

our aesthetic responses exist in a lower level of the visual system than we might believe [59],

and it is possible that we actually make judgments based on simple visual statistics and

only use higher cognitive processes to explain those judgments, much like de Piles’ ranking

of the artists discussed in Chapter 2. Such a finding would vindicate scholars like Birkhoff,

who believed that a measure of aesthetics could be computed from measures of order

and complexity, without regard for the emotions of the observer [39]. On the other hand,

if we assume that an aesthetic gap does exist, and making aesthetic judgments requires

algorithms which understand meaning and emotional attachment, that would cast further
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doubt on whether IAQA models are actually measuring aesthetics and whether accuracy

on the AVA is a suitable measure of performance.

If deep learning models cannot overcome the aesthetic gap, how should we, as artifi-

cial intelligence researchers, proceed? It’s not unreasonable to imagine a computationally

creative agent which both interprets symbols and models emotional attachments enough

to have something resembling an understanding of taste. But since taste is subjective, it is

still unclear how to measure performance. Can a model have its own preferences, or should

it merely predict the preferences of humans?

This last point reaches towards an important question regarding artificial intelligence

and subjectivity. When the authors in this space describe IAQA as subjective, who do they

imagine to be the subject? IAQA chooses to derive ground-truth labels from an average

of many humans’ aesthetic quality ratings, but such data risks conflating aesthetic quality

with photo contest popularity. But, as we explore in the next chapter, attempting to predict

the aesthetic preferences of each individual user comes with its own host of caveats and

difficulties.
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Chapter 7

Correct for Whom? Problems with Personalization

Over the past fifteen years, computer vision researchers have investigated techniques for

image aesthetic quality assessment (IAQA). As discussed in the previous chapter, this re-

search area emerged from image quality assessment [185] and computational aesthetics [75,

76]. Originally, the goal was to classify a photograph as either “high quality” or “low qual-

ity,” trying to predict an average of many labelers’ judgments of the photo [241].

Recently, however, some researchers have claimed that aesthetic quality is fundamen-

tally subjective — not an attribute of the image itself but of a human user’s perception

of that image. These authors have begun to pose the problem in terms of distribution

learning [70, 104] or few-shot personalization [265, 202, 71, 336, 172, 173]. To account

for variation between users, some methods use auxiliary information from social media

data [70], demographics [172, 173], or psychometrics [336] to better capture a given user’s

perspective. In parallel, other researchers [218, 202] have turned away from aesthetic quality

as a real or boolean-valued score assigned to each image and towards a pairwise comparison

between two images.

From a computer science perspective, these sorts of changes to a problem statement

might seem minor, however philosophically attempting to account for the subjectivity of

a user takes IAQA in a highly unusual direction for machine learning which we believe is
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worth examining closely.

This idea, that subjective difference exists but can be rationally explained, has roots in

the work of the 18th century philosopher Immanuel Kant. Kant claims that when we call an

object beautiful, we imply not just that we like it, but that all other rational people should

feel the same way about that object. This position assumes that the subjective conditions

for judgment are essentially the same among all rational people — a central assumption in

Kant’s philosophical system [258]. Disagreements over matters of taste only exist because

they are “bound up with interest,” meaning that they are made based on external factors

like our desires, future gratification or pleasure in looking [176]. But, if we look beyond

those personal interests, we find a universal disinterested judgment.

IAQA is steeped in Kantian ideas about interested and disinterested judgment. Early

papers in this area attempt to access a universal kind of aesthetic quality in photographs,

and ascribe individual variation to noise, similar to the way that Kant ascribes individ-

ual variation to personal interest. For example, Datta et al. [75] claim that certain visual

characteristics cause images to be, in general, more aesthetically appealing, and cite Kant

and discuss his concept of taste in a later paper [171]. Similarly, when proposing their

well-known AVA dataset for IAQA, Murray et al. [241] observe that the score distribu-

tions for images usually look fairly Gaussian, indicating that the mean score is a good

estimate of the overall quality of the image. In this way, IAQA research treats the mean

of several individuals’ judgments as a universal disinterested judgment, abstracted from

any one rater’s particular perspective. Likewise, personalized models purport to add that

perspective back in by accounting for deviation due to external factors like demographics,
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personality, preferences for aesthetic qualities or specific photo content. While relying on

Kant’s framework gives IAQA a strong philosophical basis, it also opens it up to critique.

One such critique comes from feminist philosophy. Kant very deliberately assumes that

the subjective conditions for aesthetic judgment are common to all rational observers (i.e.

we all have the same common sense ideas about beauty). However, feminist philosophers

have observed that the supposedly universal, rational ideas advocated by Enlightenment

thinkers like Kant included some ideas deeply rooted in those thinkers’ worldviews, which

are naturally limited by historical and cultural context. For example, Kant argued that

women have a natural affinity for the beautiful and decorative while men have a natural

affinity for the sublime and inspiring [177], and Edmund Burke argued that light skin

was naturally aligned with the beautiful while dark skin was closer to the sublime [15].

These claims are rooted in 18th century European views of race and gender and are clearly

not true across space and time. To reconcile the supposed rationality and universality

of their views with very real differences in perspectives held by those on the margins of

society, these philosophers tended to dismiss alternative views, especially those of women

and non-Europeans, as irrational or incomplete [190], which has contributed to various

forms of discrimination, including gender and racial bias in the artistic canon [26, 82]. As

elaborated by Carolyn Korsmeyer [190],

Seeking to establish standards for artistic enjoyment can be seen as an attempt
to regulate and homogenize pleasures according to a gauge that reflects distinct
class bias, not to mention national and racial preferences. In promulgating the
existence of standards for subjective pleasures, the preferences of people who
were already culturally accredited, as it were, became the standards to be em-
ulated. Ideas about taste and beauty, no matter how assiduous the attempt
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to universalize standards and to “purify” them of bias and prejudice, seem
ineluctably to absorb reigning social values.

In other words, when people attempt to establish objective standards for subjective

pleasures, no matter how objective or rational they attempt to be, those standards reflect

the social values of the society that creates them. Though Kant is not developing machine

learning model architectures, this argument echoes both Haraway’s critique of god-tricks

in science, as well as our concept of “subjectivity in the model” from Chapter 2.

Returning to machine learning, we can take inspiration from this philosophical debate

and generate empirical research questions about personalized IAQA:

RQ5 — How well do the average aesthetic scores from an existing dataset actually predict

new individuals’ judgments?

RQ6 — When and for whom can we accurately predict disagreement between the average

scores and the individuals’ judgments?

The Kantian position would predict that the average scores perform similarly well for

all users, and that features describing the image and labeler’s interest could be used to

predict disagreement, while the feminist position would predict that the average scores

perform better for some users than others, but that those differences in taste are the result

of differences in perspective, and cannot be inferred from specific features.

These issues are important to consider because assumptions that we make while col-

lecting data about image aesthetics might become self-fulfilling prophecies. In the context

of image classification, Denton et al. [85] argue that establishing benchmark datasets like

ImageNet constitutes the “computational construction of meaning,” where a somewhat
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arbitrary classification scheme ends up serving as an objective framework for interpreting

the meaning of images. We worry that the data collection schemes used in IAQA may con-

stitute the computational construction of taste. As Luc Ferry [105] argues, the concept of

personal taste is itself an early modern invention, linked to humanism, rather than a fun-

damental fact of nature. We worry that subtle choices in data collection may inadvertently

legitimize certain differences in aesthetic preference and delegitimize others.

To study these questions, we introduce PR-AADB, a new set of labels for a subset of

the images from the AADB dataset of Kong et al. [188]. While our labels describe the same

images, our dataset has several important differences: we collect pairwise labels instead of

numerical scores, each user labels 20 “training” image pairs common to all users and 80

“testing” image pairs which are unique to that user, and we collect additional information

about our participants including demographics and how they went about labeling. Since

this is a relatively small dataset, containing labels for 16,548 image pairs drawn from 8,835

of the 9,958 images of the original AADB dataset, we see these modifications not as an

improvement over the original labels, but as a means to critically evaluate the assumption

of disinterestedness in IAQA and as additional testing for few-shot personalization.

We find, consistent with the feminist position, that average aesthetic quality labels are

poor predictors of our participants’ preferences. In addition, there is a high amount of inter-

subject variance in the prediction quality, indicating that the ground truth represents some

users’ tastes significantly better than others. However, we do not find that demographic,

style or content factors explain these disagreements. In other words, the ground truth

inherently reflects some peoples’ tastes better than others, but determining whose taste is
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Figure 7.1: Sample ratings from our dataset. A pair of images from the AADB dataset,
one of 20 “common” pairs shown to all participants in our study. A: the ratings from our
participants using a labeling scheme with options for “both images are good,” “both images
are bad” and “these images are too different to compare.” B and C: single-image ratings
from AADB. Note that the single-image average for the left image is higher in AADB, but
more of our participants preferred the right.

not simply a matter of gender or education level, for example.

A preliminary version of this chapter was published at AAAI 2023 (P4)

7.1 Related Work

As discussed in the previous chapter, many authors have approached IAQA in an objective,

“average” framing over the past two decades. Recently, others have framed IAQA as a

more subjective problem. Ren et al. [265] introduce the personalized image aesthetics task

through the Flickr-AES dataset, which contains user-by-user ratings for each image. Using

the larger AVA dataset [241] for pretraining, Lee and Kim [202] achieve better performance

with a pairwise approach, using an eigenvector method to infer rankings from comparisons.

However, prior work argues that labels from the AVA, AADB, and Flickr-AES datasets
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fail to capture the concept of aesthetic quality broadly, and instead capture a specific

“aesthetic” photographic style common on photo-sharing websites [123].

Outside of computer science, and particularly in food science, preference studies are

common, and there is a rich history of debate on which sorts of preference study designs

are most reliable; see [252, 216] for discussion. Böckenholt [42] finds that when participants

have difficulty appraising their own preferences, their ratings for single stimuli can be incon-

sistent, and advocates for designs involving pairwise preferences which allow participants

to express their uncertainty.

While research through data relabeling is a relatively unusual approach, it has begun to

gain traction in machine learning. Beyer et al. [34] conduct a relabeling of the ImageNet val-

idation set [84] to assess whether improved accuracy on ImageNet actually reflects progress

on image classification. Kong et al. [189] develop a more general framework for studying

relabeling and its effects on model performance.

7.2 Methods

7.2.1 Study and Collection Interface Design

To permit comparison with existing work, we collected new aesthetic labels for the existing

AADB images [188] (instead of new images scraped from the web). We chose this dataset

because of its relatively small size, thorough annotation, and prominence in the literature.

We began with a pilot study to tune our labeling protocol and interface. Most recent

IAQA data collection studies (including the original AADB [188]) use Amazon Mechanical
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Figure 7.2: Screenshot of our labeling interface.

Turk (AMT), and collect aesthetic labels for individual images on a two- [300], five- [265],

or ten-point [188] scale. However, we found that individual aesthetic quality opinions tend

to lack precision: users do not have a universal point of reference for how appealing a

8/10 image would be versus a 6/10 image, for example. Instead of asking participants

to label individual images, we found it better to present pairs of images and ask them

to choose a preference between the two. Pairwise methods have long been used in image

quality assessment (but not aesthetic quality assessment) [225]; seeing images in pairs gives

participants grounding because they are not evaluating an image’s quality in the abstract,

but instead relative to another image.

We also use a specific prompt: “Choose which image you enjoy more, or another option
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if it is difficult to decide,” where the other options are “I enjoy both of these images,” “I do

not enjoy either of these images,” and “These images are too different.” The term “enjoy”

grounds the label in the personal experience of the participant, rather than an abstract

notion of aesthetic quality or beauty. This prompt contrasts with the one used for the

original AADB labeling, “rate this photo w.r.t its aesthetic and select attributes to explain

why this image is of high or low aesthetic.” While one might argue that these prompts are

measuring different qualities (i.e. there is more to aesthetic quality than just enjoyment),

the term “aesthetic” is highly ambiguous. The term “enjoy” has been used to specify

the sensory aspects of the aesthetic experience in several disciplines, including HCI [72],

psychology of art [234], and aesthetics of the everyday [33], and evokes the language of

philosopher John Dewey’s concept of the aesthetic: “experience as appreciative, perceiving

and enjoying” [86]. Others have used prompts such as interestingness [134, 115], pleasing,

harmonious [117] to define the aesthetic experience. Future studies could compare how

different prompts could result in different responses from individuals.

We show each participant a small number of “common” image pairs, which are the

same for everyone, and a larger number of “unique” image pairs, which are only shown to

one participant. The common pairs provide a controlled training set for few-shot personal-

ization. For example, future researchers could exclude specific pairs from the training set to

measure their effect on the personalized model. The unique image pairs provide coverage of

AADB, which allows us to both measure consistency between our participants’ responses

and the original labels, and to create a robust test set to evaluate few-shot personalization.
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7.2.2 Recruitment and Data Collection

After receiving approval from our university’s IRB, we recruited participants through a

combination of university mailing lists and social media with the following inclusion criteria:

(1) At least 18 years old, (2) Located in the United States, (3) Not visually impaired. We

split our data collection into two parts: a short screener survey with standard demographic

questions, and a longer survey using the labeling process described in the previous section.1

We provided compensation for each participant to label 20 “common” image pairs and 80

“unique” image pairs.

We took several measures to avoid unreliable participants: splitting our survey into two

parts (screener and longer survey), CAPTCHA protection, free response questions and an

analysis of label distributions. We filtered out hundreds of auto-generated responses to our

screener survey and ended up discounting 11 responses on the longer survey which both

submitted questionable free text responses and possessed unusual label distributions (e.g.

a uniform distribution over the five responses). The high degree of agreement on some

common image pairs (e.g. for pair 17 over 80% prefer image B while only 5% prefer image

A) indicates that it is unlikely many participants are answering randomly.

Data was collected between November 10th, 2021 and January 5th, 2022. Out of 237

participants who responded to our call and were sent a survey link, 181 labeled at least

one data pair and 176 completed the 100 labels required to receive payment. We included

a set of three free-text questions in the middle of the survey, both to gauge our partici-

1Frequency values for demographic characteristics can be found in our supplementary materials, avail-
able at http://vision.soic.indiana.edu/wp/wp-content/uploads/suppelementary_materials_for_

IAQA_and_feminist_aesthetics.pdf.
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pants’ reasoning and to evaluate whether each participant was answering questions in good

faith. Upon manual examination of the free-text questions and response distributions, we

excluded the data of 11 participants whose responses seemed to be generated by auto-

mated survey completion software2, leaving 165 participants in the final released dataset.

We collected labels for 16,548 pairs of images in total, sampled from the 9,958 images in

AADB.

7.2.3 Comparing Across Label Structures

For each image pair (a, b) evaluated by a human subject we convert our five response

categories into scalar pairwise labels {−1, 0, 1}, where −1 corresponds to a preference for

a, 1 corresponds to b, and 0 corresponds to the three other options. Using a method similar

to the one from [202], we also find an estimated single-image labeling. This method relies

on constructing a matrix L of comparisons where La,b ∈ {−1, 0, 1} corresponds to the

preference label, and then computing the first principal eigenvector of L. This eigenvector

constitutes a spectral ranking [312] of the images, much like the Elo score or Pagerank.

To make the scores more directly comparable to the AADB scores, we scale the resulting

scores to fall between 0 and 1 by subtracting the minimum and dividing by the range.

Subsequently, we define accuracy between pairwise labels and real-valued image scores

as follows. For a set of images 1, ..., n with a n-dimensional vector of real-valued scores

S = S1, ..., Sn and a matrix of pairwise labels, L = Li,j ∈ {−1, 0, 1} where L is only defined

2These responses were excluded because they contained lengthy, nonsensical free text responses and chose
each of the five options equally often; human participants typically chose “left” or “right” significantly more
often than “these options are too different to compare.” Excluded participants were still compensated.
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for pairs (i, j) ∈ P, |P | = m < n2, we compute the accuracy of the scores to the labels

using a thresholded indicator function,

Acc(S,L) =
1

m

∑
(i,j)∈P



I(Si − Sj < −t) Li,j = −1

I(−t ≤ Si − Sj ≤ t) Li,j = 0

I(Si − Sj > t) Li,j = 1,

where I has value 1 if the argument is true and 0 otherwise, and t is a threshold. In other

words, if the score for image i is higher than the score for image j by at least t, we predict

that the participant will choose image i, and if the difference is within the threshold, we

predict that the participant will either like or dislike both images. We use a threshold

t = 0.075, chosen post hoc to maximize the average accuracy of the AADB ground truth

for our participant labels, the most generous possible value.

7.3 Results

7.3.1 Comparing PR-AADB and AADB Ground Truth

First, we evaluate the consistency between the aesthetics scores published with the original

AADB dataset and the preference labels provided by our participants. Since these datasets

cannot be compared directly, we first use our pairwise labels to infer image scores and

evaluate their ranking correlation with the AADB labels, then we use both sets of image

scores to infer “generic” pairwise labels. This kind of experiment is possible because our

participants labeled the exact images from the AADB training and test sets. Finally, we
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Figure 7.3: Measuring agreement and variance in aesthetics scores. Left: After
converting our pairwise labels to inferred image scores, we plot them and measure their
correlation (r = 0.27) vs. the original AADB labels. Data points indicate images. Center:
Next, we convert both the AADB scores and the scores inferred from our labels to “generic”
pairwise labels using the scheme described in the methods, we compare their accuracy for
each participant (r = 0.30). Data points indicate participants. Right: Using the model
from [265], we compute raw and personalized predictions for each image and compare their
accuracy for each participant. Data points indicate participants. In each plot, points are
rendered at low alpha and are represented by ‘o’. Darker colors represents high density of
data points in that area.

also test the performance of a personalized model inspired by that of Ren et al. [265] on

our labels.

Comparing Single-Image Scores

Figure 7.3 (left) presents the joint distribution of the single-image aesthetic scores from

AADB, and the single-image scores inferred from our participants’ pairwise labels using

the eigenvector method. Even though both sets of scores are aggregate estimates of the

aesthetic quality of the same images, their correlation is only 0.27. Importantly, their

ranking correlation (Spearman’s ρ) is also only 0.27, which is significantly lower than

state-of-the-art model performance (Lee and Kim [202] report ρ = 0.879).
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Comparing Pairwise Labels

Using the scheme described in the methods, we measure accuracy for the AADB scores as

well as the scores we just inferred from our labels. Figure 7.3 (center) presents the joint

distribution of accuracy scores on each participant. The AADB scores produce accuracy

values which vary from 0.2875 to 0.575, a difference of almost 30%. For 12 of our partici-

pants, this is worse than random guessing. The scores inferred from our labels produce a

similar amount of variance, ranging from 0.5 to 0.7875, and accuracy on the two is only

somewhat correlated (r = 0.30). This suggests not that the original AADB labels are poor,

but that there is no single set of real-valued aesthetic quality scores which would perform

well for everyone.

Evaluating Model Performance

We also tested the deep learning-based personalized IAQA model introduced by Ren et

al. [265], which predicts a raw aesthetics score using a model trained on the Flickr-AES

dataset, and then fine-tunes the prediction using a support vector machine (SVM) regressor

to predict the residual between the raw and personalized aesthetic score. The SVM makes

use of aesthetic attribute features (learned from the original AADB aesthetic attribute

labels) and content features (from a clustering of ImageNet feature vectors) to inform its

prediction. We adapt this model to predict pairwise labels, rather than aesthetic score

residuals, by using an SVM classifier.

While we find that the raw predictions perform similarly to the AADB ground truth

scores (42.6% accuracy vs. 42.7% accuracy), when we fit the personalized model to the 20
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common image pairs for each user, we find that the average accuracy on the remaining 80

image pairs does not change significantly, but the variance greatly increases (Figure 7.3

right) from a standard deviation of 0.065 to 0.129. Further, the fine-tuned accuracy scores

do not correlate with the original accuracy scores or the accuracy under the AADB ground

truth. We speculate that the performance of a fine-tuned model depends both on whether

the training images are similar to the testing images and whether the set of aesthetic and

content attributes are good descriptors of an individual’s taste.

These experiments indicate that while the AADB ground truth labels and our partic-

ipants’ judgments are somewhat correlated, there is a high degree of variance in both. If

different users had been logged in to Mechanical Turk when the AADB was collected or

their prompt had been phrased differently, the ground truth, and thus the algorithms which

perform well, could have been radically different. By chance, we end up with a dataset that

is more representative of some of our participants’ preferences than others, and using few-

shot learning to fine-tune a personalization model increases that variance, which might

have positive or negative effects, depending on the user.

7.3.2 Explaining Label Disagreements

In this section, we turn to our second question: when and for whom can we accurately

predict disagreement between these two sets of labels? We use logistic regression analysis

to examine three possible explanatory factors: demographic differences, difference in pref-

erence for aesthetic attributes, and specific image content. Rather than use these variables

as features to predict aesthetic quality directly, our target variable is whether the AADB
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ground truth and our participants’ pairwise label will be consistent or inconsistent for each

image pair (using the thresholding scheme described in the methods). As a result, we use

logistic regression as a statistical analysis tool, not as a predictive machine learning model.

To describe demographic differences, we create dummy variables for demographic labels:

age, gender, race, level of education, and first language (coded as either English or other).

To describe formal aesthetic differences between the images in a pair, we use the absolute

difference (i.e. |r1 − r2| for ratings r1, r2) of the 11 AADB aesthetics ratings (e.g. color

harmony rating or symmetry rating). For differences in the image content, inspired by

Ren et al. [265], we use an off-the-shelf classifier (ResNet18) to classify images using the

1000 ImageNet classes, then create 1000 binary variables where each feature is 1 if the

corresponding class is within the top 3 predicted classes for either image, but not both, and

0 otherwise. While using ImageNet in this manner is potentially objectionable for treating

image class predictions as a measure of image content, we use it to maintain consistency

with the IAQA literature, rather than as an endorsement of the ImageNet categories. We

select a subset of the 1000 content features by first removing 178 classes which are never

predicted, then using LASSO (L1 regularized) logistic regression [304] with regularization

tradeoff parameter α = 0.0005 to select relevant content variables [107]. With this alpha

value, we select 120 of the 842 remaining classes as potentially relevant variables. Using

the 24 demographic variables, 11 aesthetic attribute variables and 120 content variables,

we fit an un-regularized regression model.

The estimated coefficients are shown in Figure 7.4. Our regression model is a poor

predictive model with pseudo-R2 of 0.023, i.e. our model only explains 2.3% of the incon-
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sistency, though several of the coefficients are significant.
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Figure 7.4: Which properties of participants/images predict (dis)agreement be-
tween the AADB ground truth and our participants’ ratings? Regression coef-
ficients for (left) demographic, (center) aesthetic, and (right) content indicate how much
of the variance in consistency is explained by each attribute of the image or rater. For
binary variables, the number of image pairs for which that variable is true are shown. Stars
indicate coefficients for which we reject the null hypothesis at p = 0.05. A full regression
table is included in our supplementary materials.

To our surprise, none of the demographic characteristics significantly predict consis-

tency with the original AADB labels. While the coefficients for race show a noticeable

difference between White and Asian participants and those from other racial groups, our

sample, mostly drawn from a mailing list at a research university in the midwest United

States, is not a representative sample of the greater population, and we hesitate to make

strong claims based on a small sample.
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Three of the aesthetic attributes — good content, color harmony, and good motion

blur — have significant positive coefficients, which indicates that a high difference in those

attributes between the two images increases the likelihood that our participants’ judgments

will be consistent.

Many of the content features have significant positive and negative coefficients, indicat-

ing that our participants were very sensitive to photo content. Some image classes, such as

brown bear, dragonfly monarch, and limpkin, predict consistency, while window screen, ri-

fle, mask, and military uniform predict less consistency. The number of positive coefficients

associated with animals indicates that nature photographs produce consistent judgments

while the negative coefficients indicate that photos containing military-related content are

more controversial. We must note that these content labels were produced by an automatic

classifier and not a human labeler, so they are noisy and may indicate the presence of visual

patterns rather than exact objects.

Stepping back, regression analysis shows that consistency with the ground truth varies

greatly from person to person, but that the differences are mostly not explained by de-

mographics, aesthetic attributes, or visual features. Consistent with the claims of Datta

et al. [75], a few characteristics (e.g. natural subjects or color harmony) lead people to

consistently find some images to be of higher aesthetic quality, however, there are other

characteristics which are controversial and lead people to disagree on their quality.
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7.3.3 Analysis of Free-Text Responses

We asked our participants two free-response questions during the survey: “How are you

choosing between images?” and “Do you find yourself relying more on the content of the

images (like the objects or people pictured) or the style (like whether the picture is blurry

or if it is colorful)?” For the first question, we identified five categories of responses (we

share representative quotes and participant ID numbers):

1. Personal preference, e.g. “Instinct” (P85), “My own personal preferences” (P105),

“Would I consider them keepers” (P255)

2. Formal qualities, e.g. “content, composition, color” (P115), “Composition, centering,

and lighting” (P52)

3. Content, e.g. “first impression; i think i prefer scenes over people” (P170), “My feeling.

I like nature and greens. And I also like to see pictures of people having fun (not for

work)” (P110)

4. Literal responses, e.g. “For some, I used a keyboard and for some, I used the mouse

to select the correct options” (P7), “choosing either a or b.” (P25)

5. A combination of these, e.g. “However I want, it’s a study of aesthetics. I always

pick the dogs, and I like colors, colors are fun” (P86), “Im gravitating towards ele-

ments i like in photography such as architecture, landscapes, and animals, if none of

these are present I will tend to choose the picture that seems more visually interest-

ing/intentionally composed.” (P97)
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For the second question, we roughly grouped these responses into four categories, “content”

(N=59), “style” (N=21), “both” (N=73), and “unclear” (N=3).

Taken together, these results indicate that our choice of prompt decoupled our par-

ticipants’ concept of aesthetic quality from a specific visual style. It also highlights the

wide range of possible interpretations of words like “enjoy” and “aesthetics” which sub-

tly change the concept under study (even though we did not use the term “aesthetics,”

it was often mentioned by participants). For example, given the pair of images in Figure

7.1, we can imagine one participant choosing the image on the left because they love cows

while another participant chooses the image on the right because the stark landscape gave

them with a feeling of awe, and both are valid responses, given their interpretations of the

prompt and equally valid forms of aesthetic judgment.

7.4 Discussion

To summarize our results, inspired by an argument from feminist aesthetics, we collected

new labels and conducted a statistical analysis of differences between the AADB labels of

Kong et al. [188] and our relabeling. We find that this critique largely holds for IAQA data:

while the original labels are usually better than random guessing, their predictive quality

varies greatly from person to person, and modeling, especially with few-shot personaliza-

tion, only increases that variance.

Next, we asked if demographic, aesthetic, or content attributes could predict whether

the AADB groundtruth will be consistent with a participant’s preference for a given image

pair. We find that these factors explain only a small amount of the variance in consistency,
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but there are specific aesthetic and content features, like a brown bear in one image or

a difference in level of motion blur, which are informative. That means we do not find

that the label disagreements are easily explained by demographic factors like gender or

education level.

Our goal here is not to criticize the original AADB dataset [188] or the personalization

model we used [265]. We are using a different study design, with a different prompt, so

we would not expect the original image scores to perfectly predict our results. Our data is

also not a strict improvement on the original labels, which exist to show the relationship

between ratings for overall aesthetics and aesthetic attributes, which we did not investigate.

Instead, we believe that our data and analysis show the profound difficulty of making

personalized aesthetic quality predictions using machine learning. In the non-personalized

formulation of the task, the prediction target is an objective kind of aesthetic quality based

on popular consensus using a large sample size [241], which smooths out the variance in

individual interpretations to create a stable machine learning problem. However, by doing

so, it ignores so many of the interesting and meaningful psycho-social phenomena which

give aesthetics its depth. But accounting for subjectivity is not a matter of estimating a

predictable deviation from an objective, average viewpoint.

In this way, IAQA mirrors other scientific problems. For example, we have simple phys-

ical laws which explain the behavior of a magnet, but if we try to infer the magnetic

moments of its constituent atoms, the problem becomes significantly more complex, and

there is no simple adjustment to the macro-level laws (i.e. average aesthetics assessments)

which predicts the micro-level behavior (i.e. individual preferences for images). The anal-
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ogy only goes so far, however, since we do not believe there are necessarily scientific laws

which predict human aesthetic judgment.

Approaching personalization through few-shot learning results in a problem with almost-

unmanageable amounts of variance, both between individual images and between users due

to unobservable subjective factors. As the free-text responses show, knowing which factors

are important to a participant requires knowing how they interpreted the prompt in ad-

dition to their specific aesthetic preferences, and it is unclear whether those degrees of

freedom can be captured in a small number of ratings. Further, the high degree of inter-

subject variance makes testing personalization algorithms difficult. Evaluating models by

their accuracy (or ranking correlation, etc.) on a test set assumes that the test data is iden-

tically distributed to data from the real world, and if our labelers are not representative of

some real world population (where representation is a matter of interpretive perspective

and taste, not just demographics), we run the risk that our test accuracy ceases to be

meaningful.

Thus, we recommend against evaluating personalized models based on their perfor-

mance on a benchmark such as AADB [188] or FlickrAES [265]. Such evaluations will vary

tremendously based on the surveyed individuals and a model which is able to account

for the differences in perspective present in such a dataset will not necessarily be able

to account for the myriad of factors which affect preferences held by humans in general,

and may be ill-suited to the kinds of subjective differences in another population. We en-

courage future work to investigate evaluating IAQA algorithms through user studies of

specific populations, without the goal of producing general models of aesthetic preference.
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We also encourage future investigation into the potential downstream social consequences

of predicting aesthetic preferences in, for example, social media contexts.
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Chapter 8

Design of an Interface for Participant Evaluation of Aesthetic Quality

Assessment Models

8.1 Introduction

Over the previous two chapters, we have assembled an argument that computer vision eval-

uation methods are insufficient for handling the subjectivity inherent in aesthetic quality

assessment. In Chapter 6, we raised the issue of choosing the subject whose taste we are

emulating in aesthetic quality assessment. In Chapter 7, we explored the idea that the user

could be the subject. However, attempts to model the differences in human preferences are

very difficult to evaluate as our results start to depend on the sample of individual labelers

and their respective concepts of aesthetics. A model which scores better for one group of

people may not score better for a different group of people. We can avoid this problem by

specifying. Instead of trying to model aesthetic preference in general, we model a specific

person or group’s taste. However, collecting large quantities of evaluation data for a specific

user population is undesirable for many computer vision applications, as data collection is

expensive and techniques are not often developed with specific users in mind.

In this chapter, we explore an alternative evaluation paradigm: treating IAQA models

in the non-personalized formulation as a tool, and approaching its evaluation through

a more contextualized and situated approach. Following Galanter [113], each aesthetic
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quality assessment model is an image measure, one element of the space of all functions

which map images or collections of images to scalars. While some elements of this space

are measures which arguably correspond to specific visual qualities (like Hasler-Suesstrunk

colorfulness from Chapter 1, Birkhoff’s aesthetic measure or the layout similarity metric

based on tree edit distance from Chapter 3), most of them are unrecognizable to humans

as measures of taste. From this perspective, determining whether any of these functions

actually measure aesthetic quality is entirely external to the mathematics; a matter of

interpretation and judgment which must be carried out by a human in context. So instead

of measuring whether these functions correctly assign aesthetic quality scores to images,

we determine whether they measure a quality which human subjects can recognize and

interpret as aesthetic quality. We investigate the research question:

RQ7 — How do computing graduate students evaluate aesthetic quality assessment models

when seen through a smartphone camera interface?

This question and line of thinking are directly rooted in Haraway’s concept of situated

knowledge. As discussed in Chapter 2, Haraway argues that when science separates a “view”

of the world from the way that it was captured, it performs a “god trick,” pretending to

see everything from nowhere. Computer vision as a discipline often performs two such god

tricks. First, literally, it treats sets of images as objective recordings of reality, detached

from the cameras and photographers who take them. Second, more metaphorically, it treats

its knowledge about the performance of models and algorithms as objective truth, separate

from the data and methods which allow us to evaluate them. Many computer vision systems

have substantial limitations: they are only ever approximately correct, only have limited
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knowledge of the world and faithfully reproduce the biases, both good and bad, of their

training data [54]. The problem is not the existence of these limitations, which researchers

often acknowledge, but the way the research system performs a god trick and transforms

algorithmic tools which provide situated, uncertain knowledge about the world into arbiters

of objective truth, justified by quantitative evaluations.

Haraway argues that knowledge being situated does not make truth relative. Instead,

it requires a shift to feminist objectivity where real, objective knowledge about the world

comes from specific physical, social and conceptual perspectives. We seek to carry out IAQA

model evaluations from specific perspectives. To envision what this approach would look

like, we turn to secondary literature which operationalizes Haraway’s theory. Bhavnani,

writing in the context of social science research [35], proposes three criteria for feminist

objectivity:

1. Reinscription: Does the research method portray the participants as passive and

powerless, or does it recast them as active agents?

2. Micropolitics: Does the research engage with the political relationships between re-

searcher and participant?

3. Difference: Does the research engage with differences in perspective between partici-

pants?

Towards these goals, we introduce a qualitative method for participant evaluation of

image measures and describe a pilot study exploring how participants interpret and evalu-

ate four IAQA models. Our method relies on making the rather abstract aesthetic quality
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assessment models embodied and tangible via a smartphone camera app interface. Unlike

ordinary camera apps, our interface lacks a shutter button and instead takes photos when

the value of an aesthetic quality assessment algorithm exceeds a threshold. By placing

the point of interaction within the familiar context of a camera interface, we are able to

significantly broaden the kinds of perspectives which can be collected regarding model

performance. Unlike quantitative evaluation methods which are typically carried out by

computer scientists and machine learning engineers based on data from anonymous human

participants, any sighted person with smartphone literacy skills can evaluate IAQA algo-

rithms themselves using our interface. As a result, our work is also a contribution towards

conversations around explainable AI.

Our approach to evaluation takes place in the world at the time the photograph is

taken. There is no hidden photographer responsible for the images. Evaluating at the time

of photography avoids the first god trick because we do not disconnect the very literal view

of the world from its source. On the more metaphorical level, we also meet Bhavnani’s

criteria:

1. We recast the human subjects, who in other IAQA research are anonymous crowd

workers, into active participants in the research process who are given space to express

their nuanced views about aesthetics and cameras.

2. By giving participants evaluative agency, we reverse the typical power dynamic in

machine learning where photographers and labelers are disconnected from the models

derived from their data.
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3. Qualitative analysis gives us the flexibility to handle subjective difference with nu-

ance, rather than reducing it to a measure of dispersion or personalization technique.

Regardless of whether one accepts this feminist framing, we find that these evaluations

form a helpful complement to benchmark-based evaluation particularly because individuals’

judgments about the various IAQA algorithms are contextualized within their existing

relationships to images, cameras and aesthetics. Engaging with participants in a qualitative,

open-ended setting allows them to offer feedback on the problem formulation and potential

applications, elements which are typically only ever evaluated by authors and conference

reviewers, or users of applied products based on computer vision methods. This approach

effectively allows us to evaluate subjective elements at both the level of the data as well

as the level of the model (as discussed in Chapter 2), allowing researchers to reflect on the

assumptions and potential biases present in these models.

Placing these algorithms in the context of a camera is particularly pertinent today,

as the boundary between human and computational elements in smartphone photography

becomes increasingly blurred. Both iPhones and many models of Android now support “live

photo” or “best shot” modes where cameras actually take a short video when the shutter

button is pressed, then automatically choose the “best” frame according to an aesthetic

measure. The specific aesthetic measure used by Google Pixel phones (as of 2018) is a linear

model based on features related to face quality, object optical flow, global motion blur and

camera status, relying on a MobileNet-based object detector [333]. Despite the ubiquity of

this feature, most smartphone users are not aware that their photos are produced somewhat
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collaboratively with a machine learning model. By using an application without a shutter

button, we hope to make this functionality more conspicuous.

8.2 Related Work

In addition to the related work discussed in previous chapters, our work exists in dialogue

with work in model interpretation and visualization, particularly user mental models of AI

systems. Our approach is additionally informed by the study of egocentric computer vision

and critical design approaches from HCI.

Approaches to visualization for computer vision models typically focus on offline ap-

proaches. These include visualizations of feature maps for classical methods [315], class

activation maps derived from deep neural networks [281], nonlinear dimensionality reduc-

tion techniques like T-SNE [309] and UMAP [231] for visualizing feature spaces and more

sophisticated agent-interaction explanations like the visual explanations of Hendricks et

al. [149]. Outside of computer vision, there is a robust literature in visual analytics for

interactive visualization for machine learning model development; see [268] for a literature

review. The goals of visualization depend on user psychology; model explanations should

cohere well with how users already mentally model the problem under study [206], and

there is often a tradeoff between soundness and completeness in explanations which shapes

user understanding [196]. We approach this problem very differently: instead of producing

offline visual explanations, we allow the user to build their own explanations based on free

interaction with the model.

Our usage of a handheld camera as a site for exploration of computer vision is inspired
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by egocentric (first person) computer vision, the study of imagery taken from a camera

worn on a human [74], robot [229], animal [198] or car [328]. This research area situates

the camera within the scene it depicts, which is atypical for computer vision and creates a

variety of technical challenges regarding camera shakes and occlusion from hands [19]. This

research area echoes earlier ideas from authors in robotics like Rodney Brooks regarding

situated and embodied intelligence [50].

Finally, we build on the concepts of research through design [108], speculative design [93]

and critical design [23, 20]. These closely-related methods use design practice as a form of

research, exploring concepts from design theory, speculating about alternative futures and

explicating the implicit assumptions behind technology. For example, Odom et al. apply

these methods in their design of Photobox, a speculative slow technology which occasionally

prints photos from a Flickr library, slowly amassing a collection over years, which challenges

the notion that technology should be fast, easy and disposable [249]. Similarly, Pierce and

Paulos’s Inaccessible digital camera, a camera made of concrete which must be destroyed to

extract the digital storage medium within, similarly questioning notions of functionality and

disposability [257]. Recently, Karmann’s Paragraphica continues in the legacy of speculative

camera designs. This camera-like device lacks a lens or photo sensor, instead it generates

photographs using an image generation model conditioned on location, time, temperature

and maps data, questioning the mapping between photos and reality [182]. The important

characteristic is that these designs are not potential future products. Instead, they are used

to explore alternative design spaces and make abstract critiques of technology tangible,

facilitating future designs in these spaces.
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8.3 Interface Design and Development

Our design goal is to make aesthetic quality assessment algorithms tangible, so that partic-

ipants can judge the algorithms’ learned aesthetic preferences in a real-world setting. An

initial sketch for the design is shown in Figure 8.1 (a). While we initially discussed designs

with micro-controllers and LED feedback, we decided on an Android smartphone-based

design, since smartphones offer both high-quality cameras and hardware acceleration for

on-device deep neural network inference at relatively low cost. A low-fidelity prototype, an

image we showed on a smartphone to test the concept, is shown in Figure 8.1 (b).

The application was developed on top of the existing open source project Open Cam-

era, licensed via the GNU General Public License [142]. Starting from an existing camera

application was helpful for learning the Android API and gave the project a functional

camera user interface. We added three settings to the application:

1. “Aesthetics Capture Mode” removes the shutter button and starts a background

process that takes and evaluates a photo once per second. If the estimated IAQA

score is greater than a threshold, the photo is saved and a visual feedback animation

for photo capture plays.

2. “Aesthetics Indicator Mode” starts the same background process, but adds a line

plot to the top of the preview showing the IAQA model output. If aesthetics capture

mode is also on, the graph shows a horizontal threshold line as well.

3. “Aesthetics AI Sensor” allows the user to choose one of four models, described below.
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Removing the shutter button was a key decision rooted in critical design methods. Users

assume they have full control of a camera, but many of the choices involved in photography

are made automatically in cameras already [151], simulating different film ISO values [127]

and creating computational Bokeh effects without adjusting focal length [145]. These auto

settings are often adjusted based on computational image quality measures [145]. Users,

however, expect to choose when photos are taken, and removing that aspect of user control

could lead them to reconsider the way that computational measures of taste are already in-

fluencing photography, and to speculate about human-AI co-creativity in photography [77]

and possible future AI art forms.

We experimented early in the development process with removing the camera preview

and using different kinds of visual or haptic feedback, but found in an informal pre-pilot

session with one user that taking photos without a preview was difficult. We also moved

away from the visual indicator present in the early design (Figure 8.1 (b)), which looked

too much like a shutter button, leading our pre-pilot user to tap it and expect to take

a photo. Haptic feedback proved especially unusable because it was difficult to calibrate:

either the phone would vibrate constantly, annoying the user and draining the battery, or

vibrate too little to be helpful for interpreting the model output. As a result, we designed

the minimal line plot shown in Figure 8.1 (c).

Our prototype has four model architectures which are characteristic examples of four

different approaches to aesthetic quality assessment, inspired by different eras of research

on this problem.
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(a) Initial whiteboard design concept. The user holds a sensor which reacts to the
aesthetics of the scene in front of the camera.

(b) Low fidelity prototype: a smartphone (c) Screenshot of the

camera app without a shutter button final prototype.

Figure 8.1: Design Iterations
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A: A baseline model using the mean of the approximate image Laplacian as an aesthetic

measure, i.e. for grayscale image I[x, y] with width W and height H,

MA =
1

WH

W∑
i=1

H∑
j=1

(I ∗ L)[i, j], L =
[

0 −1 0
−1 4 −1
0 −1 0

]

Where ∗ is the discrete two-dimensional convolution operator. The image Laplacian

is highest in areas where there are sharp edges in pixel value, and goes down when

an image is blurry, giving it a slight positive correlation with aesthetic quality.1

B: A linear model using hand-crafted features based on the early IAQA work of Ke et

al. [185]. This model uses four sets of image transformations: the image Laplacian, the

4096-bin color histogram, the image Fourier transform and the lightness distribution.

The first two transformations are further distilled by taking the mean feature map of

the positive and negative classes and measuring the L1 distance from the test image

to the mean for each class. In the case of the Fourier transform, we follow Ke et al.

and measure the highest frequency bin with value greater than 5. For the lightness,

we measure the width of the 98% mass distribution. While Ke et al. use a Naive

Bayes classifier on these features, we use logistic regression for ease of deployment

alongside the other three models.

C: A 2014-era deep neural network, based on the 8-layer AlexNet architecture [194],

with a two-column approach similar to Lu et al. [214]. To avoid warping images to

1We also experimented with the variance of the Laplacian, but found that the mean led to a more
interesting aesthetic measure, as it increased in the presence of visually interesting content, and decreased
for blurry photos.
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the 224 by 224 resolution required by the AlexNet architecture, this model has one

AlexNet-style network for a center cropped local view of the full resolution image and

another center cropped global view of the image downsized to 256 by 256. Following

Lu et al., we concatenate the models’ hidden representations before applying the final

fully connected layer, allowing us to train the two columns jointly using stochastic

gradient descent.

D: A more contemporary deep neural network approach, based on the 18-layer Resnet

architecture [148] and trained using the Adam optimizer [186], without any other

IAQA-specific modifications.

Both deep neural networks are randomly initialized using He initialization [147] and

trained on the AVA dataset using a cross-entropy loss function and learning rate starting

from 0.001 and slightly decaying multiplicatively each epoch by 1 − 10−7. We emphasize

that our goal here is not to qualitatively test specific modeling decisions. Instead, we use

these four models as examples which characterize four different approaches to the problem:

a mathematically elegant metric, a highly engineered feature-based approach based on

researcher intuition, a more data-driven model designed for the task, and a fully data-

driven approach using a problem-agnostic model architecture.

Quantitative evaluation results for the models using the AVA dataset benchmark are

shown in Table 8.2, and a visualization showing differences in model output distributions

is shown in Figure 8.2. Following the IAQA literature, we report accuracy and ranking

correlation (Spearman’s ρ). Accuracy is somewhat misleading for the AVA dataset, which
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has almost a 70%–30% class imbalance towards positive examples, so we also include the

AUC-ROC, a measure of the probability that a high quality photo will score higher than

a low quality photo. All metrics are computed on the AVA test set. Despite the fact that

the model architecture was not designed for the task, Model D performs the best across

the board. While our first three approaches roughly mirror the reported accuracy in their

respective papers, none of these models are as performant as more recent state-of-the-art

methods: we encourage future work evaluating specific contemporary approaches.

We initially listed models using the last names of the first authors of the papers which

proposed the architectures, but based on pre-pilot study feedback, we changed them to

“Model A,” “Model B,” “Model C” and “Model D” to avoid giving the models human-

like names. Additionally based on pre-pilot feedback, we made the threshold adaptive.

Specifically, given a sequence of aesthetics ratings y1, ..., yt, an image is saved at time t if

yt > 0.11
10∑
i=1

yt−i

In other words, a photo is taken every second, but it is only saved if the current photo

is rated at least 10% higher than the average of the prior 10 photos.

8.4 User Study Methodology

After developing our camera interface, and receiving IRB approval, we conducted a pilot

study of its capabilities. This study served two purposes: it allowed us to demonstrate

that the core functionality of the interface worked and was usable by participants with
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Participant Age Range Gender Academic Background

P1 31-40 Woman HCI, health informatics, computer science

P2 31-40 Man security informatics, HCI

P3 31-40 Woman HCI, data science

P4 21-30 Man HCI, computer science

P5 31-40 Man Electrical and computer engineering

Table 8.1: Study Participant Demographics. We specifically recruited graduate students in
computing outside of computer vision, with a focus on students with HCI experience.

limited computer vision or machine learning experience. We conducted one 40-70 minute

session with each of five participants between February and March 2023. Participants were

recruited using paper fliers and university mailing lists, and paid US$15 for participation.

All participants were graduate students in computing-related disciplines outside of com-

puter vision, AI and machine learning; see Table 8.1 for details. We focused our recruitment

on students with some graduate training in HCI, as designers and researchers outside of

computer vision are the target user population for our application. We imagine a future

use case where designers could try out different aesthetic measures for a potential software

application using our interface as a visualization tool.

Sessions were conducted in public spaces on two college campuses, Luddy Hall at Indi-

ana University in Bloomington and Dimond Library at the University of New Hampshire in

Durham. Sessions were conducted according to a semi-structured protocol in three stages:

1. The facilitator briefly describes the premise for the study and guides the user through

the interface. Then, the participant is asked to practice using it in the three different

photo modes (as a standard smartphone camera, with aesthetics indicator visible and
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with aesthetics capture activated).

2. Once the participant is comfortable using the interface, the participant is asked to

wander around the space, take photos using each of the four models loaded onto the

smartphone and think aloud to the facilitator about how the models take photos.

3. Once the participant affirms they have a good understanding of how the models

are similar or different from one another, the participant and facilitator sit down

and review all of the photos taken during the session and identify which models

were responsible for the best and worst photos. Finally, the facilitator asks brief

closing interview questions regarding similarities and differences between the models,

specific peculiarities of each model, usability of the app and usefulness of qualitative

evaluation for design.

Sessions were audio recorded, recordings were transcribed and all images taken by

the research phone were saved. Our analysis followed a constructivist grounded theory

approach [119, 58] through inductive content analysis [200, 98]. As this is a preliminary

study, our goal is to develop a theoretical understanding of how participants interact with

IAQA models, and establish methodological recommendations for future, similar studies.

Grounded theory is an appropriate methodology for that task because it prioritizes theory

generation over theory confirmation. Additionally, we collect multimodal data, including

images and transcripts, which content analysis is well suited to approach. Practically, we

took notes on our transcripts using a word processor comment feature about specific sec-

tions, cross-referencing saved images based on timestamps. After identifying several cross-
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session themes in open coding, we engaged in a second analysis of the interview transcripts

and images to locate characteristic examples of each theme, with an emphasis on adjectives

that participants used to describe models.

We see this study as a pilot, which serves as a proof of concept for our research method,

and generates methodological insights for future similar studies. While five participants is

not enough to make strong claims about the differences between the models or how users

approach them, it is enough to confirm that the interface is functional, demonstrate that our

qualitative approach can generate worthwhile insights and identify most of the interface’s

usability issues [247, 248].

8.5 Results

In this section, we describe the results of our user study sessions. We found, in line with

other human-AI interaction research, that our participants tended to personify the algo-

rithms they are asked to evaluate. However, they also treated them as puzzles, trying to

guess how the different models were implemented. Participants additionally had a mix-

ture of criticism and constructive feedback for both aesthetic quality assessment and our

interface design, and their approaches reflected their differing personal relationships to

smartphone cameras. We will discuss each of these themes in detail.

8.5.1 Personification and Reverse-Engineering

We found that three of our five participants (P1,P2,P4) had a tendency to personify both

the models as well as the interface itself. For example, P4 observes that “[model] B doesn’t
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seem to be very excited, it’s almost like, very stoic.” This observation reflects the fact

that model B’s output has lower variance than the others (see Figure 8.2; most output

values fall around 50%, and P4 interpreted that quality as stoicism. P1 constantly turned

to language around the models’ likes and dislikes: “C did not like this but A liked it...It

definitely loves patterns. Like uniform patterns.” and interests: “Now I cannot be too sure

if it is [taking photos] because of the floor or if it is because of the chair because it was

finding the floor very interesting.” When the interface crashed in the middle of the session,

P2 responds, speaking to the app, “You are unhappy.” While the way that computers

function as social actors is well-known in HCI [243, 114, 95] and AI [95, 307], we emphasize

that this personification is happening without the use of natural language or a human-like

artificial persona. Just a letter name and a scalar measure of “preference” was enough to

lead these participants towards these patterns.

To illustrate the differences our participants observed, we collected all of the words

used to describe each model. We specifically find instances where participants describe the

model’s character or emotions, not its behavior, preferences or performance. Descriptive

words are shown in the right column of Table 8.2. We can see that participants use terms

like “picky” or “stoic” to describe model B’s low variability, and terms like “difficult to

predict,” “random” or “like a cop camera” to describe the high variability, and preference

for red cars, of model D.

At the same time, all of our participants had a tendency to conceptually reverse-engineer

the models, treating our task as a puzzle to be solved. For example, P5 offers a number

of ideas: “is that it? How close it is to the people?” “it’s taking pictures of trees and...still
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objects,” and “does it also...try to understand the color?” P3 speculates on the content of

the training data: “is it just trained on like landscapes and not people?” P2 identifies that

model B seems to be obeying photography rules: “[model B] tries to actually pick larger

objects that are sort of center focus, which would be like focal points...I have no idea if

this uses like the rule of threes for how you frame up stuff or not.” Interestingly, Model B,

based on Ke et al. [185], is explicitly designed based on these photographic rules of thumb.

P2 also notes that model D prefers specific colors of cars: “apparently it really likes blue or

red vehicles. Which makes me think that’s probably because, it’s probably trained on those

the most.”

Along these lines, P1 and P4 decided to engage in experiments, systematically varying

specific factors to figure out what causes the model to take a photo. P1 wondered if model

D knew the difference between a tree with leaves and a tree without: “So it definitely

detects plants...Let’s try model D on a leafless plant. And see what it does...I don’t want

any building in the background, just the plant....It’s because the background was like a little

part of the building was coming in the picture. That’s why it was clicking. It’s not liking

the tree at all.” Similarly, to investigate model B, P4 systematically rotated the camera

while a regular brick pattern was in view: “I have a hypothesis that maybe when it was like

like right along the ground, like maybe when the lines were, sort of, in line. That’s when it

took it.”

This reverse-engineering approach led to feelings of confusion and disappointment when

models C and D were revealed to be deep neural networks, not interpretable visual mea-

sures. While all our participants were aware of machine learning, it is unclear how familiar
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each one was with the limitations of different modeling approaches. P3 in particular dislikes

that the models are not clearly nameable: “Instead of model ABCD, how about you write

something like model nature, model human, model bird?...Ok you give me three words, you

know, what is model D’s feature?” P3 wants to evaluate the models in terms of what they

actually measure, since she does not think there a single, general kind of aesthetic quality

exists, and is frustrated that such descriptions are not possible for the deep neural net-

work models. Interestingly, this lack of interpretability led P4 to express a desire to trust

the model’s taste over his own: “assuming that machine learning models know much more

than us, even though they might not think like us, but they have a larger set of data that’s

trying to feed them...I would want it to be more selective.” This comment echoes recent

findings regarding a novel trend towards implicit trust of algorithmic systems as ultimate

authorities [180].

When asked to choose their favorite model, three out of five participants chose model

C, despite it not having the highest benchmark score. Their justifications centered around

its “picky” behavior, taking fewer photos than other models. See Table 8.3 for details. To

some extent, these differences in behavior which were important to our participants are

visible in the output score distributions for the models shown in Figure 8.2.

8.5.2 Perspectives on Photography

A recurring theme in our studies was each participant’s personal relationship with smart-

phone photography and goals in taking pictures. These relationships vary considerably from

person to person. One major difference in preferences surrounded the quantity of photos
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Model Acc. ρ AUC Descriptions

A 0.600 0.047 0.530 very selective [P1], greedy [P2], strange [P4], unre-
liable [P4]

B 0.703 0.059 0.500 low threshold [P1], picky [P2,P4], stoic [P4], un-
bothered [P4]

C 0.708 0.296 0.546 loves patterns [P1], picky [P4], understandable [P5]

D 0.740 0.473 0.605 unpredictable [P1], random [P1], like a cop camera
[P2], likes most things [P4], object oriented [P5]

Table 8.2: Accuracy, Ranking Correlation and AUC metrics for each model on the AVA test
set, juxtaposed with the adjective descriptions used by our participants for each model.

Participant Preference Reasons

P1 B or D “I don’t want a model that is so selective...I want to have
pictures for me to sort and delete...D is at least choosing
human faces, B is not even doing that.”

P2 C “you’re not picking up everything, but you’re also not having
such a low reaction rate that you don’t pick up anything.”

P3 None “I don’t mind to click the shutter button because that is the
certain moment and the angle I want to take it! I definitely
need that moment! I don’t want the camera to take it for me.”

P4 C “what I would want from that model is to take an unexpectedly
nice picture, which means I would want it to be more selective
if it’s going in conjunction with the manual button.”

P5 C “model C is taking picture when there’s some sort of like,
nature...it’s like a landscape photography...feature.”

Table 8.3: Responses when asked to choose a best model.
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Figure 8.2: Output value vs. groundtruth joint and marginal distributions for each of our
four aesthetic quality assessment models.
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an automatic camera should take. P1 prefers taking more photos than necessary: “I would

rather want to have pictures there in my hand for me to sort and delete all the ones that

are not good.” P3, on the other hand, dislikes taking too many photos and will even send

friends blurry photos: “Every photo is a good photo for me...if it is a little blurry, I still

send because I don’t want to take it the second time.” P2 observed that the photo quantity

wasn’t the only important factor: “it’s taking fewer...ok, it’s taking photos of more things

than I would, but it’s like, if you’re picking an object to take photos of, it’s taking less

photos than I would take of that object.” While he found some of those unusual photos

worthwhile, “I could use this in graphic design,” most of them were unwanted.

Two participants referenced photo editing applications during the study. P3 references

Meitu, an app described on the Google Play store as “Make your photos stunning and

sensational! Whatever your beauty preference, do it all with Meitu!” [1]. P3 elaborates,

“You don’t need to do any makeup, it’s makeup for you! So a lot of girls including me like

this because sometimes we don’t need to make up, but we can make up here, you know.

It makes me white, and it makes me clear, and it removed the dark part of my face or

the environment or this is like, makes me younger.” The main appeal of this tool, for P3,

is that it has a huge variety of filters and editor features so that each user can find the

combination which looks best to them. She would not use any kind of photo tool unless it

gave her that kind of aesthetic control.

P4 references several other applications, including the social media platform Instagram

and VSCO, an app described on Google Play as “a leading photo and video editor that nur-

tures the creative journey with our library of 200+ premium quality presets and tools,” [2].
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P4 describes how he would edit one of the photos taken by our interface, “this also could

be considered aesthetic, like if I was trying to post this to Instagram, I’d like blow out

the highlights and make it seem a little more make the background look a bit more even.”

Editing is core to his photographic practice: “Maybe for me, like I think of these as, like

even the pictures that I click myself, I look at all of them as starting points and what can I

make that goes beyond what I took.” This approach shapes the way he looks at the photos

taken in this study: “I don’t understand some of the reasons for these shots. Like it could

be made aesthetic...by aesthetic I mean things that could like possibly go on to Instagram.”

8.5.3 Perspectives on Aesthetic Quality Assessment

While it was not the primary topic of our study, several participants had positive feedback

on our application design. P1 suggests that an automatic camera might be useful for people

with disabilities, or to help take photos while in the car: “if the model [is] distinguishing

between the blurry and the non blurry and keeping only the one, that’s good.” She remarked

that the interface would be helpful for getting a “human perspective” on the functionality

of each model. P2 similarly found it “very helpful...you can actually get a feel for what it’s

doing.” P5 echoed that a buttonless camera would be helpful while driving, “So you’re

driving in one hand, and if you’re trying to take a picture of the scenery and other stuff,

this feature will be really helpful.”

Participants also had a variety of criticism for our design and aesthetic quality assess-

ment in general. P2 disliked the free-form nature of our study and recommended that we

give specific tasks like in a photography class. He also was confused by the lack of effect
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exposure seemed to have on the different models. P5 found it difficult to tell the difference

between models, and would prefer working with quantitative performance measures. P4

believes that the way computers and humans judge photos should remain complementary:

“I find it harder to figure out if a machine can think of aesthetics in the same
way that humans do because, for a machine, [the photo] is the final picture, but
for human that is not the final picture and we can always like step it up and make
it look more interesting. So if it’s a sort of discerning person, like probably a
designer or a photographer, and they might just like be inspired...When working
with AI...you work in conjunction, one doesn’t replace the other and basically
things that might take up a lot of time or like, instead of grunt work that you
can leave to the AI and then you can use it as a sounding board or like an
inspiration to get to something that’s more refined and polished.”

In other words, even if an IAQA algorithm is used to evaluate photos, the final say

regarding aesthetic quality should remain in the hands of the user. But other more tedious

work like differentiating between blurry and non-blurry photos can be safely automated.

Similarly, P3 was extremely critical of aesthetic quality assessment, as she believes that

there is no need to waste research time on measures of aesthetics. Later, she explains her

perspective:

So that shows the model’s emotion? Then I need to satisfy the model not satisfy
me. Yeah, this model used me, not I used the model...I need to understand
the algorithm behind more like what makes this number peak? What brings the
value down? If I don’t know the calculation, I just don’t understand what...[if ]
the algorithm of the model preference is not that good?...If the model itself is
not good, I don’t need to satisfy that model. Or maybe when, the moment I don’t
satisfy the model is the correct thing or is a good thing to do! You know, if the
model is not the best one, there is no need to make it high.”

In other words, P3 gets to the heart of the concern shared by P4 regarding user control:

if the camera has the final say on whether a photo is taken, it shifts the balance of power,

placing the user’s behavior under the algorithm’s judgmental gaze.
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8.6 Discussion

To summarize, we designed an interface for evaluating IAQA models in the real world,

and conducted a pilot study of its effectiveness. We designed our interface as a camera

application with no shutter button and settings for four models. In our pilot study, partic-

ipants come to understand the different models by simultaneously personifying them and

attempting to reverse-engineer their behavior. The resulting user epxeriences are shaped

both by the implementation details of the models, as well as people’s prior experience with

smartphone cameras and relationships to images and aesthetics.

Personification is a well-known aspect of human-AI interaction. HCI research has shown

that computers function as social actors [243], and this pattern extends to intelligent sys-

tems which function as media agents [114]. A similar phenomenon is well known in AI, called

the ELIZA effect, after the 1964 text-based AI therapist developed by Joseph Wisenbaum,

which human participants believed understood and had empathy for their problems even

though it was only procedurally generating responses. Hamid Ekbia claims the Eliza effect

is an example of a broader “attribution fallacy” where humans believe that a computer

system has mental faculties and emotional states much like their own, even when the sys-

tem demonstrably does not [95, p. 8]. While the ELIZA effect has been observed in chat

programs, case-based reasoning systems [95, Ch.5] and social robots like Kismet [307], it

is unusual in the scalar output of a binary classifier.

Participants’ evaluations seem to have been shaped by the implementation differences

between the models, the context and protocol of the study, as well as their differing back-
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grounds and prior relationships with smartphone cameras. Models A and B, due to their

implementations, tended to produce values with lower variance, which participants read

as selective, picky or stoic. Model D, which produced a wider range of values, was cor-

respondingly seen as unpredictable or random. P1 and P4, who had computer science

backgrounds, approached the evaluation process through experimentation, while P2, P3

and P5 took more observational approaches. The objects and backgrounds users had to

photograph were implicitly determined by the environment: Luddy Hall in Bloomington

was designed according to specific aesthetic principles, which came through in participant

photographs. Finally, the design of the interface brought our work into comparison with

other camera applications. P3 and P4 were frequent users of other smartphone photography

tools, and compared our interface to those tools.

These differing interpretive factors are the heart of our concept of situated evaluation:

participant evaluations are not fully determined by the objective characteristics of the

models, but they are not fully subjective either. Instead, they are a product of the model

performance, interface design, the research environment and our participants’ backgrounds

and approaches. In continuity with Haraway and her critique of god-tricks, we do not

recommend attempting to eliminate these confounding factors. Instead, we recommend

considering evaluations in context qualitatively. These contextual evaluations yield insights

into our participants’ evaluations of both the differing models, as well as the assumptions

of IAQA.

These findings have a variety of limitations. Crucially, we cannot come to strong con-

clusions about the modeling work of other authors, as our models were not implemented
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exactly like the papers which inspired them. We also cannot make claims about which of

these models is best aligned with computing graduate students’ taste based on five partic-

ipants. Given a larger sample, we might find that most participants agree in most contexts

with the ordering created by accuracy on the AVA benchmark. But this qualitative ap-

proach still has the potential to offer contextual nuances which a scalar measure cannot

provide.

We have several recommendations for future qualitative evaluations of IAQA models.

First, we found that a semi-structured approach allowed the experimenter’s off-hand re-

marks and follow-up questions to influence participant behaviors. The free-form nature of

the sessions made participants a little uncomfortable, and they responded by trying to

figure out what the facilitator wanted to hear. We recommend using a scripted and highly

structured format, with specific tasks for the photography part of the session. We also

recommend using as simple an interface as possible, rather than one which resembles a

camera, to reduce confusion and potential crashes. To eliminate the confounding factor

of different model output distributions, we recommend ensuring that all model outputs

are near-identically distributed between 0 and 1, possibly by approximating the inverse

cumulative distribution function for each model output distribution on a test set. Making

multiple model outputs visible at the same time would also help participants to compare

models with similar distributions: a slightly more complex design with multiple overlayed

graphs could make it more obvious when a shift in the scene causes a higher result from

one classifier and a lower result from another.

Finally, while we can center evaluation in the perspectives of people outside computer
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vision research, we cannot escape the implicit way that computer science approaches shape

the development of models [85]. In other words, no matter how much feedback participants

can offer, they will always be discussing measures developed by computer scientists. A

more thoroughly feminist approach to this problem would take further steps to center

views from the margins of computer science education, investigate participatory [277] and

value sensitive [112] design approaches for IAQA. To take this decentering further, we

also encourage the development of tools and platforms to allow individuals with minimal

programming experience to develop measures of specific aesthetic qualities in images. This

view of customized, rather than personalized, measures offers a more respectful, human-

centered approach to subjectivity in these problems.
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Chapter 9

Discussion and Future Work

In the previous chapters, we have discussed aesthetic phenomenon problems in computer

vision and the difficulties which arise when evaluating them. In Chapters 3, 4 and 5 we

gave examples of research studies which involve operationalizing the experiential qualities

of image data, resulting in aesthetics phenomenon problems. In each, we showed ways to

utilize additional qualitative and quantitative data sources to avoid the difficult problem

of evaluating these algorithms directly. In Chapters 6, 7 and 8, we focused in on IAQA

and interrogated ways of grappling with subjectivity in our evaluation. Our claim is that

quantitative metrics computed on benchmarks only give us partial knowledge of the quality

of our solutions to these problems: they can measure how well our metric aligns with broad

trends in the decontextualized preferences of a population, but adequately considering

subjective and contextual differences is much more challenging. To better account for these

factors, we advocate qualitative evaluations, using methods from HCI, to consider IAQA

models in context. In this chapter, we recapitulate several key themes, and for each one,

offer recommendations for computational study of aesthetics phenomenon problems and

possibilities for future work.
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9.1 New Approaches to Cultural Images

In Chapter 3, we study the homogenization of web design using both measures of visual

similarity alongside interviews with veteran web designers. While confirming an overall

homogenization trend was our main result, we also arrived at a variety of more specific,

nuanced findings — specific software library usage, increased use of images for color instead

of backgrounds, the rise of high-fidelity prototyping tools and Google’s shift to prioritize

mobile — by combining several computational analyses on different definitions of the prob-

lem under study in the context provided by ethnographic interviews.

Similarly, in Chapter 4, we were able to approach a centuries-old question about color

harmony from a new perspective: instead of only philosophizing or looking at human pref-

erences for color schemes in a lab setting, we ask whether people actually use color schemes

with these templates in images of web design, fashion and painting. While such inquiry

does not lead to timeless scientific or philosophical truths, and there is no way to establish

general claims about the way people use color based on photos from the Internet, it allows

us to center our analysis in the context of real images.

Third, in Chapter 5 we approach the difficult issue of periods in art history from a new

perspective, utilizing Bayesian methods to show the inherent uncertainty of such periods,

and encode subjective degrees of belief, both in the lives of a specific artist and in a historical

period. While these approaches are not a path to more objective category systems for art,

they allow us to approach these systems as models, suggestions and ways of seeing which

we can integrate into our qualitative models.
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These three studies show examples of how computational methods can allow us to ap-

proach old problems in new ways. Instead of trampling over existing ways of seeing and

knowing about culture, these methods allow us see differently, though modeling and visual-

ization, and update our mental models to inform more specific inquiry. Aesthetic measures,

rather than a way of automating away critical humanistic inquiry, serve as texts, grounding

that inquiry. In my opinion, the process of debating concepts like layout similarity or visual

complexity and how measures of them should actually work is a refreshing, contemporary

way to think about visual experience.

There are also a wide variety of less-subjective ways that we can apply computation

to cultural data. More geometric vision approaches, like those discussed at the start of

Chapter 2 [293, 159, 32, 69], still have unstudied potential for analysis of art images. Visual

intertextuality [109] and network analysis [238] are other area where computers can help

us to understand old topics differently. While we have not considered these areas in our

inquiry here, we would encourage taking a similarly skeptical approach towards objective

truth about art in these contexts as well.

Unfortunately, participation in debates around computational approaches are only re-

ally open to those who are fluent in the language of computational modeling, and the

culture of computing. While requiring scholars to learn an unfamiliar language and culture

to participate in scholarly discourse is nothing new in the academic humanities, there is a

need for future research on accessibility in this domain. Computational image analysis is

significantly more difficult for non-experts to learn than similar fields like computational

text analysis, in part because the methods are younger and less work has been done on
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making them available to a wide audience. We strongly encourage future work on tools

for computational image analysis which are accessible to non-experts, and especially non-

programmers.

9.2 Who is the Subject?

In Chapter 6, we raised a key question: when we say IAQA is a subjective problem, who

is the subject? In the personalized statement of the problem discussed in Chapter 7, the

subject is the user, and the modeling process attempts to predict specifically how they will

feel about a given image. But for applications of IAQA where there is no single human user

(for example, when evaluating image processing algorithms), this philosophical solution no

longer works. In line with Haraway’s critique of “god-tricks” in science and the feminist

critique of Kantian disinterestedness, we believe assertions that a computational aesthetic

measure is objective or universal amounts to computational construction of taste, where

we elevate an uncertain and limited way of understanding images to the status of objective

truth. Instead, models based on these assumptions predict a kind of popularity, which

ignores individuals whose tastes deviate from the norm.

One could also argue that the algorithm itself is the subject. As discussed in Chapter

6, this requires making an artificial intelligence claim, that the computation happening

inside a particular aesthetic measure is similar to the computation happening in a human

brain. Our claims regarding personalization make this perspective more appealing — there

are many algorithms which may resemble human emotional responses to images because

there are many ways that humans emotionally respond to images, and even more ways
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that an algorithm could respond which are similar. However, since an aesthetic measure is

not a person in any other sense, it is unclear why we would give weight to the output of

an aesthetic measure which is only justified through its own taste. As P3 from Chapter 8

so succinctly put it, “If the model itself is not good, I don’t need to satisfy that model.”

Instead, we would venture that regardless of whose preference data is collected, the

subject in IAQA is always at least partially the human researcher who decides how to

frame the problem. The researcher has full design agency to shape the metric they develop

according to their personal photographic preferences. This agency can be expressed in

explicit ways, like how Ke et al. reference specific photographic rules of thumb, or more

implicitly [185], like how Lu et al. discard the image categories from the AVA dataset [214].

In many cases, it is acceptable or even advantageous for the researcher to express their

subjectivity through the design of an IAQA model. If the target use of the model is in

an automatic editing tool, for example, having one specific style that a tool targets is an

important design choice which can help establish an identity for the product. But in other

contexts, we may want to decenter the researcher, avoid relying too heavily on their con-

cept of aesthetic quality and model the taste of a particular human population instead.

In that context, we should rely on qualitative research techniques rooted in ethnography

and participatory design [200, 277] to incorporate the mental models of individuals in the

target population into our computational modeling process. As discussed in Chapter 8, a

gold standard for decentering the researcher would be creating easy-to-use tools for design-

ing aesthetic measures which members of the target population could themselves use. We

advocate for more research into customizable approaches for these problems, which give
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non-expert users the ability to design algorithms for these problems based on their perspec-

tives, as opposed to personalized models which attempt to account for user subjectivity

automatically. Design of these tools, as well as investigation of how non-experts choose to

(or not to) measure perceptual qualities, would be an excellent direction for future research

into aesthetic phenomenon problems.

9.3 Uncertainty and the Culture of Computer Vision

Another central theme has been the epistemic uncertainty inherent in aesthetic phenomenon

problems. Uncertainty is not a component of Haraway’s approach to knowledge, but it is a

central addition of Drucker [91] and D’Ignazio and Klein [94], who use uncertainty to avoid

false claims of objectivity in visualization and mapping. In Chapter 5, we connect their use

of uncertainty to Bayesian statistics, which has its own tradition of quantifying subjective

degrees of belief. Bayesian methods are typically employed in machine learning research

to quantify the “beliefs” of artificial agents as they interact with a difficult-to-sense world,

but they can also be useful for quantifying our beliefs as researchers about the problems

that we are studying.

While computer vision is well-acquainted with uncertainty in data, uncertainty in our

modeling and experimentation is a much newer concept. Just a few decades ago most com-

puter vision research studied methods with mathematical performance guarantees, which

are largely not subject to the feminist critiques of knowledge we discuss here. Recently, how-

ever, evaluation has shifted towards metrics computed on empirical benchmarks; but the

assumption of exact, objective knowledge regarding algorithm performance has remained
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in place. This assumption is reinforced in computer vision papers using the visual rhetoric

of the “results table,” with a firm boundary between the “state-of-the-art” result and the

rest.

In a recent study of computer vision researchers1 [124], we traced this shift. One partici-

pant, a senior computer vision researcher, had a combination of quantitative and qualitative

evaluation in her paper from 2003: “quantitative evaluation, you know, back in 2003 was

still kind of in its infancy...I’m not sure that this [2003] paper has basically any comparison

to competing methods which probably would be required today.” A second explains that in

1999, showing example output of his system was sufficient: “instead of [Amazon] Mechani-

cal Turk you just have the reviewers just eyeball the images.” In a recent blog post, Aaron

Hertzmann echoes this sentiment: papers which present methods with clearly visible results

are now asked by reviewers to include user studies to show that their work outperforms

prior work [152]. In the satirical 2010 “Paper Gestalt” [314] paper, which attempts to use

computer vision methods to distinguish between good and bad papers, large confusing

tables were identified as a key feature of bad papers, not an essential feature of good ones.

So how did computer vision transform from a mathematical discipline based on geome-

try to an empirical discipline based on benchmarks? We can see the seeds of this transition

as early as a debate at ICCV 1999 between Jitendra Malik and Olivier Faugeras [306]. In

that debate, Malik argued that geometric methods had reached their limits, and computer

vision should focus more on probabilistic modeling of perceptual factors, while Faugeras

1A paper about this study, P7, is currently under submission and available as a preprint at https:

//arxiv.org/abs/2209.11200. This study is not included as a chapter in this thesis due to its limited
relevance to aesthetic phenomenon problems.
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responded that empirical computer vision was unscientific, since it is unfalsifiable, and geo-

metric methods based on rigorous mathematics were a better foundation for the discipline.

Malik rebuts, arguing that computer vision is not a science, but a hybrid of mathematics,

science and engineering. Regardless of who was right at the time, Malik’s position was re-

peatedly justified by successes in probabilistic and learning-based computer vision shortly

after.

The publication of Krizhevsky, Sutskever and Hinton’s “ImageNet Classification with

Deep Convolutional Neural Networks” in 2012 [194] marks a turning point for empirical

evaluation. This paper is historically significant for setting off the deep learning revolution,

and its design and writing served as a foundation for the thousands of deep learning-based

computer vision papers that followed. The paper’s central argument is that several “new

and unusual features” lead deep convolutional neural networks to significantly outperform

other methods. These features include rectified linear units (ReLU), GPU-based training,

and regularization techniques like data augmentation and dropout. Neural network papers

were obligated to use empirical evaluation, as there are insufficient theoretical guarantees

for these models and they are difficult to compare otherwise. Over the following years,

many papers followed, showing that deep convolutional neural networks outperform exist-

ing methods on other central problems like object detection and semantic segmentation.

Because they follow Krizhevsky’s argumentative form, these papers use comparisons on

benchmarks to show their effectiveness. This style of table, with one number in bold, actu-

ally arises in computer graphics before entering computer vision; see Figure 9.1 (a) for an

early example. Early graphics results tables primarily showed runtime comparisons, rather
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(a) Table from SIGGRAPH 1995 [290] (b) Table from a 1999 edited volume [60]

(c) Table from NeurIPS 2012 [194] (d) Table from NeurIPS 2021 [73]

Figure 9.1: Visual development of the results table in computer vision. (a) is an early
example from computer graphics. (b) is an early example from computer vision. (c) is from
the highly influential 2012 AlexNet ImageNet classification paper [194], (d) is a 2021 state-
of-the-art result on ImageNet, requiring a much larger number of comparisons [73].

than accuracy or quality evaluations. These tables start to appear in the computer vision

literature for showing machine learning performance at least as early as 1999 (Figure 9.1

(b)).

Today, competition on major vision problems is fierce. For example, compare the table

in Figure 9.1 (c), from a 2012 paper, to the table in Figure 9.1 (d), from a 2021 paper. The

benchmark remains ImageNet, though performance has surged from 40% top-1 accuracy to

over 85%, but the competing state-of-the-art includes dozens of models and differ by only

fractions of a percent. While it is indisputable that the surge in accuracy values corresponds

to an increase in performance, given the uncertain relationship between the ImageNet
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benchmark and real-world image classification problems, especially the subjective nature

of our categorization systems themselves [44, 85, 34], simply measuring the highest scalar

performance value should not guarantee that we have found a state-of-the-art approach.

But each successive paper asserts that their approach is the state-of-the-art, putting their

accuracy value in bold.

We encourage future work throughout machine learning exploring Bayesian approaches

to subjectivity and epistemic uncertainty. These statistical methods allow us to relate

uncertainty to subjective degrees of belief. We also encourage work connecting these ideas

to perspectivist approaches to data annotation [24, 25]. These methods seem to be natural

allies for foregrounding the evidence we have for our modeling decisions, as well as our

degree of uncertainty (or certainty) around model performance across computer vision

problems. While it may seem that benchmark-based evaluation is simply the way that

research is done in computer vision, these developments are relatively recent. It is possible

for researchers to adopt alternative evaluation methods and argumentative forms when

appropriate.

9.4 Aesthetic Measures and Optimization Beyond Objective Evaluation

A topic which has come up several times is the relationship between aesthetic measures and

the images which optimally activate them. Hume took issue with the idea of reducing judg-

ment to geometric principles precisely because they imply an optimal, ideal beauty [156].

Galanter develops his theory of computational aesthetics with the expressed purpose of

evolving works of art using genetic algorithms to optimize for them [113]. Some of our
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participants in Chapter 8 tried to methodically optimize for each measure in order to de-

termine its taste. And in Chapter 6, we observe a characteristic style of dramatic nature

photo, which achieves the highest ratings in the AVA dataset, which aligns well with the

explanatory regression coefficients from Chapter 7. While the idea of optimizing for a par-

ticular measure resembles economic or managerial decision-making which is unacceptable

to many artists and humanists, there may be interesting avenues for research into tools

based on these ideas, even if the functions involved are not objective measures of any

specific aesthetic phenomenon.

For example, these ideas lead towards a hypothesis: that we can operationalize difficult-

to-describe visual styles using a mapping between computational measures and the images

which optimally activate them. For example, given a large basis set of images, we could

visualize a candidate measure by retrieving the images which optimally activate it, or

select a measure by first selecting several images from this basis set and searching for a

measure which rates those images highest. In fact, the N×M matrix of scores assigned to N

images by M aesthetic measures resembles the user-content matrix studied in collaborative

filtering [12, 285], as well as recent analysis of complexity measures as image features by

Karjus et al. [181]. Future study of aesthetic measures as a space of style features which

could be used to develop measures for specific desired, but difficult to describe, design

aesthetics is a worthwhile area of inquiry.

An additional possible application area is in the understanding and explanation of

image processing algorithms. Metrics for more objective concepts of image quality and

degradation are already used in this space for evaluation [174, 145], but we advocate for
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something less normative. Aesthetic measures could be used to describe and explain how

new image transformations, especially those which are parameterized by deep neural net-

works, actually affect the perceptual qualities of images, either individually or as an inter-

pretable vector showing differences on several metrics, much like classeme features [305]

are assembled out of weak image classifiers. These metrics should not be treated as an ob-

jective replacement for human evaluation, but can be used descriptively to quantify image

transformations. Conversely, interpretable image transformations could be used to describe

difficult-to-interpret aesthetic measures by applying transformations to optimize images for

that measure.

9.5 Aesthetic Phenomenon Problems and Ethics

Our final key theme is one which is under-discussed in the prior chapters: the relationship

between aesthetics and ethics, and the relationship between aesthetic phenomenon prob-

lems and larger ethical issues in computer vision. While discussing the long relationship

between ethics and aesthetics is well beyond the scope of this thesis, it is worth noting

that ethics and aesthetics both require us to make judgments, and it is easy for matters of

taste to shape our ethical stances or for our moral judgments to affect our interpretations

of works of art.

Centrally, aesthetic quality assessment algorithms differ from other social scientific or

neuroscientific study of perception and taste because they do not simply describe how peo-

ple have made judgments regarding aesthetic phenomena, they ask how computers should

make those judgments in the future. Implicit in our notion of the aesthetic phenomenon
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problem is the assumption that computers should make new judgments similarly to the

ways that humans have made judgments in the past. This assumption can lead, as it has

in topics like facial recognition [54], to reproduction of historical biases if we do not ac-

tively intervene. As discussed in Chapters 5 and 7, the artistic canon shapes datasets like

WikiArt and reflects historical concepts of beauty and genius intimately tied to race, na-

tionality and gender [26, 190, 82, 319]. As developers of these models and algorithms, we

have a degree of creative freedom to choose how the aesthetic qualities we seek to measure

should be defined, and a responsibility to be upfront with our degree of authorship over

our approaches. Attempting to model the contents of our data as neutrally as possible is

not a neutral option in this context, as every aesthetic measure makes implicit normative

judgments.

There is a serious danger, if we overstate the neutrality or certainty of our approaches to

aesthetic phenomenon problems, that they will be misinterpreted as objective approaches

to taste and beauty. In Chapter 8, P4 falls victim to this misinterpretation: “assuming that

machine learning models know much more than us, even though they might not think like

us, but they have a larger set of data that’s trying to feed them...I would want it to be more

selective.” It is very tempting to trust artificial agents as omniscient aesthetic oracles,

who have some inscrutable quantitative knowledge about what we should consider high

quality, instead of interpolated knowledge about what we have considered high quality.

Such approaches play into pseudo-scientific trends, such as the mythology surrounding the

golden ratio as a numerical secret to beauty in art and architecture [228].2

2George Markowsky debunks this mythology. He points out that the golden ratio is an irrational number,
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We strongly oppose the use of aesthetic measures to evaluate the work of human artists

for economic or governance purposes. As we discussed in Chapter 1, such measures are

dehumanizing and commodifying. Supposedly objective definitions of beauty can be highly

politically charged, especially when concepts of ideal beauty intersect with femininity and

race [240] or artistic value [26] to create narratives of cultural supremacy or decline. This

thesis does not delve deeply into these issues, but we encourage future study from more

explicitly socio-political perspectives on aesthetic phenomenon problems, especially related

to the computational construction of taste discussed in Chapter 7.

Finally, we have only briefly touched issues regarding the politics of data collection for

aesthetic phenomenon problems. In Chapter 8, we sketched an argument for how qualita-

tive evaluation can challenge the imbalanced power relationship between researchers and

participants, especially on crowd work platforms, we encourage further study and pursuit

of that line of inquiry. We have not discussed the ethics of collecting large cultural image

datasets. While increasing dataset size may help to remedy the biases present in smaller

datasets and produce more reliable quantitative evaluations for these problems, there are

difficult questions regarding both privacy and surveillance which arise in this area. These

topics have been the subject of active debate for the past decade [45], and are not yet

resolved [195]. Further inquiry into the privacy status of cultural images is needed in order

to better govern work in this area.

and any attempt to measure it in art or architecture is at most wishful thinking [228].
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9.6 Conclusion

As artificial intelligence technologies improve, the boundaries between subjective and ob-

jective qualities will continue to blur. This thesis takes a first step towards naming a collec-

tion of problems at that boundary and approaching them from a feminist, human-centered

perspective. Despite the difficulties of working with these problems, and the unusual com-

binations of research methods they afford, we emphasize that computational methods offer

fascinating, radically new ways of seeing culture. Pushing at the boundaries of evaluation

in computer vision creates new opportunities for us to think more deeply about how we

personally experience the visual world and how we can express different ways of seeing

computationally.
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